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The journal is published twice a year (Spring/Summer
and FalVWinter), and reaches a lucrative segment of the
real estate industry as well as an impressive cross section
of professionals in relat€d industries.

Subscribers ta Redl Estote fssues are primarily the own-
ers, chairmen, presidents and vice presidents of real estate
companies, financial corporations, property companies,
banks, management companies, libraries and Realtorc
boards throughout the country; professors and university
prsonnel; and professionals in S&Ls, insurance companies
and law firms.

Real Estate Isszes is published for the benefit of the
CREs (Counselor of Real Estst€) and other real estate
professionals including planners, architects, developers,
economists, politicians, scientists and sociologists. It fo-
cuses on approaches, both theoretical and empirical, to
timely problems and topics in the field of real estate.
Manuscripts are invited and should be addressed to:

Rocky Thrantello, Editor in chief
Real Estale Issuts
Counselors of R-eal Estate
430 N. Michigan Avenue
Chicago, IL 60611

Review Process
All manuscripts are reviewed by three members of the
editDrial board with the author's name(s) kept anonymous.
When accept€d, the manuscript with the recommended
changes are returned to the author for revision. If the
manuscript is not accepted, the author is notified by letter.

Every effort will be made to notify the author of the ac-
ceptance or rejection of the manuscript at the earliest
possible date. Upon publication, copyright is held by the
Counselors of Real Estate (American Society of Real Es-
tat€ Counselors). The publieher will not refuse arty reason-
able request by the author for p€rmission to reproduce any
of his contributions to the journal.

Deadlines
All manuscripte t! b€ considered for the Spring/Summer
edition must be submitt€d by February 1; for the FalV
Winter edition by Augu8t 1.

Manuscript/I llustrationE Pneparation
1. Manuscripts need to be submitted on disk (along with
hard copy) in ASCII hle format, Work Perfect preferred.

All submitted materials, including abstract, text and
notes, are to be double-spaced on one side of the sheet
only, with wide margins. Recommended number of pages
for a manuscript is not to exceed 25-30. Submit five copies
of the manuscript, accompanied by a 50- to 100-word ab-
stract and a brief biographical stat€ment.

2. All notes, both citations and explanatory, are to be
numbered consecutively in the text and placed at the end
of the manuscript.

3. Illustrations are to be considered as figures, numbered
consecutively and submitted in a form suitable for repro-
duction. TWe figure legends double-spaced on a separate
page.

4. Number all tables consecutively and type double.
spaced on separate pageB. All tables are to have titles.

5. Include glossy photographs that enhance the manu-
script, whenever possible.

6. Title of article should contain six words or less with an
active verb.

7. For uniformity and accuracy that is consistent with our
editorial policy, refer to the style rules in The Chicago
Manuol of Style .
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cles published in EEf during the 1993 calendar year
lSpring/Summer and Falywint€r editions) are eligible for
consideration and must be submitted by August 1, 1993.
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be responsible for a proportionate
cost of all heating repairs, decora-
tions, upkeep, maintenance, re-
newals, porters (anitors), insur-
ance, etc. Collectively these costs
are known as a service charge
which is passed on to the t€nants.
The basic rental paid for the space
dms not include any element to-
ward these costs.

In the present recessionary
market, landlords are taking a
more practical view of life, as ten-
ants are reluctant to get locked
into long-term commitments or
unlimited maintenance obliga-
tions. Tb let a building today, you
must be flexible in all the terms
you quote. It is doubtful whether
the landlord's market of the past
ever will be the same.

Yaluations/appraisals
In the UK valuations/appraisals
are known only as valuations, and
unlike U.S. appraisals, they are of-
ten shorter in content. All Char-
tered Surveyors are governed by
the rules laid down by the Assets
Valuation Standards Committee of
the RICS. The standards explain,
in considerable detail, how one
should approach a valuation in-
cluding all the various facets, i.e.,
recent legislation, etc. Compliance
by a valuer to the "Red Book" as it
is called, is virtually mandatory by
all banks, lending institutions and
the Stock Exchange.

Code of measuring practice
Regarding the measurement of
floor areas, the RICS and the In-
corporated Society of Valuers and
Auctioneers have a standard mea-
suring system. the Code of Mea-
suring Practice. It covers all types
of buildings and is used almost
without exception throughout the
UK providing consistency in valu-
ation practice. A valuer would need
an extremely good reason to de-
part from the code. For example,
all offrce buildings are measured
on net internal floor area for the
purposes of valuation or letting,
exclusive of staircases, landings,
lift shafts, service areas, toilets,
etc. The space valued is the actual
usable floor area. The code even
sets the rules for measuring
around air conditioning units
and central heating radi ators.
Obviously, when measuring for

rebuilding or replacement costs,
the overall gross external floor
area would be used in the case of
an offrce building.

When a commercial tenancy
ends, unless the lease specifically
states otherwise, the tenant is en-
titled to a new lease for a term not
to exceed 14 years, according to the
terms of the Landlord and Tbnant
Act, 1954. The landlord can resist
the grant of a new lease, but there
are very restricted reasons, such
as requirement for own occupation,
rebuilding or redevelopment, or
the tenant being of an appalling
nature! The new lease will be at
current rental and may embody
more modern lease terms, though
generally it should follow the ex-
piring lease. The requirements of
the Landlord and Tenant Act are
peculiar to the UK, and to the best
of my knowledge do not exist in
North America or virtually any
other country.

Rates
Another term used in connection
with property is "rates," or munici-
pal taxes levied by the local au-
thority. They are based on an as-
sessment of the hypothetica I
rental value of the concerned
building or premises on a given
date. and the charge applied is
known as the "Uniform Business
Rate." The rates are payable
strictly by the occupier and would
only be paid by the landlord if the
lease called for it, which is highly
unlikely.

In Summary
I could go on at considerable
length, but this article is only in-
tended to provide a bird's eye view
on real estate-related terms used
in the UK. Tb summarize, a broker
is an estate agent who may call
himself a property consultant; an
appraiser is a valuer; a Chartered
Surveyor may not necessarily un-
dertake surveys; and rates are
taxes.

DANIEL
ROSE, CRE,
BECEIVES 1992
LANDAUER
AWARD

f he Counselors of Real Estate have named
I Daniel Rose. CRE, president of Rose Associ-
tl ates, New York, as the recipient of the 1992

James D. Landauer Award. The award is given an-
nually, when appropriate, to a real estate pro-
fessional who has furthered the ideals of The
Counselors and its CRE (Counselor of Real Estate)
designation.

During his real estate career, Rose has devel-
oped such properties as the award-winning Penta-
gon City complex in Arlington, Virginia and One
Financial Center office tower in Boston. As an insti-
tutional consultant, his credits include the creation
and implementation of the "housing for the perform-
ing arts" concept for New York's Manhattan Plaza.
Rose has served as president or chairman of various
groups such as the Horace Mann-Barnard School,
the National Jewish Welfare Board and the Harlem
Educational Activities Fund; and he has served as
offrcer or director of a wide range of non-profit orga-
nizations including the Police Athletic kague, the
Jacob Javits Convention Center Development Corpo-
ration, the New York Council for the Humanities,
the Museum of the City of New York, the Institute
for Urban Desigrr, the Foreigrr Policy Association
and the Institute for East-West Studies.

Mr Rose, who is a director of the Dreyfus Money
Market Fund, Inc. and a trustee of Corporate Prop-
erty Investors, teaches, lectures and writes on a va-
riety of real estate and planning subjects. He has
also served as "Expert Advisor" to the U.S. Secre-
tary, Department of Housing and Urban Develop-
ment and as "Expert/Consultant" to the U.S.
Commissioner of Education, Department of Health,
Education and Welfare.

The Landauer award is named for the late James
D. Landauer, CRE, who played a key role in the
establishment of The Counselors and the preemi-
nence of the real estate counseling profession. Other
recipients have included CREs Roland Rodrock Ran-
dall (1986), James E. Gibbons (1987), Roy P Drach-
man i1988), John Robert White (1989), Boyd T.
Barnard (1990) and George M. Lovejoy (1991).

I)aniel Rose. CRE
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EUGENE G.
BOWES, CRE,
NAMED
RECIPIENT
of t993
LUM A1TIABD

lF ugene G. Bowes, CRE. president of Bowes and

!. Company. Denver, has been named the 1993
tI recipient ofthe Louise L. and YT. Lum Award.
This honor recognizes Bowes' distinguished contri-
bution to the advancement of knowledge and educa-
tion in the real estate counseling profession.

The award was established by the late Y.T. Lum,
CRE, to encourage the continuing professional edu-
cation of those engaged in real estate counseling
through an understanding of its principles, theories,
techniques and practices. Bowes' distinguished ca-
reer exemplifies the standards set forth by this
award.

A member of The Counselors since 1964, Bowes
served as president in 1976 and continues to serve
on numerous committees. As a CRE (Counselor of
Real Estate-member of the Counselors of Real Es-
tate), Bowes specializes in counseling, custom bro-
kerage and appraisals regarding retail, commercial,
industrial and other investment real estate.

Bowes entered the real estate business in 193?.
Shortly after World War II, he founded Bowes and
Company-Real Estate Appraisers and Counselors
and Brokers. In addition to his association with The
Counselors, Bowes was a director of the Denver and
Colorado Boards of Realtors and the National Asso-
ciation of Realtors.

Bowes was founding chairman of the Denver
Partnership (Downtown Denver, Inc., and Denver
Civic Ventures), a founder of Spalding Rehabilita-
tion Center, and a member of the Board of Directors
of Cherry Hills School District. He has been a mem-
ber, director, and offrcer of The Denver Club, the
Denver Country CIub, and The Rotary Club of De-
nver.

Previous recipients of the Louise L. and YT.
Lum Award include CREs John McMahan (1992)
Wayne D. Hagood (1991), Charles W Bradshaw, Jr.
(1990), Jared Shlaes (1989), John R. White (1988)
and Thurston H. Ross (1987).

have not appeared, and specialized
training is not available.

The Russian real estate mar-
ket has made great strides in a
brief period. In many respects, it
remains chaotic and immature as
it evolves in an environment of
continuing restrictions, lack of
market experience, and an absence
of financing.

NO'TES
1. Encyclopedia of Law. Moscow, Soviet

EEc,'clopedia, 1987.
2. Eoperty l,aw of the RSFSR tRussian

FederatioD). Supreme Soviet of the
RSFSR. Approved 24 Deccmber 1990.

3. Law of the RSFSR on pri\rati2stion of
housing. Supreme Soviet ofthe RSFSR.
ApFo'ved 4 July 1991.

4. Property Law, op cit.
5. Lsnd Code ofthe R.SFSR. Approved 25

April 1991.
6. Decree on land sales to citiz€ns and ju-

ridical peraoae in the process of prita-
tization of state and municipal enter-
prises. President o{ the Ruesian Fed.,
Declee No. 213, 2 March 1992.

7. Decree on proceduree for Iand sales to
citizens and juridical persons in the
process ofpriratization ofstat€ and mu-
nicipal enteaplises. President of the
Russian Fed., Decree No. 631, 14 June
1992.

8. l,aw of the Rusgian Federation on mort-
gages. Approved 5 June 1992.

9. Law of the RSFSR on tsres on property
of Eatuial persons. Supreme Soviet of
the RSFSR. Approved 9 December
1991.

10. l,aw of the R.SFSR oE taxes on property
of juridicsl pe.sous. Supreme Soviet of
the RSFSR. Approved 13 December
1991.

11. t aw of the RSFSR on payment for land.
Supreme Soviet of the RSFSR. Ap-
proved 11 October 1991.

12. lra S. Lowry, gssisted by Olga Z.
Kaganova. R€al Estate Tenure and
Thration io the Ru8sian Federation.
Prepared fo! the U.ban lrrstitute,
WashinSto!, D.C.; UI Project 6127-
XI49, June 1992.

13. Jitl Khadduri, assi8ted by Aleiadder
Puzanov. Notee on the Residential Real
E8tata Market in Russia. Prepared for
the Urbsn Ilstitute, Wa6hitrgtou, D.C.;
Project No. AID/DHR- 100& C{G010&m,
September 1992.

Eug€ne G. Bowes, CRE
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A Common
Language?
by Harold Melzack, CRE

While I am not certain who hrst
said it, "Great Britain and the
United States are two nations sep-
arated by a common languageJ' is
a frequently heard quote that to
some extent is still true. With the
growth in international travel,
however, the language diffrculties
have lessened, except in the world
of property.

In major British commercial
real estate practices, known as "es-
tate agentsl'most or all the part-
ners are members of The Royal In-
stitution of Chartered Surveyors
(RICS); individual partners are
called "Chartered Surveyors." Im-
mediately this is confusing since
the majority do not undertake sur-
veys of any t)?e. name or descrip-
tion. The last time I surveyed a
building was some 35 years ago.

However, the des i gnati on,
Chartered Surveyor, embodies a
wide range of disciplines including
valuation/appraisal, advice on ac-
quisition and disposal of proper-
ties, property management, town
planning, taxation, etc., all under
the category of General Practice.
Chartered Surveyors who spend
their time surveying are known as
Chartered Quantity Surveyors or
Chartered Building Surveyors.
Quantity Surveyors are concerned
with the quantity of materials
likely to be used in new construc-
tion or in the alteration ofan exist-
ing building. They also act as cost
consultants.

In recent years, the designa-
tion "estate agent" has been a
somewhat pejorative term in the
UK due to the media who regard
estate agents as three levels below
a second-hand car dealer Conse-
quently, most agents now describe
themselves as Chartered Sur-
veyors, Property Consultants and
Valuers, Surveyors and Valuers,
etc., any'thing to avoid the word es-
tate agent.

To be fair, this change of desig-
nation mainly applies to commer-
cial property practices, and many
residential estate agents retain

the description. Here again, there
is a difference in terminology; in
North America the word "broker"
is "estate agent" in the UK.

Overall, while leasing of com-
mercial buildings is the same in
North America and the UK, there
are differences. Most major com-
mercial buildings in the UK are
owned by leading institutional
sources such as insurance com-
panies, pension funds, etc., or by
Stock Exchange publicly quoted
property companies.

The letting of a building
The ideal situation for any major
property owner is the letting of a
building to a single tenant on a 25-
year lease with full repairing and
insuring terms. All the landlord
has to do here is collect the rent
four times a year; every other as-
pect of the building is dealt with
solely by the tenant. The landlord
is not concerned with heating, dec-
oration, repairs, maintenance, im-
provements, insurance, etc.

In addition, these leases con-
tain the landlord's right every five
years or so to call for a review of
the rental paid. At the time of re-
view, the rent can either remain at
the present level or go up; it can
never go down. The new rental
level is determined by an agree-
ment between parties, or failing
agteement, by the appointment of
a third party to determine the
market rent such as an indepen-
dent exp€rt or arbitrator. In a con-
sistent or rising property market
this is perhaps fair to both sides,
however in the present recession-
ary market, many landlords hnd
they have buildings grossly over-
rented, with tenants locked into
leases that are substantially above
the current market rental level.

With multi-let buildings, the
ideal situation is for the tenant to

Horold lrebdck, CRE, is th2 joint se-
nior partner of Smith Melzack, a
multidiscipLine real estate pra.tice
in central lAndon. Melzarh pro.ti.es
as a wluzr, arbitrator and indepen-
d2nt etpett inwlving property dis-
pLles. He is o nember of lhz Coun-
selors of Reol E\tale ond. o Fellou of
Ttu Rolal Instittltion of Chartered
Sun41ors, and he hlrs bctured and
writlen arli.les on wrtous osfcls of
the prcperty professioa.
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etc., is illegal. Third is the semile-
gal Ieasing of rooms or entire
apartments by occupants of munic-
ipal housing. Privatized apart-
ments and fully paid off coopera-
tives are private property, and in
1991 a market for such housing ap-
peared. While legal, however, this
market is not financially func-
tional. Up to 80% of sellers de-
mand hard currency, illegal until
only recently. Brokers in Moscow
and St. Petersburg stress that
ruble and hard currency markets
are distinct, but prices are compa-
rable at the black market currency
exchange rate. Evidence suggests
that many brokers have mastered
mixed hard currency/ruble sales.

Official data on legal apart-
ment sales is unavailable because
there was no system for publicly
registering or recording transac-
tions. In Moscow, an offrce for reg-
istering apartment sales was es-
tablished in March 1992, and legal
sales by August were estimated at
5,000,ls but St. Petersburg still
has no such offrce, and sales ap-
pear to be definitely fewer

In St. Petersburg, most sellers
are emigrating families of which
about 807c demand hard currency.
The average price between July
1991 and May 1992 was about $25
per square foot, about 4,275 rubles
by written order (bank transfer), or
3,350 rubles cash. Somewhere be-
tween 50Vo-957c of the buyers are
corporations which pay by written
order Severe restrictions limit con-
version of corporatp bank funds to
cash. Consequently, a ruble in cash
is worth about 1.3 rubles in the
bank. Corporations apparently buy
flats for their managers and high
ranking offrcers, but brokers esti-
mat€ that 207r of flats purchased
in St. Petersburg are used as of-
fices or guest apartments.

Prices in Moscow between July
1991 and May 1992 were higher at
about $48 or 6,500 rubles (written
order) per square foot. Until
Spring 1992, demand for flats far
exceeded supply, and auctions were
a common form of sale. More re-
cently supply has exceeded solvent
demand. Moscow brokers report
declining prices in massive apart-
ment buildings developed during
the 1960s-1980s in the peripheral

areas; prices of larger downtown
apartments have strengthened.

Housing development is nearly
nonexistent because pri vate
builders have no access to land, al-
though some entrepreneurs have
acquired unhnished housing from
insolvent enterprises. A few mu-
nicipally financed pilot deals have
occurred, and new housing seems
to sell for about the same ruble
price as recently privatized units.

Current prices preclude devel-
opment of a maas market. A stan-
dard two-room flat of about 540
square feet sells for about 1.8 mil-
lion rubles in St. Petersburg and
2.5 million rubles in Moscow. In
June 1992, the average monthly
salary in St. Petersburg was offr-
cially estimated at 2,000 rubles.
With two parents' salaries plus
children grants, monthly family
income did not exceed 5,000
rubles. Thus the average price of a
typical flat is about 30 times the
average annual family income. Al-
though real incomes are somewhat
higher than official estimates,
prices are clearly an obstacle to
the development of a mass market.

Brokerage in rral estate
Brokers have always worked the
b)ack market, receiving commis-
sions in cash. The first oflicially
chartered corporate brokerage
hrm appeared in late 1990, and to-
day more than 100 firms and nu-
merous individuals practice in St.
Petersburg, with even more in
Moscow. Most combine brokerage
with totally unrelated activit ies.
Brokerage work is concentrated in
privat€ apartment sales which rep-
reaent over 807. of St. Petersburg
transactions. The balance is ga-
rages, private suburban houses,
and summer homes. Less than
ZOs( of the brokers also work in
apartment leasing.

Nearly all nonresidential prop-
erty is state- or municipaily-
owned, and legal brokers rarely
deal with it. Such transactions
represent less than lVo of their ac-
tivity. These sales are connected
with illegal privatization and are
handled by major black market
dealers associated with corrupt ad-
ministration officers, according to
St. Petersburg brokers and some
deputies of the City Council.

Brokers are neither licensed
nor regulated and have developed
their own procedures and forms of
documentation. Typically, the only
other outside participant in a deal
is a notary. Without benefit of in-
struction, brokers have created a
form of title research and have de-
veloped escrow procedures. Buyers
and sellers who have found each
other independently usually en-
gage a broker to close the transac-
tion because they consider the
broker to be a guarantor against
deceit. Commissions range from
27c to lUVc and usually are added
to the purchase price as a charge
to the buyer.

Brokerage is now a rapidiy de-
veloping and evolving industry.
Brokers are creating ways of deal-
ing with different tlpes of transac-
tions, and they are seeking new in-
terrelationships. In June 1992, a
constituent congress of the Rus-
sian Association of Realtors was
held, and subsequently, regional
associations have appeared. They
want to establish uniform docu-
mentation and a professional code,
create an information exchange,
and gain access to privatizing non-
residential property.

Obstacles to real estate
market development
The first block of obstacles centers
on legislation; laws passed by the
Supreme Soviet conflict with Pres-
idential decrees. Laws to support
the development of a market infra-
structure are inadequate, espe-
cially regarding the registration of
title and transactional data and
accesa to the resulting market in-
formation. Separate laws concern-
ing land and buildings must be co-
ordinated or unified. Restrictions
on transfers must be lifted. Cur-
rently, full ownership of land is re-
stricted. Further, only munici-
palities are authorized to lease
land, eliminating the possibility of
leasing privately owned land. Sec-
ond is the incompetence or lack of
commitment by city administra-
tive offrcials toward the process of
privatizing land and nonresiden-
tial property. Clear cut and open
procedures are essential. Finally,
the immature system lacks a mar-
ket infrastructure. Long term
mortgage hnancing does not exist,
professionals in related disciplines

TIIE
PBESIDET{T
SPETIIS

THE
COUNSELORS
AT 40:
A TIME OT
CHtrNGE

I n anniversarv is a time to rellect on where we

A huu" been ani where we are going. The Amer-
I I ican Societv of Real Estate (the Counselors of
Real Estate) wai founded in 1953 as the Society of
Real Estate Counselors by a group of outstanding
Realtnrs who met in Miami to address the needs of a
changing industry. When we meet in Miami this
November, we will return to a very different
challenge.

Many of the decisions of the founders are still a
living part of our culture, in particular our invita-
tion process and the standard of excellence by which
prospective members are measured. The require-
ments for membership have changed over the years,
recognizing the emergence of new forces in the real
estate world. A Counselor in 1953 was the head of
his firm, had many years of experience and probably
never had seen a computer. TMay, our members rep-
resent all facets of the industry, from the single
practitioner to the institutional department chiel
Also, our membership now is international.

Our world is changing. Real estate still is a lo-
calized business, but the players are frequently
global. The emergence of the pension funds as major
investors has created new funding, even as the sav-
ings and loan and banking crisis removed many tra-
ditional lenders from the market. The depression
which plagued the oil producing states and now is
affecting even "Golden California," has created a
new level of caution among owners and investors.

Regulation has become a fact in the 1990s. As
Counselors, we are not as directly affected as the
appraisers or bankers, but the losses in portfolio
value, the increasing amount of litigation and the
consciousness of potential regulation have made
most clients aware ofthe need for careful evaluation
of all their decisions. The integrity and experience of
the Counselor is more in demand today than was the
expertise of the founders in 1953.

What of the future? A new administration has
just taken offrce in Washington, D.C., with high
hopes of correcting many of the ills of our society.
There will be many changes as the programs to re-
build the infrastructure, address the health care
crisis and balance the budget are configured in the
Congress and the Whit€ House. The Counselor, with
a broad-based, multi-disciplinary approach, is the
ideal real estate expert to assist in the great
changes which will take place between now and the
turn of the century.

The Richard Day Research Study clearly re-
vealed that Counselors are usually retained because
of their personal reputation rather than because of
their CRE Designation. The vision of the founders
still is true. As Counselors, all of us have the task to
creata awareness of the desigrration and the need for
counseling services, with continued emphasis on the
integrity which has been the hallmark of the Coun-
selor for 40 years.

?--"e.*A
Jean C. Felts, CRE
Presi.dent
Counselars of Real Estate
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I
Tbnant Representation by
Advisors and Brokers
Peter E. Pattison, CRE

As stated in the introduction, the author "looks at
the olfice building from the perspective of the
tenant and his advisors - a viewpoint significantly
different from that of the group of real estate
professionals who are called upon to maximize the
value of the property." Read for information on
t€nant representation from the perspective of
tenants, tenant advisors, real estate advisors,
brokers, space planners and attorneys. This chapter
is an excerpt from the just released book "THE
OFFICE BUILDING From Concept to Investment
Realityj' a joint venture of the Counselors of Real
Estate, the Appraisal Institute and the Society of
Industrial and Offrce Realtors Educational Fund.

8
Applying Fair Market Value
Concepts to Water Rights
Bonnie G. Colby

Beal estate professionals increasingly are asked to
assess water rights which are bought, sold and
leased in the western United States. The diversity
of 5 dillerent regional water markets is described
along with their respective price trends. Also
included is a fair market value definition for water
rights and a detailed discussion on fair market
value concepts.

t5
Short Run Break-Even Analysis
for Real Estate Projects
Lawrence F. Sherman, Jae K. Shim and
Mark Hartney

The use of break-even analysis is a useful
technique for short run analysis of real estate
development projects on a for-profit and nonproht
basis. The technique is explained with a short term
analysis of an apartment construction project.
Appropriate formula and data are presented that
illustrate the feasibility analysis of a project using
break-even analysis and available industry data.

2t
Real Estate and Moral Hazard,
Bowen H. "Buzz" McCoy, CRE

The author presents the conclusions of his work, to
date, as chairman of the Credit Task Force of the
Urban Land Institute. Why isn't credit available at
attractive rates to real estate? In part because of
the unintended consequence of new, risk-based
capital rules and mark-to-market accounting;
partially because of a degeneration of valuation
methodology and terminology and the deterioration
of a reliable database. Also addressed is how
Counselors can make a difference.

private ownership, transfers by
gift or inheritance, and mortgage
financing. The normative price is
50 times the rate of the promul-
gated land tax. In Moscow, the av-
erage normative price is 62.7
rubles per square foot, with a max-
imum of 383.7 rubles in the Cen-
tral Business District. This is less
than 2Vo of market land values for
corresponding locations in l.os An-
geles and New York, based on an
exchange rate of 100 rubles per
dollar. (The exchange rat€ as of
December 31, 1992, was about 415
rubles per dollar.) The laws do not
indicate an intention to move to-
ward a market value assessment
proce88.

Real estate privatization
policies of Moscow and St.
Petersburg admi nistrations
Before the reforms were launched,
all land in Russia was state-
owned, and fewer than half of ur-
ban land users held documents evi-
dencing their right of occupancy.
TMay, land privatization is part of
a much broader problem which re-
quires documentation of ownership
and occupancy rights. In general,
legal privatization of urban land
and nonresidential buildings is
only at the threshold.

Title records and a system for
regrstering land transfers did not
exist under state ownership. Non-
residential buildings were all
state-owned and managed and dis-
posed of by municipalities and
ministries. Housing was state-
owned or cooperative, except for
privately owned, single family
homes. Construction of private
houses in major cities was banned
in 1961 and the existing stock was
actively demolished. In 1991, pri-
vate housing represented only
7.4Vo of the total housing floor
space in St. Petersburg. Coopera-
tives comprised L4.29c of floor
space and 16.97o of the total num-
ber of apartments. St. Petersburg
has about 1.5 million apartments,
967o of which are in buildings over
two stories high. Moscow has even
fewer single family houses, and the
proportion of cooperatives is about
the same.

The privatization process oc-
curs in three sectors: apartments,
nonresidential buildings, and land.

procedure issued by the mayor of
St. Petersburg, Anatoly Sobchak,
provides for no competitive bidding
and no public access to information
about the transaction. Five com-
mittee approvals (including For-
eign Economic Relations) and
about 35 permissive signatures are
required, along with an indetermi-
nate number of coordinating ap-
prolals. The terms of the sale are
not fixed, and title passes only af-
ter construction is completed and a
special state commission issues an
occupancy permit. While this pro-
cedure initially may indicate a
lack of market experience, the re-
ality is a desire for control and an
open channel for private profit
through cormption.

For example, the Moscow Exec-
utive Branch promoted a develop-
ment joint venture, contributing
646,000 square feet of prime down-
town land valued at $4.5 million.
Profits will be remitted to a spe-
cial hard currency (not ruble) joint
venture account, but only the Ex-
ecutive Branch can withdraw
funds. This removes it from control
by the City Council and prevents
its inclusion in the city budget.

However, procedural improve-
ments are being made as offrcers of
the Property Foundation, a body of-
ficially empowered to lease and
sell municipal property, estimate
that it now supervises over half of
these transactions, up from 107r in
1991. Improved legislation and
President Yeltsids decree combat-
ting corruption also have helped.
Some recent major transactions by
the Executive Branch, in violation
of regulations, have been canceled-

Some notes on the housing
market
The Soviet Union had no legal
housing market, but the black
market was always present and
still continues today. One may ille-
gally purchase a municipal flat by
buying domicile registration which
entitles the buyer to an "indefinite
right of occupancy"r2. In St. Pe-
tersburg the domicile registration
costs 10% tn 207c less than legally
purchased full ownership rights. A
second option provides for families
to legally exchange flats. However,
the accompanying payment for dif-
ferences in size, location, quality,
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The pace is governed by specific
legislation for each sector and by
the attitude and commitment of lo-
cal administrations.

Apartmcnts
Federal law permitted privatiza-
tion of apartments beginning in
the summer of 1991, but municipal
officials took until winter to make
the necessary organizational and
financial decisions. By August
1992, about 150,000 Moscow flats
and 11,000 St. Petersburg flats had
been privatized, and the process
was underway in cities across
Russia. About 390,000 more fami-
Iies in St. Petersburg have applied
for title to their flats. The question
of title to the underlying land has
not been considered, although the
residente will be expected to pay
future land taxes.

The privatization of urban
land and nonresidential buildings
in Moscow and St. Petersburg has
featured chaos and conflict, and a
leading Russian business journal
features reports of scandal almost
weekly. Numerous author i ti es
claim the right to develop land
strategy and privatization policy.
as well as the right to dispose of
municipal property. The primary
opposing forces are the elected city
council and the executive or
m ayor's office. C ompeti ng
branches, which are analogous,
also exist within administrative
subdivisions or districts of these
cities, and yet more conflicts arise
within different executive depart-
ments of city government.

C ommerc ial a nd res ide nt ial
property and land
The city councils are responsible
for funding city budgets, formerly
financed by state allocations. They
are well aware that municipal real
estate sales and leases could gener-
ate substantial revenues, thus
their understanding of real estate
and market forces has evolved
quickly. Within a year, prevailing
opinion shifted from a leasing ori-
entation to competitive sale of
commercial property and dilap-
idated residential buildings need-
ing renovation, as well as the un-
derlying land.

The Executive Branch policy,
however, calls for privately nego-
tiated transactions. A Spring 1992
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Creating An
Urban Real Estate
Market In Russia
by Olga Z. Kaganova

The a hor eapresses her deep ap-
preciation to John K. Rutledge,
CRE, for his useful discussions
and editorial assistance in prepa-
ralian of this article.

continuing Soviet law (until super-
seded), state enterprises and joint
ventures may obtain a revocable
right of use for an indeterminate
period.

Under the Land Code, transfer
of title of a nonresidential building
also results in the transfer of the
underlying land, either as heredi-
tary life tenure (citizens only) or
traditional right-of-use tenure. In
the case ofa single family dwelling
where both land and building are
held in full ownership, title to the
building is transferred directly
and the land is first purchased by
a local government agency and
then sold to the new owner.

Two sources of law govern
property ownership and the pro-
cess of land reform: laws adopted
by the Supreme Soviet (Russian
Congress) and presidential de-
crees. Decrees of Marcho and JuruT
1992 provide that Btat€ enterprises
undergoing privatization may ac-
quire full ownership of their sites,
citizens who previously obtained
land for private enterprise may
now register full ownership, and
municipalities may auction land
for development to newly pri-
vatized, former state firms.

T}re Law on Mortgages8 per-
mits mortgaging any type of pri-
vat€ property and leasehold ten-
ure, but it is unclear if privately
owned land can be mortgaged to
any lender or only to the newly
created state Land Bank.

Thxation for land and
buildings
Land and buildings are taxed sep-
arately under different laws. The
law on taxation of prirate property
of natural personse establishes the
tax rate on buildings at 0.170 of the
"inventory value," a term defined

not in the statute but in the imple-
mentation order as the depreciated
replacement cost. Based on the
most recent indexation of construc-
tion costs (1990), the average de-
preciated cost for Moscow resi-
dential buildings is 18.8 rubles
per square foot. The conesponding
figure in St. Petersburg is 10.4
rubles. Actual values in May 1992
were 35 times higher in Moscow
and 75 times higher in St.
Petersburg.

The law on taxation of build-
ings owned by legal personslo calls
for the tax rate to be set by re-
gional authorities at not more than
0.57c of inventory value.

Land taxes are governed by a
1991 lawlt which requires tax pay-
ments by natural and legal per-
sons who own land or have right-
of-use. The statute sets the rate for
each of 12 economic regions, vary-
ing according to the quality of ag-
ricultural land or the size of city.
Multiples of the basic rate are ap-
plied to resort areas and cities
with "developed socio-cultural po-
tential." Local authorities may
vary rates and offer incentives or
concessions provided the average
citywide tax is unchanged.

The average land tax is 1.25
rubles per square foot in Moscow
and .98 rubles in St. Petersburg.
The tax rate for agricultural land,
private garden plots, and land un-
der the housing stock is set by stat-
ute at 37 of the rate for nonresi-
dential urban land. Inflation is not
addreesed.

l,essees pay a negotiated rent
as documented in the lease. For
rural land, it cannot exceed the
tax rate. The law also introduces
the concept of "normative land
pricd' to govern transfers of land to

Military Base Closings: Thrifty,
Objective Spendthrift Process
J.D. Timmons and R.A. Collinge

Across the United States, obsolete military bases
are being targeted for closing. This article brings
together valuation estimates by the Department of
Defense of bases to be eliminated and estimates by
economists of the excess burden of taxation. It
explains the sigrrificant waste that exists and the
loss in revenue to the federal government under the
current practice of offering the bases to state and
local governments rather than to private sector
bidders.

29
The Impact of Public Housing:
A New Perspective
Mittie Olion Chandler, Virginia O. Benson and
Richard Klein

Since the 1960s government policy makers have
favored dispersed, rather than high-density public
housing development. Previous research on such
developments has focused on multi-family
structures. This article reports the findings of a
study of one and two-family houses managed by
the housing authority in Cleveland, Ohio. The
authors provide new perspectives on the effects of
public housing on neighboring residential property
values.
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33
A Case for Mark-to-Market
Residential Mortgages
Robert J Hartl
Hartl offers and substantiates a partial solution to
MBS prepayment risk. The solution involves the
frequent use of mark-to-market residential
mortgages in MBS mortgage pools or loans that
have been structured so they are continuously and
unfailingly payable at market prices.

36
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36
Some Personal Career
Reflections
John R. White, CRE

4l
Real Estate Service Firms: Why
Partnerships Succeed or Fail
Webster A. Collins, CRE
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CORRECTION
In Table 2 of "Rates of Return in Hotel Invest-
ment" (Real Estate Issues, FalVWinter 1992,
p.48), the number listed under the heading
Total Property Yield for thc First Class Hotel in
Buckhesd, Georgro, should be 13.87c, not 3.87o as
listed.
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Following the collapse of the So-
viet Union and the failure of its
commun i st/soci al ist system,
Russia is groping its way toward a
market economy. State ownership
eliminates the need for numerous
public and private services and in-
stitutions taken for granted under
capitalism and without which pri-
vate ownership cannot flourish.

Legislation for land and
buildings
Soviet law abolished the concept of
real estate (land and all improve-
ments thereon) in 19221 and new
Ruseian Federation law treats land
and buildings separately. The
Property Law2 permits full owner-
ship and leasehold tenure for
buildings by any natural or legal
(corporate) person including for-
eigrr citizens. The Lato on Priualiz-
atinn of Housing! provides for fam-
ilies to acquire their state-owned
apartments, and fully paid cooper-
ative apartments are privately
owneda.

Land ownership is governed by
lhe Land Code6. Hereditary life
t€nure can be obtained for the land
under a single family house or ga-
rage (apartment dwellers must
store their cars off-site) and for
gardening and entrepreneurial
purposes, but these plots cannot be
sold or leased. Russian citizens can
buy or sell land on which to build a
single family house, but it cannot
then be leased for more than five
years. All natural and legal per-
sons may lease land from the mu-
nicipality for up to 50 years with-
out the right to sublet. Under
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CLINTON:
NEITHER
IRIEND NOB
rOE Of THE
REAL ESTATE
INDUSTRY

f, uring the election campaign last Fall, l, along

lJx;*,ll"J:"l""J"ll"."Hi;,"l","lllil"i,i,i'i*
nomic plan to carry us into the 21st century. As it
turned out, I didnt think much of Clintonomics. But
to be perfectly fair, I thought less of Bushonomics,
whatever his plan was supposed to be. The Bush
message never wari very clearly articulated.

I didn't like Bill Clinton, but not because I
disagreed with his modest economic program. My
reason was much simpler. I have a good memory,
and I remembered what happened the last time the
American people elected an inexperienced, well-
intentioned Southern Democrat to the White House.
I now have the advantage of approximately 90 days
of insight to assess our new president and his eco-
nomic proposals. And whether you like it or not,
support his proposals or not, the early signs are
encouraging.

Presidents are notoriously self-absorbed in their
ability to provoke change through the wisdom of
their leadership and morality of political philosophy.
Of course, the rest of us realize full well that this
attitude is just so much "bunk" and that presidents
dont have any real power anyway. They can't pass
laws, cut spending, invoke taxes or control the Fed.
In fact, other than make a lot of noise and puff
around a bit, there is little a president can do. So
before we give too much credit to Bill Clinton,
George Bush or any other recent White House resi-
dent, lets be sure to keep these presidential limits in
mind. Only Congress and the Fed have any real
power, and in recent years Congress doesn't seem
predisposed to use it very wisely. However, we can
thank our lucky stars for the masterful leadership of
Paul Volcker and Alan Greenspan at the Fed.

Partners In Play
Finally, the main concern facing real estat€ ser-
vice frrms is when partners are put in play. In our
firm, Norman Kenny joined C.W Whittier in 1918
and retired only upon his death in 1981. People
used to stay in firms for life. Tbday people leave
when the philosophy of the firm changes, when
partners cannot "pull on the same oar," when
partners cannot perform or when the firm's com-
petitiveness declines.

In my judgment to let good people "escape" is
stupid. Great sensitivity is required in a partner-
ship. One partner cannot be played off another.
What has happened in the marketplace is that
strong real estate firms have been built out of
former partners who have been put in play. This
also has resulted in the creation of new firms.
Sometimes the over-control of existing partners
can take away creativity which is so important.
In our particular case, I was allowed to create an
"instant officd' in another city to meet the market
demand. As our partnership was not overly con-
trolled and the freedome and incentives were in
place, this was an extraordinarily successful
venture.

Conclusion
Some 10 years have paased since I moved from one
partnership to another. I knew where I wanted to
go and walked into the offrce of C.W Whittier in
Juty of 1982 and a deal was cut in 10 minutes.
However, it took eight months of refusal on my
part to give up on the existing partnership to
cause the mutual decision for me to leave.

I look back fondly on these psst t€n years at C.W
Whittier. From Day One, my partners and I have
lived by partnering, by the deal that waa cut at
the time. I guarantee there is no finer experience
that to be in a partnership built on such positive
guidelines.

YI Counselors Perspectives u



Restrictions on transfer are standard. They call
for internal buy-backs of ownership and prevent
partners from mortgaging or pledging their inter-
ests in the firrm. Each year, as of January 1, the
partnership is valued internally and tlpically it
is based on the relationship to the capital actu-
ally invested in the firm or the quality of the
income that is generated. Where income is high
risk, I have seen annual values at two-tn-two-and-
one-half times earnings. If there is a more stable
stream of income, t;aical internal multiples are
three-to-four-times earnings.

Voting rights are critical and if "push comes to
shovel' this is how decisions are put in place.

Termination upon leaving or retiring is based on
a pay-out schedule. The partnership has a right to
buy out over five years at a prime rate of int€rest.
If a partner leaves voluntarily to go into business
at another firm, he receives 907r' of the value of
their ownership.

Capital contributions can take multiple forms.
The contributions can be in cash or interest bear-
ing notes. If additional capital contributions are
required and a partner does not meet the capital
call, then a formula exists for dilution of owner-
ship. Today, far more capital is required for part-
nerships due to the need for computers, research
centers and other support services.

How Tb Convince Older Partners Ttr Retire
Ttr Make Room For Younger People
Large, broadly-based partnerships tlpically are
run by management committees. They operate by
fiat, and when a large producing younger person
comes on the scene, that person is tapped on the
shoulder and invited into the partnership.

Under the present brutally competitive market
conditions, older partners often are needed. If
they are high producers, they can continue in any
Iirm. If they lose their edge, they are asked to
retire. We have had partners who still produced
and were well into their 80s, while other have
retired in their 50s or 60s. High producing part-
ners might first reach their peak when they are
60 or 70 years old. One very well known CRE
(Counselor of Real Estate, member of the Coun-
selors of Real Estate), made a career change in
his 70s and now is in a leadership role moving his
new firm forward.

This is the main point: In a properly functioning
partnership, there aren't any roadblocks for ad-
mitting new, high producing partners, and if
roadblocks exist, the partnership will have a
short life span.

Philosophy Of The Firm
No greater change has taken place in the real
estate industry than what has occurred during
the past 20 years. We have seen the nation's two

oldest real estate firms essentially go out of busi-
ness because they could not change. We have seen
start-up companies succeed because of clear-
sighted visions, systems, structure and objectives.

Most successful real estate firms are built around
a few top people who bring in the business and
then "team" with younger people who do much of
the leg work. Where firms run into trouble is
when there is a fat middle layer of quasi manage-
ment where leverage does not exist. This layer
typically costs the firm money, particularly in the
area of administrative time which takes away
from basic production.

In structuring firms, the age of partnerships is
important. There must be a spread so that when
the top people move into retirement, the slots are
hlled by younger people. In my firm, one-quart€r
of the partners are over 55 years old and one-
quarter are 30-35 years old.

Incentive Compensation
Proper incentives must always be in place. If in-
centives are taken away, "rainmakers" will leave
the firm and this will damage future perfor-
mance. Securities houses are well known for in-
centive performance systems that can result in
six figure cash bonuses at the year's end. This
same type of incentive is needed in real estat€
firms.

Having everyone on equal footing in ownership
and compensation does not work. Performance
must be recogrrized and compensated accordingly.
This can be in the form of cash or increased own-
ership percentages.

Long-Tbrm Goals
In real estate firms, long-term goals are chang-
ing. When I first moved out of the insurance com-
pany hierarchy to the private sector, the real
estate business was equivalent to a joint venture
with producing employees. We had the expression
in our offrce that "the business went down the
elevator every night."

This no longer is the case. Fundamental and un-
derlying structural changes are occurring. The
top firms within the industry are going to a sal-
ary and bonus basis. This enables them to take
two or three people, target them to provide service
to a particular major account, and work on that
account four to five years before resulk occur. I
can guarantee you that when this happens, they
can be huge.

In the old days it was the individual that pro-
duced business. In a way this still is true. I have
only been referred businees twice because of the
firm. However, this is changing. Under the team
approach, the frrm must produce business and the
individuals must provide the service. Remember
client-based frrms always win.

Economic grox.th in the fourth quarter of 1992
was up a strong 4.87a, the highest rate of annualized
growth since 1987. Despite the rapid economic
growth, prices barely edged up at an annualized rate
of2.97o. Bill Clinton deserves aa much credit for this
as he does for the last full solar eclipse - none. But
my attitude is, so what? If it makes people feel good,
maybe they spend a few more dollars because Bills
in, George is out, the news is good so what the heck!
Hey, if it works, who are we to criticize. Whether
Clinton is responsible for the good news or not, Peo-
ple seem to be feeling better since the election and
eventually that pays ofl. Consumer confidence is an
important component of a growing economy. I am all
for any'thing that makes conaumers feel good.

Since the late 1970s when former president
Jimmy Carter appointed Paul Volcker to become the
chairman of the Federal Reserve Board, it was Vol-
cker who would eventually stem the tide of the
1970's inllation spiral. Every president since Herbert
Hoover has tried to grab the credit for doing this,
but we're not fooled, it was Volcker. Simple truth is
federal reserve boards control money supply, not
presidents. International credit markets watch our
fiscal policies and Central Bank policies to influence
the flow of capital and credit and the int€rest rateg
they command. Since taking o{fice earlier this year,
long-term interest rates have fallen nearly 100 basis
points during the Clinton regime. Everything from
long-term U.S. Tleasury bond yields to mortgege
rates have fallen to 20 or even 3O-year lows. Home
buyers and other borrowers are bound to be encour-
aged to spend and borrow more by these historically
low rates. Another good sign for the economy, an-
other incredible example of Clinton's masterful eco-
nomic helmsmanship?

Let there be no mistake, however, as historically
low interest rat€a are added to growing consumer
confidence with even modest national job growth,
things really do start to improve. Deserving or not,
Bill Clinton will get the credit, and we will be
happy to give it to him and wish him continued
SUCCeSS.

Finally, let us all take a moment and thank our
president for something he hasnlt done. He hasn't
proposed any changes within the real estate indus-
try which might send us down for the frnal count. He
hasn't proposed limited home mortgage interest de-
ductions, significantly limited depreciation Btan-
dards for commercial or residential real estate,
forgotten his passive-loss relief plan, nor proposed
terminating mortgage revenue bonds or low income
housing credits.

All in all, Bill Clinton hasrit done much for real
estate other than leave it alone. And for that, we
should be grateful. For that matter, maybe if he
would do the same for the rest of the U.S. economy,
we would all be better ofr and he can have all the
credit.
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BEPRESENTA.
TION BY
ADVISOBS AND
BROKERS

Mr. Pqttison presents hzre Chapter 19 of the just re-
leased booh "?hc Offrce Building From Concept to
Inestment Reality." Published as a joint wnture of
the Counselors of Real Estate, the Appraisal Institute
and thc Stxbty of Industrial and Office Realtors
Educatianal Fund, this bwh presents 43 a hors
addressing ewrything from landlordltenant negotia-
tinns, discussed in this article, lo the issues of owr-
built markcts, financing difficultbs and more. For
additianal informatbn on this comprefunsiw booh,
contact the Counselors of Real Eshte, 430 North
Michigan Axnue, Chbago, IL 60611, 312.329.8431,
Fat 312.329.8881.

Introduction
This chapter looks at the offrce building from the
perspective of the tenant and his adyisors-a view-
point signilicantly different from that of the group
of real estate professionals who are called upon to
maximize the value of the property.

Owners and developers buy or build offrce build-
ings and in doing so they take two sizable risks: (l)
the control and management ofthe development pro-
cess and related costs to completion; and (2) the
marketing or leasing risk. Owners take these risks
with the expectation of achieving the highest rental
rate and best terms possible-the maximum profit.

OIfice buildings are produced for tenants who
need business housing. Next to personnel costs, oc-
cupancy costs are the biggest expense most busi-
nesses incur. Accordingly, users want to pay the
least amount possible and extract the most favorable
terms,

Owners are usually highly experienced, having
produced offrce space year in and year out. The ten-
ant, on the other hand, is usually inexperienced
since a relocation typically occurs only once in a
senior executive's career This is a compelling rea-
son for most prospective tenants to seek the best
possible counsel to help them work through the
many pitfalls of leasing or purchasing space.

Ibnant Advisors
Because of the complex issues facing prospective
t€nank, typical large transactions require a com-
prehensive group of tenant advisors to help the ten-
ant through the myriad of questions, contrarJr facts,
market assessments and programming issues with
which he is suddenly confronted. These advisors can
be divided into three broad groups:

l. A real estate advisor who may be an open agency
broker or a tenant representative. A real estate
advisor deals with the lease negotiations and the
real estate market.

2. Interior architects, space planners, programmers,
engineers and other consultants whose task is to
deal with how the tenant functions in the prem-
ises and the resulting physical layout.

3. Real estate attorneys.

Real Estate Ad.uisors
The primary advisor for most t€nants in their con-
sideration of leasing or purchasing office space is the
real estate advisor. In smaller transactions, a real
estat€ advisor is often the only outside help required

Petet E. &ttbon, CRE, is decutitE nanaging director of
Edunrd S. Gordon Comp4t Until 1992, tu u{]s prcs,dent
and chief .recutilp offi.er of Paltison furlners, Inc., uhizh
he fuunned os Petcr fultison Asscrides in 1973. Pattison
fuaners, Itu., dewlapd real estlttz fot its oun a.count dnd
repesented. major institutions uith a wriebt of real estore
probkms, prtuipally nlocotinn and, da.Elopment Prbr to
lha!, fultison uas chief operating offrcer and director of
Uris Buildings CorTnrolian, uheft he dapbped and. based
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misfire in any partnership. Rather partnerships
are long-term and change only when the underly-
ing basics of the business are effected.

Perhaps the best real estate example involves
syndicators who fundamentally were wiped out by
the 1986 Thx Act. An entire division of the Na-
tional Association of Realtors closed its doors.
This was the result of a fundamental change in
the industry.

Partnering
Once you have made your deal, you live by it. This
is partnering, and it can be for life. When the deal
is changed, the partnership can come apart. This
does not necessarily me&n everyone has to be
equal; for example, there can be a huge discrep-
ancy of income. Presidents do not necessarily
have the income of the producers. However, presi
dents are responsible for having their hands on
the tiller, and typically their money is made from
the wlue of their atock and the profit of the firm.
Successful partnerships are a balance of those
who produce and those who preserve, each with a
clear understanding of how this works and with a
commitment to a common goal.

Ethical Standards
Any discussion on partnerships is not complete
without mentioning ethics. Partnerships typically
go through phases. At the beginning there is the
euphoria of one's new status and then typically
stumbling and bumbling can follow if "the deal"
is not clear. In a good partnership, this results in
open discussion and the "put back together" of the
structure.

From my experiences, one of the biggest problems
in a partnerahip is when someone'B hat grows too
big. Many stories circulat€ in the real estat€ in-
dustry, and when I hear one partner 8ay to an-
other, "You could not carry my lunch pail," this is
a sure sign the partnership is coming apart.

How Do You Handle Misrrpresentation By
A Partner?
"Loose cannons" cannot exist within a partner-
ship. Once an agreement is reached, it must be
lived by. In simplest terms, you cannot promise
what cannot be delivered. The biggest misrepre-
sentation I have observed is in the financial area.
The mismanagement of funds is a guaranteed
trip out the door.

Also, mierepresentations which appear minor at
the oneet can become major. The largest minor
misrepresentation I have observed involved deliv-
ery times. When reports or commitmenta are not
kept, clients will not return.
When a mistake occurs, it must be addressed up
front and not buried. hompt correction and con-
tinuoue monitoring is required to make sure mis-
representations do not reoccur. Everyone makes
mistakes, but they must be kept to a minimum so

business, like Ivory Soap, remains "99 and
,14,400ths 7c pure."

Working With Weaker Partners
The true test in a partnership is how one works
with weaker partners. Not everyone is equal and
when there is a weakness, it requires prompt
correction.

Here my view is not to kick out weaker partners.
Ifa partnership is strong, it can bring up to speed
weaker partners for the good of the frrm. People
are important commodities; they are the basic
strength of a frrm.
Heart-to-heart talks are important. People should
be lived with and worked with so their confidence
is rebuilt and rejuvenated. If the person previ-
ously was good enough to be elected aa a partner,
he most certainly is good enough to save. The only
time a partner should leave is when the partner-
ship just is not working. Tb illustrate, I served as
an outside director of a real estate company
where it was necessary to demote the president in
order to properly steer the company. Even here it
was done only as a last resort. What weaker part-
ners must realize is that to become strong re-
quires hard work and far more effort than was
applied when first starting off in business.

How You Tbrminate A Poorly Producing
Partner
From my experience, poorly producing partners
just do not manage their careers intelligently.
They fail to recognize that they are in charge of
their own life, and instead they just sit back and
hope for the best. They become lulled into a eense
of comfort which does not exist. These partners
typically are in the over 50 age group, and they
can no longer handle their jobs. This creates in-
ternal stress both within the firm and among the
partners.

One way we have tried to work around this prob-
lem is to require that each person needs a busi-
ness plan. Ifthey can not live up to the plan, they
know they must leave. January 1 of each year
typically is the time when partners move in or
move out. Partners who are having trouble meet-
ing established goals are given considerable lead
time. When their day comes, they are told to pack
their belongings and leave. Typically this is han-
dled by a managing partner. Under our partner-
ship agreement the managing partners "have the
authority to engage and dismissl'

Tbrms of Partnership Agreements
My firm's partnership agreement has 11 carefully
drafted pages with 31 sections of which frve are
most important:
1. Restriction on transfer
2. Valuation
3. Tbrmination
4. Voting rights
5. Capital contributions
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Tenants seeking a.duice and counsel to
represent their interests is on the upswing
due to changing market conditions.

by Peter E. Pattison, CRE



To the best of my knowledge, I dorit know of any-
thing written on becoming a partner, what to ex-
pect and how partnerships typically work. There
are no courses to attend or exams to take. The
only exam is experience. Based on my experience,
I thought it worthwhile to describe in this article
my observations on partnerships gleaned from 30
years in the business.

\pically people become owners of firms because,
over time, they have done something right. They
have been noticed by others who think they will
be a proper "frt" in the ownership of the organiza-
tion. In the past, ownership was driven partly by
the "old boy network" however, today a partner
has to earn his right of passage. Often this pas-
sage comes with the creation of a new company
based on a commonality of interests, or people
pulling together for the common good with a very
specifrc set of goals and objectives. One of the
most successful real estate firms in Boston was
Leggat, McCall & Werner, founded in 1965. Their
objectives were followed closely, and in 1986 the
company sold its basic business of real estate bro-
kerage at a great profit.

There is only a 50/50 chance that a partnership
wili work as evident by the number of people
changes taking place within the industry. Some
of the worst performers are older frrms. Here the
self-centered characteristics of individuals and
the underlying lack of common interests cause
these firms to weaken or fail.

Service firms in the real estate industry need to
recogrrize that when it comes to a partnership,
one plus one must equal three. Not only must the
partner offer his client added value, but inter-
nally he must produce a profrt for his firm in
order to justify its existence. When a frrm fails it
is often because the partners have lived off the
underlying asset; a firm succeeds when it is able
to expand on the basic assets already in place and
create growth.

Structure Of Ownership
I have been a partner under three ownership
structures - corporation, Subchapter S corpora-
tion, and partnership. The basic structure of own-
ership is not what is important, but rather the
trust on which the structure is built. When part-
ners are observed "doing their own thingj' this is
when a partnership comes apart. Partnerships
that work have a basic structure driven by writ-
ten guidelines and understandings.

Partnerships Of The 1990s
Where, typically, partnerships in the 1970s were
built on trust, partnerships in the 1990s must
have a solid, written business plan requiring
partnerships to act with acuity, agility and speed.
[,et there be no mistake, the 1990s are a time of
brutal competition where new business ventures
are needed to keep a partnership functioning.
Business is becoming very impersonal. Those who
do a good job are rewarded, and those who don't
cannot continue within the organization.

New Skill Factor
The work place has changed; more flexibility is
required and a near-crisis atmosphere exists.
Nothing is constant. Now more than ever before,
real estate service firms are far more compiicated
to manage. Gone are the days of one-man at the
top with an iron frst approach. This is one of the
reasons many firms have failed.

To succeed today, firms must be driven off produc-
tion. The focus must be first on marketing to
bring in business followed by compieting the as-
signment. Tb handle assignments, I find the team
approach is very effective. I do nothing alone. I
bring in staff to handle the prob)em or even to
solve it depending on the assignment. Often mul-
tiple assigrrments are in various stages of comple-
tion at the same time. While the offrce can be
chaotic, the assignments get done, and we move
on to the next.

Broad skills honed by experience and training
must be applied if the client is to be well repre-
sented. I often refer to that "fat tire in the middle'
which must be removed. Here the objective is to
give younger people increased responsibility so
they do not get mired at an intermediate level.
This is the "up and out approach", whi.ch requires
fair dealing at the partner and non-partner level.

Fair Dealing
Without exception the basis of a partnership is
fair dealing. Sharp, sudden changes within a firm
cannot take place without commensurale benefit.
Over time, change occurs; it is continuous and
individuals must adapt. This is how solid, iong-
term relationships are built. For example, part-
nerships are not built the day the papers are
sigrred, but rather they are built over time.

Individual fifedoms are not partnerships. They
are only accommodations which includc the shar-
ing ofoffrce expenses. Individual greed, where the
focus is making money off the backs of others, can
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by many frrms who rely on building owners for ar-
chitectural and engineering services and use in-
house counsel. For larger transactions a more exten-
sive team is normally required. The remainder of
this chapter focuses on larger tenants who need
more comprehensive services.

Over the past 45 years the vast majority of ten-
ants have used open agency brokers ("brokers') as
real estate advisors. Brokers act as middlemen to
bring together a willing buyer and a willing seller
They give advice and counsel to the tenant, but in
almost all real estate markets in the United States
they are paid by the owner of the offrce building. A
broker gets his authority to offer properties from the
owners of properties under consideration. This au-
thority entitles him to offer all properties to the
prospective tenant whom he in fact represents. The
brokerb payment is contingent upon successful com-
pletion of a transaction, at which time the broker is
paid a commission as the procuring cause. The defi-
nition of "procuring cause" is enormously compli-
cated and varies from jurisdiction tojurisdiction, but
in general, the broker must produce a tenant and
propose terms which may be modified but usually
are acceptable to both parties.

At one time, brokerage commission rates were
set by local real estate boards, but the U.S. Attorney
General stopped this practice in the 1970s. Commis-
sion rates now are proposed by brokers and are sub-
ject to negotiation. The Attorney General had
assumed that an open market would drive rates
down, but his ruling has had the opposite effect in
markets where brokers determine the success or
failure of buildings. Open market brokers set rates
where they want and usually prevail because they
have become powerful market forces. Their ranks
include such legendary figures as Charles F. Noyes,
Leon J. Peters, Robert Byrne, Joseph Bernstein,
John Dowling and John Cushman.

Thc Broher's Conflict On Representalion
Historically, it has always been paradoxical that
tenants' interests were represented by brokers who
were paid by the parties they negotiated against.
This issue was seldom confronted head on in periods
when market pricing and terms did not vary dra-
matically from building to building. With the rapid
escalation and following de-escalation in rental
rates and the diversity of lease terms over the past
15 years, however, more and more tenants have en-
gaged brokers or consultants as their advisor to
obtain the best representation and to avoid any con-
flict of interest. Even more serious is the situation
where the tenant is not fully informed about how
the broker gets paid or the total amount of the pro-
posed commission. It is essential that all parties to a
lease transaction identify their allegiances at the
outset.

The alternative to the open agency broker is the
real estate consultant or tenant representative
("real estate advisor"). Real estate advisors are paid
by the prospective tenant-a practice common in
other international jurisdictions. This practice was
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Real Estate Service Firms:
Why Partnerships Succeed
Or Fail
by Webster A. Collins, CRE

pioneered in the United States 35 years ago by
James D. Landauer, and until the mid-1980s the
Landauer firm was the principal tenant advisory
group in the country. Other major advisors who fol-
lowed Landauer were Henry Hart Rice, Peter Pat-
tison (the author), and in recent years, brokers
turned tenant representatives such as Julien
Studley and John Cushman.

Real estate advisors are compensated in various
ways, but usually they are paid an agreed-upon
monthly retainer for a stipulated period with a bo-
nus payment upon completion of a successful trans-
action. Because the bulk of the fee is usually certain
and a smaller portion is contingent, compensation
tends to be significantly less than a brokerage com-
mission, usually 257o-50Va of the customary broker-
age fee on large transactions. In the case of smaller
transactions the fee is comparable to a commission
because most real estate advisors calculate the time
and effort involved and price their services accord-
ingly. It often takes as much time to do a 20,000
square foot transaction as it does to do a 100,000
square foot transaction.

While historicaily brokers have performed the
bulk of transactions, since 1980 the number com-
pleted by real estate advisors has increased steadily.
Today most major transactions are handled by real
estate advisors. In addition, investment brokerage
firms have started to offer real estate advisory ser-
vices on a fee basis, and major real estate brokerage
firms now offer tenant representation services as an
alternative to commission work. It seems likely that
the future will see more and more transactions un-
dertaken by real estate advisors, with an increasing
number of brokerage firms performing an advisory
role.

Qualifiratinns And Expericnce For Real Estate
Aduisors
A good real estate advisor must be experienced in
the real estate marketplace. This experience begins
in many ways-as a canvasser, at a listings desk, in
building management, in appraisal. Whatever the
genesis, most real estate advisors go through an ap-
prenticeship that centers on exposure to market con-
ditions and negotiating smaller transactions.
Getting to know the market is fundamental to giv-
ing good advice. Some markets can be iearned in a
relatively short period of time (6 months to one
year), while other markets (major cities such as New
York) require many years ofexperience. Historically,
most good real estate advisors begin their careers by
cold calling and knocking on doors, talking to poten-
tial users, learning about their needs and trying to
match them with existing inventory. With persis-
tence, the advisor completes a small transaction,
then another. Suddenly the neophl'te has a few suc-
cesses behind him and he is ready for the new chal-
lenge of larger space users or more complicated
transactions. The path is arduous-2O turndowns for
each sympathetic listener or prospective client.
However, most successful real estate advisors would
not trade this experience for an easier path. Like



military basic training, this experience is hard to
get through but can never be replaced.

While there is no better way to become known in
the marketplace than by cold calling and knocking
on doors, other forms of self promotion can prove
valuable. Joining business associations, doing chari
table work, attending social gatherings, joining col-
lege and school associations all provide a basis for
talking about one's work, listening to the problems of
others, and perhaps discovering an opportunity to
provide real estate advisory services. In the past,
making one's experience known was sometimes
enough to get a major assignment. However, in most
markets today numerous brokers and real estate ad-
visors are competing fiercely for the same assign-
ments and most prospective tenants find themselves
overwhelmed by would-be real estate representa-
tives offering similar services.

Getting The Assignment
Thirty-five years ago it was common to acquire as-
signments at the country club, and being in the
right place at the right time was sometimes all that
was needed to secure a major assignment. In those
days, the difference between a favorable deal or a
bad deal was 259 to S1.00 per square foot with a
long-term fixed rental rate. Today rents are seldom
fixed over a long term, and usually escalate either
on a stepped basis or subject to some form of index.
Sometimes the difference between an average and a
well-negotiated transaction will determine whether
a firm can make a profrt or remain in business.
Numerous firms in recent years have folded because
ofbadly conceived and negotiated office space leases.
Proper real estate representation has gotten to be
very serious business indeed. No longer are o{Iice
leases assigned to o{Iice managers, to be signed and
blessed by senior executives only upon completion.
Top management now routinely is involved in major
oflice lease decisions and is instrumental not only in
deciding by whom and how they will be represented,
but also in the process of negotiating terms.

To obtain an assignment, brokers and real es-
tate advisors must contact the prospective tenants.
In large brokerage firms, numerous canvassers and
brokers continuously call every logical tenant.
Smaller brokerage firms do some canvassing but
rely more heavily on networking. Whatever means
is used, the real estate advisor can only obtain an
assignment when he knows which tenants are in the
market. The real estate advisor must tell his story,
differentiate himself from the many others seeking
the business and explain why he or his firm will
achieve the best possible results for the client. If he
is persuasive, he has an excellent opportunity to
make the short list-usually two to four firms-
asked to submit a detailed proposal or make a for-
mal presentation to a real estate committee or se-
nior management. Formal presentations and
proposals are a fairly recent phenomenon in the real
estate advisory business, and are a further indica-
tion that major lease and occupancy commitments
are taken seriously at the highest levels of
management.

Often the selection of a real estate advisor is
based not only on his qualifications, but also on the
chemistry between the advisor and the client. Cl!
ents hire people with whom they feel comfortable.
After the presentation has been made, no feeling is
more exhilarating than being asked to return to
discuss contract terms. Real estate advisory con-
tracts tend to be short and to the point. They should
specify the amount of compensation and terms of
payment, termination and a clear description of the
tasks required and the tasks not covered in the
agreed-upon fee.

Interinr Architects, Plantwrs, Engineers And
Other Consultants
When a tenant relocates to new premises, he must
evaluate his space needs for the present and the
future. A relocation is an opportunity for the tenant
to evaluate how his business is organized, to analyze
work flow, spatial and circulation requirements, ad-
jacencies, communication relationships and proposed
project standards, i.e., the size and function of olfices
and work stations. ?his work is almost always car-
ried out by an architectural or space design firm,
because a relocation to new premises requires con-
structing a building within a building to the exact
specifications of the incoming tenant.

Most space planners work directly with the ten-
ant, although their efforts are closely coordinated
with the real estate advisor and the real estate at-
torney. While the architect is the main advisor in
this phase of the work, he is often assisted by me-
chanical, electrical and structural engineers; con-
struction managers; special consultants for such
things as acoustics, lighting and telecommunica-
tions; as well as relocation advisors who coordinate
the actual physical move. The space planner works
closely with the real estate advisor in analyzing the
cost of building the tenant's premises and allocating
these costs to the owner/developer for a cash pay-
ment or customized work letter. This project cost
analysis is extremely important, as the capital cost
of a relocation can be very expensive.

Real Estate Attornqs
The real estate attorney is usually retained early in
the process to give the prospective tenant insight
into the legal problems that might emerge and to
respond to the lease documents initiated by the
owner's attorney. The lease documents should reflect
all the terms, issues and agreements of the lease
negotiation, and any legal issues that should be
settled prior to the final agreement ofterms, such as
liability, subleasing rights and guarantees. Other
clauses such as bankruptcy, condemnation, fire dam-
age and user rights are usually left for negotiation
after the first draft of the lease has been submitted.

The Tbnant Reprcsentation Process
The following section sets forth the process of tenant
representation, describing how the various advisors
carry out their roles and how these roles are coordi-
nated to achieve the best possible results. For pur-
poses of illustration, the process described is
comprehensive. Not all transactions have so many
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standards to dismally low levele. Previously hard
earned real estate appreciation has been wiped
out by oversupply, increasing vacancies, declining
effective rent, declining prices and insupportable
financing. Weakness in our financial systems has
created doubt about the rate at which real. estate
can recover because of the relative absence of
financing from bank and insurance companies.
We are facing the inevitable over-reaction to a
troubled banking system's caution on resuming
lending to finance any recovery

New York City continues to face extraordinary
problems in the 1990s. Its current fiscal crisis is a
nagging cloud overlaying multiple problems of
real estate oversupply and seemingly insolvable
socio-economic ills. Meanwhile, white collar em-
ployment in New York continues to decline as
more and more companies decentralize at least
portions of their operations to widespread loca-
tions where there is an improved quality oflife for
their employees. A particularly worrisome note is
the recent tendency for large scale service com-
panies, mainly insurance and finance, to locate
elsewhere. Previously service companies, of neces-
sity, remained in the central business district.
I choose not to lament about the difficult years
still ahead, but rather to foresee a cyclical recov-
ery for real estate. I firmly believe there is a new
era ahead where some, if not all, of the prior ex-
cesses can be eliminated. The real estate industry
can re-establish itself as a premium investment
by earning a rate of return over an extended pe-
riod of time that will compete with all other forms
of investment. However, future real estate invest-
ment will be more concentrated in smaller cities,
at the expense of the nation's large cities.

Real estate has been exceptionally kind to me
over the past five decades; I am grateful for my
destiny. I strongly believe real estate's dominance
will be reaffrmed iate in the 1990s, and I am
totally confident about an ultimate recovery.
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since those who know me would automatically
dismiss such a reckless accusation.

The real losers were the impoverished and cultur-
ally deprived people who would have benefitted
from the ground rent generated through the
terms of the lease negotiated with Mr. Ronson.
Only a major illness in 1983-84 stopped me from
continuing the fight for St. Bartholomewt.
Site For Thc Saturn Plant
In the mid 80s, I was involved in two diverse but
equally interesting assignments. The first was
leading a Landauer team of 12 professionals on a
systematic search to determine the best area for
the site of the proposed new Saturn automotive
plant. General Motore was about besieged by
property owners, chamber of commerces and rar-
ious public and prilate development groups, all
interested in attracting GM to their property or
to their state or city.
GM was particularly concerned about quality of
life considerations for its employees, many of
whom would be transferred from other GM
plants. We devised a list of 100 quality of life
factors, and these were divided into nine catego-
ries stressing education, affordable housing, cli-
mate, convenience to recreationals and political
stability. The board of Saturn Corporation and
GM's realty division, Argonaut Realty, unani-
mously agreed with our recommendation of the
Nashville, Tennessee area. Ultimately Spring
Hill, 30 miles south of Nsshville, was selected for
the site. The new plant is now producing the pop-
ular Saturn car.

More Worl.d Trade Center
In negotiating the GM $500 million loan early in
the 1980s, I met Courtney Jones, who at the time
was an assistant treaaurer of the company. About
1986, Mr. Jones, who now was with Merrill Lynch,
asked me to represent Merrill Lynch in a series of
relocation and sub-leasing moves following the
company's decision to lease almost 4 million
square feet of offrce space in the World Financial
Center.

The result of our studies led to the assignment to
sublet one million square feet in Olympia &
York's World Financial Center. Over the next 15
months we negotiated firm letters of intent or
signed leases on about 600,000 square feet. For
various corporat€ reasons, Merrill Lynch decided
to Iease back the entire one million square feet to
the developer in exchange for the surender of
Merrill Lynch's equity ownership in the complex.
Tb their great credit, Merrill Lynch nevertheless
paid us a very substantial fee for our services
even though not all the leases were completed.

The 1980s- In Perspective
The 1980s provoked excesses in development and
financing that leave me troubled about our capac-
ity to learn from experience. Intense capital com-
petition forced a decline of underwriting

steps or go into as much detail. It is the role of the
real estate advisor to determine the level of service
necessary in a specilic situation.

Formation Of Thc Real Estate Aduisory Team
The real estate advisory team usually consists of: (1)

a senior executive or principal who overseeg the as'
signment and typically engages in the real estate
negotiations; (2) a project executive whose principle
job is to ensure that all of the required tasks are
undertaken, set up meetings and schedule events,
and manage the day-to-day tracking of the project:
(3) a financial executive who prepares estimates,
budgets and long-term projections; and (4) if neces-
sary, a junior associate who carries out market re-
search, conducts tours and performs the small but
necessary tasks associated with a major transaction.
Outside the real eetate advisor's firm, other team
members who need to be put in place normally in-
clude a programmer/space designer, real estate
counsel, engineers, a construction consultant and
perhaps a telecommunications consultant.

Progmmmalb And Struttural Issues
The real estate advisor prepares a short list of firms
specializing in space programming and design for
the client's consideration and revieq and screens the
firms on the client's behalf He assists the client in
interviewing the candidates and making the final
selection.

The advisor prepares, with input from the cli-
ent, a detailed statement of tasks for the planner. He
also prepares a schedule and a set of contractual
terms and conditions for the planner's employment.
The real estate advisor tlpically negotiates the con-
tract t€rms and conditions with the selected planner,
and reviews the tasks and timing of the project with
him, to make the best use ofhis involvement and the
information he has been hired to develop.

The real estate advisor also meets with the cli-
ent to gain a full understanding of its Btrategic and
economic objectives. He advises the client on the
costs and benefits of the various transaction struc-
tures that may realistically be obtained, including a
straight lease, a leaae with equity, a joint venture,
an outright purcharle, a lease with cash flow partici-
pation, a condominium interest and other alterna-
tives. He then integrates the objectives and
expectations expreesed by the client into the trans-
action structures he believes to be achievable, and
assists in deciding on the preferred type of transac-
tion to be pursued.

Marhct Reuieu.t And Solicitatian Process
Upon being retained by the client, the real estate
advisor begins to prepare a complete inventory of
space arnilable in the market that he believes would
meet the client's needs. Thia compilation includes
all existing buildings with the necessary space, sites
upon which a building may be developed, and pro-
jects that are already under development. For each
alternative, he prepares a profile that includes an
asseeBment of the appropriateness of the facility,
a review of the owner/developer of the project, a

summary of the terms and conditions being quoted
and an assessment of what terms and conditions he
believes may be obtained through negotiation.

The real estate advisor reviews each alternative
with the client and planner to determine its appro-
priateness in terms of layout; floor size; clear spans;
mechanical, electrical and structural characteris-
tics; ratios of usable, rentable and gross areas;
amount of usable and rentable space per person; and
other characteristics. He then eliminates those al-
ternatives that are clearly inadequate or deficient in
key respects, and develops a short list of options that
can be implemented successfully.

Armed with his detailed statement of space
needs and criteria and the short list of buildings,
sites and projects that may meet the client's require-
ments, the real estate advisor prepares a detailed
memorandum setting forth the economic and strate-
gic terms and conditions he believes will provide a
successful solution for the client. This document
servea as the basis for a proposed strategy and for
the negotiations that are subsequently undertaken.

F i na ncia L P roj ec ti.ons
The client is provided with detailed financial projec-
tions based on the terms stated in the memorandum.
The real estate advisor meets with the client and
tlaically makes a formal presentation of the terms
and projections he has detailed. After a thorough
review and client input, the real estate advisor
makes any changes necessary

For each short"listed alternative, he provides the
client with a further refined set of financial projec-
tions based on (1) the "asking" terms and conditions
set forth by the owner, and (2) the terms and condi-
tions he believes can be achieved. After the client
has approved this, the advisor prepares a detailed
Request for Proposal (RFP) for the buildings, sites
and projects on the short list, setting forth the pro-
posal format, time frame and type of transaction he
would like to pursue.

Se lec t ia n A nd. Ne gotiat inn
When proposals have been received from the short-
listed parties, the real estate advisor prepares an
analysis of the economic and strategic features of
each proposal for review with the client. He fur-
nishes the client with long-term (i.e., 20 year) pro-
jections of the occupancy costs they may expect to
experience under each proposal, including rental ex-
pen8e, escalations for increases in operating ex-
penses and real estate taxes, the cost of amortizing
any tenant work not funded by the other party, and
the cost of expansions which may reasonably be ex-
pected over time. These projections take into account
the benefits that may accrue to the client by virtue
of any equity, cash flow or other type of participation
that may be proposed as a part of each transaction.

Based on this analysis, the real estate advisor
then recommends that one or several of the pro-
posals be pursued as a "preferred" option, with one
or more backup alternatives. He meets with top
management to present his recommendations and
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the option was exercised and the property has
passed to CPI. The frnancing was closed on New
Yeart Eve 1981. I couldn t imagine a better holi-
day gift. There was inevitably a public outcry
about tax elasion, but the loan structure was sim"
ply good business. The financing method relied on
tax avoidance, but this was perfectly }egitimate.
Nevertheless recordation laws thereafter were
tightened as a result of this transaction.

The World Tro.d.e Center
In 1982 the Port of New York Authority asked me,
through Landauer, to analyze the value of the
World Tlade Center in consideration of offering
the giant 10 million square foot complex for sale.
We assigned at least six professionals to the job of
restructuring the revenue, expenses and net oper-
ating income so this information would be more
readily understood by any institutional invest-
ment group. This was no easy task. After study, it
became apparent that the value was in the $1
billion range.

I was ecstatic about the prospect of realizing ice
hockey's equivalent of the "hat trick" by selling or
financing three outstanding properties within
three years at an aggregat€ price of $2 billionl
But, this did not happen. We had progressed in
our sale plans through brochure preparation and
even an audio visual featuring Peter Goldmark,
Jr., the executive director, when a high level deci
sion at the bi-state gubernatorial levels appar-
ently quashed the stalfs recommendation of a
sale. In retrospeet, a sale would have allowed the
Port Authority to use the proceeds for equity pur-
chases of transportation equipment, bridge and
airport rehabilitation and modernization. Also,
the World Trade Center would have responded
well to private ownership and direction.

St. B art holomew's C hurc h
My career in the 80s was marred only by a dis-
tressing series of experiences surrounding my
representation of St. Bartholomew's Church on
Park Avenue in Manhattan. After careful study
and consultation with many experts, I was con-
vinced than an offrce building could be artfully
desigrred on the sit€ of the existing parish house.
This would not only preserve the front courtyard
but would also preserve the church to full view in
all directions.

After almost eight years of effort, it appears the
church, for all practical purposes, lost its case
when the U.S. Supreme Court, on constitutional
grounds, refused to hear its chalienge of the land-
marks legislation. The issue has aroused bittcr-
ness and resentment between the parties
involved. At one point, the president of the Munic-
ipal Art Society, a foe of the plan, accused me in
the society's publication of being in league with
Howard Ronson, the designated developer. I chose
to ignore the accusation rather than refute it,



tlpically is asked to assist in developing an internal
consensus and resolve to enter negotiations to imple-
ment the selected alternative.

Now the real estate advisor begins the process of
negotiation with the selected owner, keeping the cli-
ent apprised of his progress to ensure that all terms
and conditions remain consistent with the client's
objectives. As negotiations progress, he furnishes
the client with updated financial projections reflect-
ing terms currently under negotiation, together
with revised stat€ments of the current status of the
transaction terms. He coordinates the negotiations
and preparation of budgets with the project team, to
ensure that the terms relating to tenant work and
other features are handled correctly. He works with
the planner to review costs to ensure that these ei-
ther are dealt with in the transaction or are under-
stood by the client to be part of their expenditures.

As the terms under negotiation begin to con-
verge upon those he believes are acceptable, he be-
gins to prepare a memorandum of understanding
among the parties setting forth the precise t€rms
and conditions that will subsequently be committed
to documentation. This memorandum is carefully re-
viewed by the client and serves as the focus of nego-
tiations by the parties as the transaction nears
resolution.

When an agreement has been reached, the real
estate advisor arranges for the detailed memoran-
dum of terms and conditions to be signed by all
parties or transcribed into a letter of intent if re-
quired by counsel. As documentation proceeds, he
works with the client and its counsel to resolve any
issues that arise and ensure that the documents ac-
curately reflect the bargain struck during negotiation.

Implementotinn
With the signing of the lease documents, re-
sponsibility for the project implementation shifts to
the owner and the other advisors. The real estate
advisor continues to be available to the client to
ensure that the other parties live up to the terms
and schedules that were negotiated- Often he is
asked by his clients to attend project meetings, re-
view budgets, change orders, and other project mem-
oranda, and counsel them throughout the
implementation process. Typically, his involvement
continues through the move into the completed
space and a review of the initial cycle of rental esca-
lation billings.

Principal Issues For Negotiation
Terms and conditions vary from transaction to
transaction, but the main elements in contention
between the landlord and the tenant are:

1. Rent
2. Area to be leased
3. Lease term
4. Provision for increases in operating expenses and

real estate taxes (escalation clauses)
5. Amount of cash or construction items that the

landlord will provide to the tenant

6. Strategic rights to increase or decrease space, to
cancel or extend the lease term, and to sublet

7. Other inducements which may be offered by, or
extracted from, the landlord

8. Liability issues

Rent
The annual rental rate is typically quoted in dollars
per square foot multiplied by the rentable area of
the premises. This rate is usually expressed in dol-
lars per annum, but in some cities it is quoted as
dollars per month. Rates historically have been
quoted in gross dollars, that is, the rate includes
base operating expenses and an agreed-upon real
estate tax base. However, in larger leages rates are
often quoted in net dollars, with each t€nant paying
his proportionate share of operating costs and taxes.

From the end of World War II to the mid 1970s,
most rental rates were fixed over a long term of 15 to
20 years. This worked well in a period of low infla-
tion, but the high inflation rates of the late 1960s
and the 1970s led most owners and landlords to frx
ratee for shorter periods and to increase them at
programmed intervals, e.g., in years 5, 10 and 15 ofa
long-term lease. Today, landlords attempt to provide
for an increase in rental rates in year 10 or 15 of the
lease to the greater of current rents as escalated or
fair market value. However, tenants oftcn resist this,
preferring to have known rates and to take advan-
tage of favorable market conditions. Ratcs are the
primary point of negotiation because most t€nants
use rat€s as a meaaure to compare their lease trans-
action to those of friends and competitors. Conse-
quently, many landlords, while trying to achieve
higher total dollar rents, artificially "push" rates
down by adjusting the rentable area of the premises.

Rentable Area
The aggregate total rent is calculated by multiply-
ing the dollar rate by the rentable area. Measure-
ment techniques have therefore become extremely
important as owners and landlords have "grown'
buildings dramatically over the last 15 years.

Perhaps the only space measurement in an of-
hce building universally agreed upon is the gross
floor area, which is obtained by measuring from the
outer dimensions ofthe building with no deductions.
Before World War II office building rentable area
was defined as the area inside a tenant's demised
premises, but after World War II, with the evolution
of the modern office building, rentable areae were
calculated by measuring the gross area, deducting
vertical penetrations and then adding back a propor-
tionate share of common facilities such as air condi-
tioning and electrical rooms. This technique is still
recommended by the Building Owners and Man-
agers Association International (BOMA), but many
cities prefer instead to use "add onl'factors. This
number is obtained by calculating gross floor area,
deducting elevators and stairways to get the usable
area of the floor and then multiplying that number
by a common area factor of1.15 to 1.25. For example,
a gross floor area is 200 x 200 or 40,000 square feet.
From this is deducted elevators, stairs, risere and
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In the mid-1970s New York City underwent a
wrenching reconstruction of its debt after many
years of fiscal mismanagement. The city sought
to finance its needs with short-t€rm notes in spite
of sigrrificantly increasing interest rates. Thanks
to Felix Rohalton and other business leaders,
the city achieved a firm fiscal basis through the
Municipal Assistance Corp. and The Financial
Control Board. The real estate recovery started
modestly in the mid-1970s and continued through
1978 as the industry took advantage of initially
moderate interest rates. The recovery gathered
enonnous inflationary steam thereafLer, even as
interest rates rose dramatically and prices
reached what were considered to be unattainable
levels.

The Pan Am Building
In 1977, I approached James H. Maloon, the
newly appointed senior vice president of finance
for Pan American World Airways, to inform him
of Jim Landauer's key role in completing the
building following the tragic death of Irwin Wolf-
son, chairman and part owner of Grand Central
Properties, Inc. I had also heard that Pan Am was
considering a sale of its leasehold interest, or al-
t€rnat€ly, a purchase of other minority leasehold
interests. This proved to be premature at the
time, but we did launch a series of studies for Pan
Am on the value of the property and the quality
and efficiency of the building's management and
operation.

The upshot of these analyses was to recommend
to Mr. Maloon that Pan Am purchase the fiac-
tional leasehold interests of the Wolfson Estate
and of William Zimmerman, Esq. which we were
successful in accomplishing. We then waited a
year until the landowner, the Penn Central Com-
pany, emerged from bankruptry. Within days, we
purchased the land for a very inexpensive price,
encumbered as it was with an unprofitable lease-
hold rental. Now Pan Am controlled 1007c of the
land and improvements.

Concurrently, three officers of Landauer-
Marilyn Weitzman, Glenn Rufrano and John
Weyer-were developing a comprehensive new
software program. With the assistance of Herb
Herman, a software programmer, the program
provided for a painstakingly detailed analysis of
every business detail of every lease and all operat-
ing expenses. Also built into the program were
time-discounting techniques which enabled us to
estimate with accuracy the probable net operat-
ing income over an extended period, as well as the
values.

Previously, we thought that the real estate was
worth no more than $250 million. The new pro-
gram led to the conclusion that the Pan Am
Building was worth at least $350 million based
on the lease renewal potential. Fifty percent of

the original 2O-year leases were coming due in
1982-83, with another 207o due in 1988.

As a direct result of these studies, and based on a
comprehensive offering prospectus which pro-
vided pre-qualified prospective buyers every con.
ceivable fact about the property, the Pan Am
Building was sold in mid-1980 by Landauer to
Met Life for $401,026,000. It was an electrifying
price at the time, and it really captivated the
market. It was difficult for many investors to
fully grasp that the building, with a current re-
tr]In of 2.8Vc on the equity over a S50 million
mortgage, could justify a $400 million price tag or
$160 per square foot. In fact, the real estate was a
bargain for Met Life. Our studies indicated they
would receive, over time, a minimum l47c intnr-
nal rate of return.

The 1980s-A Go Go Decade For
Real Estate
The 16 months of recession during 1980-81 never
completely stopped the growing inllation in rents
and increases in occupancy, despite spiraling in-
t€rest costs. The market temporarily cooled down
in response to extraordinarily high interest rates
in which long-term bonds peaked at 147c. How-
ever, the market was only positioning itself for a
spectacular burst of freray after 1982, which con-
tinued until the obvious warning from the stock
market crash of October 1987. Even then, the lin-
gering effects of a boom psychology were still felt,
especially by commercial bankers who, along
with the savings and loans, appeared to be the
last lenders in the marketplace to realize the
dance was over.

GM Building
In 1981, I was fortunate to obtain from General
Motors, as a consulting intermediary, the assign-
ment to sell the GM Building leasehold at 767
Fifth Avenue for $500 million. This was a magnif-
icent structure with impressive views of Central
Park to the northwest. Our initial sales effort was
thwarted by the high price, high int€rest rat€s
and concern over the economy. With the capable
help of Martin Lipton, a partner at Wachtel, Lip-
ton, Rosen and Katz, who supplied a critical brief
on the alternatives to sale, we structured a fi-
nancing where GM would borrow $500 million on
a promissory note, unsecured by the real estate,
at l07o interest, a very low rate at the time. In
return, the lender would receive an option to pur-
chase the real estate in 10 years.

If the option was exercised, the note would be
canceled. If not exercised, GM would have to pay
the Corporate Property Investors (CPI) lending
group the $500 million. Since the note issued was
unsecured, there was no mortgage recording tax
to pay. GM also avoided a capital gains tax by
financing rather than selling. These savings were
sigrrificant and came at a time when GM was
experiencing a cash stringency. As we now know,
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The 1970s-A Decade Of Problems And
Successes
The 1970s was a perilous decade fraught with nu-
merous problems including an oil shortage; esca-
lating liying costs and intprest rates; a severe
recession; the termination of the Vietnam War
and the near fiscal demise of New York City.

This period of distress resulted in many of the
large New York metropolitan area insurance com-
panies abandoning Manhattan as a place for
mortgege and equity investments. Many other
large-scale investors also turned away from the
city. There was considerable justification for feel-
ing insecure about Manhattan. From 1974 to 1979
there was virtually no new ollice building con-
struction as the market struggled to absorb about
68 million square feet of space built between 1967
and 1973, an historic pace of construction never
before equalled and never likely to be exceeded. It
was the early German and English investors, fol-
lowed by Canada's Olympia & York, who demon-
strated their faith in the ultimate recovery of
New York with widespread investments in Man-
hattan properties at low prices.

Rockefeller Center
Despite the adverse events of the early to
mid-1970s, this decade was the happiest and most
fulfrlling of my career In 7972-73I negotiated for
Rockefeller Center, Inc., the lessee, the extension
of the original 4O-year ground lease in a pro-
tracted series of negotiations with Harry HeI-
msley, who represented the lessor, Columbia
University. The agreement on the ground rent
was made possible, without resorting to the un-
certainties of a third man arbitrator. After count-
Iess meetings, Mr. Helmsley conceded that a tract
of 512,000 square feet in a presumed sale would
have to be discounted to realize a sale as one
parcel or as subdivided over an extended period
where time discounting would lower the aggre-
gate value realized. The lease provided that de-
spite the marvelous buildings on the site, the land
value was to be appraised as if vacant, unencum-
bered and unimproved as one parcel. Obviously
the land, under that presumption, did not have a
square foot ralue that was even half, for example,
of what a 40,000 square foot parcel would sell for.

Columbia Uniuersity
We also recast substantial portions of the lease to
provide more freedom for the Rockefeller interests
in mortgage financing of the leasehold and to per-
mit distribution of the net operating income to
the proliferating Rockefeller heirs. A proud mo-
ment for me occurred years later when I was
asked by Columbia University, as the landowner,
to represent them in revaluing the land in antic!
pation of a possible sale to the Rockefellers. (In
the interim, Rockefeller Center had purchased
Cushman & Wakefield and could no longer use
my service.) I always wanted to attain a totally

professional reputation and, with my engagement
by Columbia, I knew I had finally reached my
goal.

St. Peters Luthcran Church and Citicorp Center
In the mid-1970s, I was engaged by the vestry of
St. Peter's Lutheran Church to represent them
with Citicorp in the possible sale of the church
property at the southeast corner of l,exington Av-
enue and East 54th Street in Manhattan. The
church property was the key parcel in a land as-
semblage being undertaken by Citicorp under the
masterful direction of Donald Schnabel of Julien
J Studley & Co. I was able to negotiate a sale for
$9 million of the 15,000 square feet of land, and
simultaneously, negotiat€d a condominium inter-
est for the church in the totaily new project which
the church would erect on the very same corner
with the proceeds of the sale.

Why would Citicorp pay a top market price for the
land site and then permit St. Peters to return to
the same site? The answer lay in Citicorp's utili-
zation of the excess floor area ratio beyond the
church's new building requirements. Except for
the church's sanctuary, most activities would take
place several floors below grade. Sub-surface
building uses do not count as part of the FAR.
Thus, Citicorp was able to use about l7ll8s of the
permissible floor area for its own dramatic tower.
At the same time, St. Peters was able to remain in
the same location and offer an expanded religious
and cultural program, including its jazz ministry
in the space below ground, and yet have a dramat-
ically visible sanctuary above ground.

A heartwarming postscript and a surprising turn
of events occurred when the same Donald
Schnabel, a masterful strategist representing Cit-
icorp, asked me for Landauer's assistance in ob-
taining the essential parcel to complete the
assemblage. Schnabel said he had not made any
headway in persuading the doctors group, who
owned the stock in Medical Chambers, Inc., to sell
their East 54th Street nine-story medical build-
ing to Citicorp. I undertook the assigrrment with
misgivings because I knew from prior experience
that a group of doctors would be diffrcult, if not
impossible, to unify and satisfy.

After meeting with the leading doctors, it was
evident they were more upset about the capital
gains tax aspect of the sale than with the offered
price. I hit on the idea of offering them stock in
the giant Citicorp in exchange for stock in the
doctors' corporation. I explained this would be a
tax-free exchange and that ultimate payment of
the tsx could be deferred until they sold their
Citicorp shares, in part or in whole, over an ex-
tended period. This critical tax deferral made
good sense, and the transaction took place shortly
thereaft€r. Now the basis for Citicorp Center was
firmly in place.

ducts having a total of 3,000 square feet, so the
usable area is 37,000 square feet. This numb€r is
then multiplied by a factor of 1.25 to obtain a rent-
able area of 46,250 square feet. Measuring tech'
niques and the definition of rentable area have
become a major point of contention in many lease
negotiations.

Area To Be Leased
The size, shape and location in the building of a
tenantt premises all are subject to landlord./tenant
negotiation. In most high-rise buildings landlords
command a premium rental rate for upper floors.
The tenant's principal concern is tn lease space that
works well for his operation and proposed tenant
installation. Tbnants also want the best views, adja-
cent to elevators and contiguous floors. On the other
hand, the landlord's concern is to be certain that any
space in the building not leased by the tenant is still
marketable at projected rental rates.

Lcase Term
Most leases vary in duration from 5 years on a short-
term lease to 25 years on a long-term lease. The
ideal lease for a landlord is long term with periodic
increases at f-rxed rates or adjustments to market.
American tenants have resisted these one-way ad-
justmenta, favoring leases with fixed rates and the
right to cancel at year 10 or 15 for an agreed-upon
penalty payment. Smaller leases usually run for
shorter terms and have no cancellation rights. The
length of the lease has a strong influence on the
amount of capital dollars contributed by the land-
lord; shorter leases have a smaller contribution be-
cause of the abbreviated amortization period.

Escalalinn CLaases
Virtually all leases contain provisions for increases
in operating expenses and real estate taxes known
as escalation clauses. In addition, landlords in favor-
able markets often want to include a Consumer
Price Index (CPI) or other index, or a portion of the
index, to further adjust rates upward so that the
capital portion of rent is not diluted. Capital index-
ing has never been fully accepted by most American
tenants and CPI clauses tend to appear and disap-
pear in leases depending on market conditions. Real
estate advisors are often able to eliminate CPI
clauses, but never escalation clauses. It is the real
estate advisor's task to see that these clauses are
fairly and properly tlrawn.

Operating expense escalation clauses are calcu-
lated in one of two ways: (1) actual operating
expense increases, or (2) increages in accordance
with an index, usually the Porters' Wage. A properly
drawn actual operating expense clause requires
careful definition of expenses that can be included
and expensee that are excluded such as leasing
costs, capital improvements and executive salaries.

Porters' Wage clauses originated in New York
and were common 10 to 15 years ago, but they have
become increasingly controversial and are not gen-
erally used throughout the country When the clause
was firet conceived in the early 1950s, porters'

average hourly wage was basically the same as the
cost to operate the building expressed in dollars per
square foot. A penny for penny increase was fair and
generally was accepted by tenants. With the passage
of time, however, landlords used this clause as a hid-
den profit center by increasing the l( for lq tn 79, for
1.59 or lg for 2C. In addition, in New York City the
Porters' Wage (including fringes) is more than dou-
ble the average operating cost of a building, result-
ing in distorted increases favoring landlords. In
addition, some landlords have made extremely ag-
gressive assumptions regarding the calculation of
fringe benefits included in the Porters' Wage index.
Therefore, an appropriate lease clause should specify
the method used to calculate these benefits. Most
well-represented tenants insist on an actual operat-
ing expense clause or an index that is equitable.

The tenant must be concerned about two impor-
tant issues in real estate tax clauses: (1) to be cer-
tain that the base year is a full assessment, and (2)
to avoid dramatic increases in taxes if the building
is sold during the term of the lease. Many munici
palities give partial assessments during a building's
lease-up period. The first year of a lease term, there-
fore, is not necessarily an appropriat€ tax year on
which to base increases. The resolution of this prob-
lem is complex and often very technical, but well-
negotiated leases place the burden of a stable base
year on the landlord and not the tenant. In addition,
tenank have to protect themselves if major improve-
ments are performed during the lease term, or sale
of the building or another capital event precipitates
a large increase in taxes. This has become one of the
most contentious areas in lease negotiations.

Construction
Landlords tlpically frnish the base building includ-
ing the core area on tenant floors with electrical and
mechanical systems ready for distribution in the
tenant area. The balance of the floor is left unfin-
ished so it can be customized for each tenant in
accordance with the tenantt plans. Most leases pro-
vide for the landlord to do a certain amount of ten-
ant work (workletter) or to make a cash contribution
toward work undertaken by the tenant. In new pro-
jects, the amount of the contribution usually covers
the bulk of the work. Workletters provide for parti-
tioning, doors, floors, ceilings, lighting lixtures,
HVAC and electrical distribution, telephone and
electrical outlets, and miscellaneous other items
such as structural reinforcing and stairwells.

The value of the workletter or the cash al-
lowance fluctuates dramatically - from $15 to $100
per square foot depending on market conditions and
such variables as the condition of the space, the
rental rate, the length of the lease term and the
strength of each party's negotiating position. Nego-
tiation for workletters is therefore a complex under-
taking and requires the real estate advisor and the
space planner to be fully familiar with costs, differ-
ent operating systems and the pros and cons of dif-
ferent building standard materials and systems. It
is also invaluable to the tenant for his advisors to
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have expertise in the construction process so they
can set up controls for cost, quality and schedule.

If the landlord undertakes the buildout work in
accordance with a workletter, he is responsible for
completing the work on a timely basis. The lease
term commences upon completion of the work. If the
tenant accepts a cash allowance instead, it is neces-
sary to negotiate how long he has to complete the
work before rent commences. This is almost always
a contentious part of the negotiations, as the land-
lord wants the construction period to be as short as
possible while the tenant wants it to be as long as
necessary to complete the work. Nothing is more
unpopular to a tenant than paying rent before bene-
ficial occupancy. Other issues surrounding tenant
work are the approval of plans and alterations, the
tenant's right to select his own contractor, and use of
building systems such as construction lifts, rubbish
removal and temporary electricity. Failure to ad-
dress these issues can be very costly to the tenant.

Strategb Rights Conrerning Spau Needs
long-term planning in most companies is based on
3-to-5-year projections while leases run for 10 to 20
years. Most prospective tenants, therefore, have
enormoua dilficulty assessing their needs over a
lease term, Strategrc rights to add space or decrease
space, to extend or cancel lease terms are often criti-
cal to allow tenants the flexibility they need to deal
with future uncertainty. While rights to add or mod-
ify space commitments give flexibility to tenants,
they are major hindrances to landlord leasing pro-
grams, and are highly controversial and hard
fought. Nevertheless, rights to acquire additional
space during the term of the lease or to modify com-
mitments are usually obtained by tenants taking
more than one floor or occupying more than 40,000
square feet of space. If the landlord is forced to pro-
vide such options, the agreement is usually subject
to constraints on the amount of space, timing and
flexibility. It is usually not diffrcult for a tenant to
secure the right to extend or renew a Iease at fair
market value. The right to cancel is more diffrcult to
obtain and is usually subject to sigrrificant penalty
payments.

Equally important issues are the rights to sub-
lease or assigrr the lease. The right to sublease is
strategcally important to tenants while its limita-
tion can be enormously valuable to landlords. It is
always best to confront the issue and work out an
arrangement that is satisfactory to both parties.
Other strategic rights include the ability to name
the building, the right to appropriate signage and
the right to restrict other tenancies that the tenant
deems not to be in its best interest.

Other Inducements
Equity
When a prospective tenant would be the major occu-
pant in a property, it is not uncommon for the land-
lord to make a portion of the equity or cash flow
available to the tenant. Landlords always ask that a
tenant pay for an equity position, but under certain

market conditions an equity position may be ob-
tained at no cost. There are no fixed rules as to the
amount or nature of tenant participation, but one
common formula is to grant the tenant 7Vc of the
equity for each ZVc of t}:,e space it has under lease.

Rent Abatemcnt
Another inducement for tenants is a rental abate-
ment at the commencement of a long-term lease.
This is in addition to the period of free rent meant to
cover the construction of the tenant's premises. A
common procedure in soft markets is for the land-
lord to maintain the asking rents while granting
generous free rent periods at the beginning of the
term. This feature is often treacherous for t€nanta
who take the short-term benefit but find themselvee
saddled with non-competitive rents in the later
years of the lease. This situation is referred to as
"mortgaging" a firm's future. Recent changes in ac-
counting rules have discouraged this practice.

Liability Issues
Liability issues include pereonal and corporate guar-
antees, condemnation, fire damage, inability to per-
form, defaults and so on. AII issues in a lease have
an economic impact and should be aseessed on this
basis. However, liability issues are generally negoti-
ated by counsels for the landlord and the tenant.

This brief summary is not meant to be an all-
inclusive list of key issues in a landlord./tenant nego-
tiation. It does, however, highlight some of the main
issues vital to the tenant's welfare that must be ad-
dressed if the tenant is to be properly represented.

Conclusion
The theme of this chapter has been to demonstrate
that the interests of tenants in offrce buildings are
usually very different from the interests of the
building owners. The battle to gain strategic advan-
tage with respect to rent and other lease terms is
continual. This diversity of interests and rapidly
changing market conditions have created a situation
in which more tenants are seeking the best possible
real estate advice and counsel. They are no longer
willing to settle for representation by the building
agent or a broker who may not achieve the best
possible terms for them. More and more over time
tenant representation will become a separate disci
pline. Agents will represent owners, tenant repre-
sentatives will represent tenants, and both will be
paid by their respective clients. In this next decade,
real estate firms will have to confront this issue and
adjust accordingly.
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COUNSEI.OBS' PERSPECTIVES

Some Personal Career
Reflections
by John R. White, CRE

In 1945 I started working in investment real es-
tate, so this is my 47th active year in the busi-
ness. I must say that life was simpler and less
complicated in those days. There was little or no
inJlation. Rent barely inched ahead and racancies
were low There were never any headlines about
credit crunches or oversupply. Residential rent
control was accept€d as essential to provide hous-
ing at affordable rents. It would have been incon-
ceivable to think that in 1993 it would still be in
effect in New York City. The 1946-1960 Tluman-
Eisenhower Era was one of economic and price
tranquility. Real estate values were rock solid and
not yet charact€rized by the surging appreciation
which followed.

Property sold for an 87o free and clear return.
Mortgage money for new construction was easily
available for 75Vc of the appraised value at 67r
interest. We could easily afford to pay 27r, annual
amortization and still earn 87o and twice as much
on our actual cash investment. Balance sheets
were real and not inflated with wildly optimistic
estimates of real estate market ralue.

Career l}ack
I started as a rent collector and division manager
for a Bronx real estate company owned by my
father-in-law who had built many five-and-six
story walk-ups. The lure of Manhattan, however,
proved irresistible. After a year of really grass
roots management work, I became an appraisal
assistant and occasional broker with Byrne, Bow-
man & Forshay. I stayed there for eight years. For
the following nine years I was with Brown,
Harris, Stevens, Inc. I started its counseling ser-
vices department and became a director of the
company as well as a CRE (Counselor of Real
Estate). The major move of my life was in 1963
when I became associated with CREg Jim Lan-
dauer and Peter Haeffner at Landauer Associates.
I remained with Landauer for 27 years, eventu-
ally serving as its president, chairman and chief
executive officer.

Real Estate In The lg60s
Looking back, it was really not until the early
1960s that as realtors we became more sensitive
to the economic base ofthe city, the national econ-
omy and those underlying conditions which aflect
rents and prices. My frst memory of a significant
office oversupply was in 1963 when the Pan Am
Building, with its 2.5 million square feet of space,

was completed. The industry built about 6.5 mil-
lion square feet that year, a record for Manhattan,
and it was not absorbed easily. Rents in prime
midtown locations, in a softened market, were be-
tween $8 and $10 a square foot. Those same origi-
nal 20-year leases in the Pan Am Building were
renewed in 1982-1983 for up to $40 a square foot!

T$o other signihcant events occurred during the
1960s. First, the transitory weakness in the offrce
market was accompanied by the beginning of an
intensive decentralization movement out of Man-
hattan. I recall General Foods moving to White
Plains and CB Laboratories moving to Stamford.
Many other companies bought land in anticipa-
tion of an ultimate move. It was our first realiza-
tion that not all Fortune 500 companies would
remain hrmly entrenched in Manhattan. Decen-
tralization flourished thereafter, as dozens of com-
panies eventually moved in the 1960s and 1970s
to Greenwich, Stamford and elsewhere.

The second profound event of the 1960s was the
sharp increase in inflation. The change from price
stability to aggravated inllation resulted from the
way President Johnson chose to frnance the extra-
ordinary cost of the Vietnam War, by borrowing
rather than taxing. This sad and painful conflict
provoked increasing budget deficits and was pri-
marily responsible for a more volatile economy
with higher real estate rents and prices and, ulti-
mately, higher risks of ownership.

The inflation rate had been tnder 2Vc for most of
the period from 1946-1965. It simply was not a
factor in investments. However, between 1965 and
1970 the inflation rate skyrocketed to 69c. A
roller-coaster movement began in our cost of liv-
ing that led to successively higher peaks and val-
leys until 1980 when consumer prices achieved a
high of almost 169<. Interest rates rose symp-
tomatically as well. Iong-term Treasury Bonds at
49o in 7965, tose to lqa in 1970-71, ultimately
reaching almost 147o by 1980.

Despite some ebbs and flows after 1965, the na-
tion would experience 15 years ofdistinctly higher
living costs and higher interest rates. This nega-
tive trend was broken by 1982 through the tight
money policies of Paul Volcker, then chairman of
the Federal Reserve Bank. Volcker succeed in re-
ducing the 14% living cost to the 49r level over the
next two years, but at the expense of two
recessions-a mild consumer induced six-month
recession in 1980 and a longer recession in
1981-82.

,lo/nn R. Wii e, CRE, had been with l-andaae," Associcr€s
for mare tfurn 25 yearc serutng und2r LYrt,olts titles as
chairman, presi,t:lent, chizf uecuttw offrrer and director
He currcntl! is chairman of The ll,hite Group, New
Yorh, a natiorwl compan! spcializing in a.sset ntrnage-
nEnt, portfolio supentisian, otqtisitions and disposi-
tions. White is a Wst presidznt of tha CounrelDrs of Reol
Estale.
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market values. The former sacrifice is clearly docu-
mented in the corporate bond literature.a As for the
latter cost, one need only cite the numerous occa-
sions when mortgage borrowers sell their homes in
an environment of high interest rates.

Therefore, the benehts of MMM to mortgage in-
vestors are two-fold, The main advantage concerns
the almost complete absence of a prepayment risk,
at least in terms of the all-important cash flow size
issue. A subsidiary advantage is the lower transac-
tion costs as the frequency of prepayments decline
due to a lack of incentive on the part of borrowers to
prepay voluntarily. Mortgage investors can be ex-
pected to reward borrowers for these benef-rts.

Borrower And Mark-Ib Market Mortgages
At least three individual groups of residential bor-
rowers could benefit from MMM: permanent home
buyers, interest rate speculators and payment sensi-
tive borrowers.

Permanent home owners are defined here as
those families who plan to live in a particular home
for many years, conceirably up to and beyond the
maturity ofthe mortgage. These individuals foresee
little likelihood of forced mortgage prepayment
since they have no plans to sell the house. Many
have little hope for falling interest rate8 that would
lead to refinancing. Among this group of borrowers
many would be willing, if given the choice, to accept
a reduced frxed interest rat€ in exchange for a mark-
to-market clause in their loans. They would do this
because the rate discount is more than adequate to
offset the greater interest rate risk exposure.s It is
difficult to even approximate how large the rate dis-
count might be under these circumstances, given
the paucity of empirical research in this area. How-
ever, in all probability, the savings are likely to
prove considerable once mortgage investors are al-
Iowed to compete for these loans. A 17o point reduc-
tion, for example, on an 117c - $f00,000 - 20-year
mortgage would produce a monthly savings of
$67.16.

The second group of bomowers to benefit from
the MMM are intcrest rat€ speculators. Although
admittedly a small segment of the home buying
market, these adventuresome individuals seek to
capitalize on what they perceive to be a low interest
rat€ environment. By taking out frxed rate, long-
term mortgages, they hope to gain from rising mar-
ket rates. The gain would show up as an increase in
market determined net worth. Whether this is a Ii-
nancial strategy that individuals should embark
upon is not clear. The fact remains, however, that a
truly free financial market should provide this
possibility.

The final group of interested parties consists of
payment sensitive borrowers. A commonly held,
though seldom tested, hlpothesis states that many,
if not most, consumer borrowerg focus on monthly
payments as opposed to interest rates. Such people
are cash flow-oriented rather than net worth-
oriented. If this is true, then a further case is made
for MMM. Simply stated, MMM permits a payment

sensitive home buyer the luxury of knowing that his
monthly loan payments will not be affected by inter-
est rate movements no matter how many changes of
residence occur over time. Thke, for example, the
case of a person who purchased a home for $100,000
in 1985 under the following terms: zero down pay-
ment, zs-year maturity, l07c interest rate and a
monthly payment of $908.71. Let's assume that the
home is sold in 1990 for Sf00,000 at a time when
equivalent market rates are 129o. The MMM payoff
would amount to $82,528 (as opposed to a book value
of $94,167). Should this individual acquire a re-
placement home for $100,000, the original monthly
payment does not have to change. By combining
the $17,472 equity from the old home sale
($100,000-$82,528) with a new L2Vo,20-year mort-
gage of $82,528, the monthly payment can remain
at $908.17. Thus, even though the cost of the financ-
ing is greater for the second home, this individual's
monthly payments are unaltered. Should market
rates become lower in 1990, the financial situation
may be reversed, but the results would be the same
(i.e., an inflated loan is exactly offset by a lower
interest rate).6

Conclusion
An elimination of the prepayment privilege is not
being called for here. Nor does the author want to
see all residential mortgages structured with a
mark-to-market feature. The goal simply is to free-
up mortgage lenders so they voluntarily offer MMM
to their customers along with the standard
mortgage.
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APPLYING TAIR
MtrRKET
Vf,LUE
CONCEPTS TO
WATER RIGHTS

lI arket acquisitions of water rights are in-
III .."u.,r,g,y common rn regrona y/nere exrsrrng
ItI water s"upplies are futly ippropriated and del
velopment of new supplies is costly. Both market
acquisition and development encourage new water
users to bid water away from current right holders,
Urban growth, environmental disputes and Native
American claims to water all create incentives for
acquisition of wat€r supplies. While water right ac-
quisitions olien are essential to real estate develop-
ment, they also are the subject of controversy in
state and federal courts, Iegislatures and adminis-
trative agencies.

Water use and transfer is carefully scrutinized
and highly regulated in most western states. Within
this conflictual environment, water rights valuation
has become an important task. Such appraisals pro-
vide essential information for potential buyers,
many of whom are real estate developers and city
governments seeking supplies for growing popula-
tions. Appraisers may aasess fair market value for
the courts to award compensation for damages or
takings of water rights; for public agencies who sup-
ply water to farms, cities and business; and for con-
servation organizations who acquire water for
wildlife refuges, wetlands and streams.

This article reviews several markets for water
rights in the western U.S. and discusses the applica-
tion of fair market value to water rights and how
this differs from other real property in several criti-
cal ways.

Background On Water Markets In The
Western United States
The markets where water rights are traded vary by
region, water source and types of buyers and sellers.
Tfaditionally, a market is defined as a set of ar-
rangements where buyers and sellers are brought
together by the price mechanism. For water rights
appraisal, it is the interaction of individuals who
exchange water rights, water supplies associated
with land and water-related infrastructure for other
assets, such as money.l

A transaction that involves both land (and im-
provements) and water may still be considered a wa-
ter transaction if the acquisition was motivated
primarily by the desire to obtain water supplies.
These transactions are common in Arizona where
water transactions often include land acquisitions,
due to specihc provisions in state law. In Colorado,
New Mexico, Utah and Nevada, water rights can be
(and frequently are) bought and sold separately
from land.

Information on major water aourcea and uses,
transactions and prices for five water market

Ronnie G. Colbu, Ph.D., is associale professor of agricultural
and resource ecorwmbs aa thc Unizlsit! of Arizona where
fur u,orh focuses on thc wlu2 of unler rights, recrealion sites
and, etuironfiihtal ossets in th2 uestzrn stotes. During tfu
last ten tcaB sfu has beea inwlLed in numerous project$ b
dzterminz the whE of tloler righk and u,ollr-ftloted assets
in Arizona, New Maiq Colorodo, Utah and Nerrldo.

Fiue reginnal m.arhpts for waler illustrate
haw stale luts, geographic location,
cultural influenres and enuironmental
concerns affect changes in water use.

by Bonnie G. Colby

Reseorth on untzt tmn-sa$ions in tha uesurn states uns
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FIGURE T

Selected Market Regions in the Western U.S

after the property is sold. However, this seldom is
the case. The fact that housing turnover often coin-
cides with falling interest rates tends to magrrify
the prepayment problem. Accordingly, MBS inves-
tors are holders of variable maturity instruments
and all the associated problems of reinvestment deci-
sion, transaction costs and income taxes.

To make timing matters worse, there is the issue
of cash flow size to consider. Simply put, residential
home mortgage borrowers universally are obligated
for the book values of their loans in the event of
prepayment. Unlike corporate debt instruments,
mortgages are not burdened with prepayment pen-
alties, i.e., call. This is quite problematical for mort-
gage investors during periods of falling market
interest rates.

When interest rates are low, the market values
of outstanding fixed income securities should rise to
their discounted cash flow equivalents unless they
are callable at a lower price. Such is the case with
home mortgages whose prices are restricted on the
upside by their book value prepayment provisions.
As book value-based cash flows rise, the investor's
yield falls. Unfortunately, investors seldom are able
to profit during periods of rising interest rates, be-
cause most mortgagees find it in their best interests
to decelerate prepayment activity. This one-way
street is a potential source of trouble to MBS inves-
tors and a valuable call option for borrowers. Efforts
have been made to correct the prepayment risk prob-
lem, most notably by collateralized mortgage obliga-
tions. However, the collateralized mortgage
obligation medicine has not been able to cure the
prepayment disease.!

There are two interest rates critical to investors
in frxed rate mortgage securities: term yield and call
yield. The term yield is the compound rate of inter-
est that equates all scheduled installment payments
to the purchase price of a mortgage or mortgage
security. This is the promised rate of return and the
figure used by investors when making investment
decisions concerning fixed income securities. It is
expressed mathematically as:

Where: Y" : call yield

m : prepayment period

C = call price

r : reinvestment rate

As the call yield formula indicates, an investor's
realized rate of return is determined by the call
price (C) and reinvestment rate (r). At call prices
equal to market value and subsequent reinvestment
at market rates, a call yield can be produced that is
equal to term yield. At any payoff price below mar-
ket value, mortgage investors earn less than the
term yield and vice versa. It follows that only a
payoff at market value produces the all important
term yield. As noted previously, however, all mort-
gage prepayment activity is done at book lalue call
prices. While most MBS investors would like to earn
the term yield, this is almost impossible tl achieve
with the way mortgage investments currently are
structured.

Investors have two additional problems with
prepayments: calls made at prices different from
book values could generate unplanned taxable gains
and losses; holders are forced into a reinvestment
scenario along with its associated costs.

Mortgage prepayment at book value is no acci-
dent. The federal home lending authorities long ago
required nationally chartered and./or insured lend-
ing institutions to structure residential mortgages
with this provision. State regulatory bodies did like-
wise. As a consequence! the book value mortgage
prepayment provision has become a standard fea-
ture. Thus, mortgagees have had the benefit of al-
ways knowing their payoff amount in the event a
prepayment takes place. Furthermore, some bor-
rowers have taken adrantage of interest rate de-
clines to the detriment of mortgage investors, while
being subsidized by home owners who cannot avail
themselves of this opportunity.

Investors And Mark-Tb-Market Mortgages
Mark-to-Market Mortgages (MMM) are residential
home loans that are structured to be continuously
and unfailingly payable at market determined
values.s Mortgages designed with the mark-to-
market feature and MBSs that are comprised of such
mortgages are free from prepayment risk. They may
not eliminate cash flow timing uncertainty, but they
will completely correct for cash flow size problems.
That is, there will be no threats to a mortgage inves-
tor's "t€rm" yield due to early mortgage redemption.
As one might expect, the benefits to MBS investors
of MMM are not without costs. And, herein lies the
appeal of such mortgages to loan customers. Inves-
tors must be prepared to accept lower int€rest rates
on the underlying mortgages in exchange for the
reduced prepayment risk. They are also forced to
forego book value prepayments that are in excess of
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regions are briefly described in this article. Figure 1

identifies the hve market areas which are located in
Nevada, Utah, Colorado, Arizona and New Mexico.
Price observations have been made as comparable as
possible allowing for time and market areas. Prices
have been adjusted, using the Gross National Pro-
duct (GNP) price deflator, to 1986 dollar values. In
addition, several conventions have been adopted to
compare different water rights in terms of common
units of measure. Water rights may be transferred
in perpetuity (sold) or temporarily (leased). Unless
otherwise noted, transactions described in this
study are for sales rather than leases.

Water Has Rights, lbo
In quantifying water rights, it is important to dis-
tinguish between diversion rights and the consump-
tive use portion. Diversion rights refer to the
maximum quantity of water which may be with-
drawn per unit of time from a water source. Con-
sumptive use refers to the portion of that diversion
right which may be removed permanently from the
hydrologic system through evaporation, transpira-
tion or other means. The difference between diver-
sion and consumptive use is the "return flow," or the
portion of the diverted water which returns to the
system and is available for appropriation and use by
others. In many areas, transfers of water rights are

limited to the consumptive use portion of the water
right. This limitation is enforced to protect other
water users from having their own water rights ad-
versely impacted as a result of the transfer.

If the water purchased is transferred completely
out of the hydrologrc system of origin, or if the rate
of consumptive use differs between the original use
and the new use, the quantity of divertable water
that the seller of a right gives up in a transfer usu-
atly will not be the same as the quantity of water
that the buyer is able to use. Unless otherwise indi-
cated, all descriptions of transfers refer to the quan-
tity of water that may be diverted for use by the
buyer.

Buyers of water rights need to be concerned with
the capacity of the water resource to satisfy their
rights. If the hydrologic capacity of the water re-
source varies significantly over time, or if many
other water users have a senior claim to rights from
the same water resource, then the yield of a particu-
lar water right may not always be equal to the full
amount of the right. Consequently, the actual long-
term average yield of a water right often is less than
the maximum amount specified in the water right.
Unless otherwise indicated, all water transfers in
this article are quantified according to their long-
term average yield, in acre feet per year.

D- I - I -rt+Y.rl tl+Yr)2'
I+-(1+Y.)"
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Where: P = purchase price of mortgage security

1 = periodic installment payment

n = time remaining to maturity

Y. = term Yield

The call yield takes into account mortgage prepay-
ment. The term yield differs from the call yield in
that the latter is influenced by the prepayment
amount (i.e., call price) and reinvestment of same in
replacement mortgages. The call yield formula is
written as follows:
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A CtrSE FOR
MARK.TO.
MABKET
RESIDENTIAL
MORTGAGES

The resi.d,ential mortgage market is taking
a second look at mortgage pass-through
securitics.

by Robert J. Hartl

f he residential mortgage market has expanded
I tremendously over the last decade-and-a-half.

- Although the market's annual gro'*'th rate has
slowed recently, it still equals or exceeds that of any
other major debt market over the past 15 years, in-
cluding U.S. Treasuries. Without question, a major
contributing factor for this phenomenal growth is
the advent of Mortgage Backed Securities (MBS).

Also referred to aa mortgage pass-through secu-
rities, the l"alue of these instruments has increased
at a much faster rate than even the overall residen-
tial mortgage market. From a bare 2.87c of out-
standing residential mortgages in 1975, MBSs now
account for al:rr,:l" 42?a of the overall market.t While
MBSs have contributed to the residential mortgage
market in many ways, their primary contribution to
housing finance has been to turn a localized finan-
cial marketplace into a national credit market. The
improvement in liquidity and market exposure has
resulted in lower mortgage rates and a more effr-
cient allocation of financial resources than other-
wise would have been possible.

The development of the MBS market has not
been a bed of roses. It has progressed because of
agencies such as the Government National Mortgage
Association, a few creative underr.riters and many
courageous mortgage lending institutions. Nev-
ertheless, this market is not without problems, pri-
marily in the prepayment nsk facing investors in
fixed rate MBS. While not unlike mortgage prepay-
ment risk in general, MBS prepayment risk has re-
ceived much publicity in recent years.

Mortgage Prepayment Risk
Investors in mortgages and mortgage back securi-
ties are forever in doubt on the timing and size of
their cash inflows. Timing uncertainty is due to a
number of factors. As market rates fall, large num-
bers of homeowners move aggressively to refinance
their mortgages in an attempt to trim monthly pay-
ments. Others who are unable to refinance at the
lower rate still make accelerated payments with
funds taken from current income an&or the curent
lower yielding savings accounts. The extent of the
prepayment movement depends on interest rate ex-
pectations, the shape of the yield curve and even the
work load at mortgage lending institutions. Nev-
ertheless, one expects to see a noticeable increase in
mortgage prepayment activity when interest rates
are falling.

The vagaries of turnover in the used housing
market also plays havoc with the timing of mort.
gage prepayments. This would not be a problem if
borrowers were required to maintain their loans

tubeft l, Hdrll eomed a Ph.D. in firutnce at thz UniLersi' of
Arhansos. Presentl! fu is an associale professor of finante
al the Uniucrsit! of Southern Ind.iana. He has also hel.d

fuultJ positioni at Indiano Stolz Uniwrsit! and Woshburn
Uniwnity of Topeha. Hartl h{.s wittcn b@hs and artiabs
on finance. Hk cuftenl research prcject itlahps real estate
ituxstnE nt and fi ianci ng.

lLuckee Basin, Nevada
The Tluckee River flows from Lake Thhoe in the
Sierra Nevada Mountains into Pyramid Lake in the
northwest Nevada desert. The Carson River flows
just south of the Truckee Basin. Water from the two
river systems is used conjunctively in the Tluckee-
Carson Irrigation District (TCID), located down-
stream and about 50 miles to the east of the Truckee
Meadows. The cities of Reno and Sparks form the
core of a rapidly expanding regional population in
the Truckee Meadows. A federal water master over-
sees the administration of the Tluckee River in com-
pliance with the Orr Ditch Decree. Transfers of
surface water and groundwater rights are subject to
approrul by the Nevada State Engineer.

The majority of water used in the area is pri-
mary flow or storage from the Truckee River. Rights
to the Tluckee River were adjudicated under the Orr
Ditch Decree of 7944.2 Reno and Sparks receive wa-
ter from a privately owned utility, and Washoe
County provides some water service to outlying com-
munities. Irrigators are supplied with T?uckee River
water delivered by private ditch companies. Lake
Tahoe and other reservoirs serve as storage facilities
for the Tluckee River.

Up to 300,000 acre feet per year of Truckee
River water flows into Pyramid Lake.3 The Pyramid
Lake Indian Resenation and the Tluckee-Carson
Irrigation District are the major Truckee River wa-
t€r users located oulside the Reon-Sparks area. In-
dians, irrigators and municipal users of the Truckee
Biver have been locked in continuing litigation over
.r ater resources since the early 20th century.a
Gro*'th of the Reno-Sparks area has brought in-
creasing numbers of developments and other enter-
prises which are willing to pay for water.

Prbing History
Until the late 1970s, almost all transfers of surface
water rights involved the sale of irrigation rights to
the regional water utility. By 1979, urban interests
became aware that water rights were not being ac-
quired fast enough to keep up with the growing de-
mand for service.s Increasing awareness of the
scarcity of wat€r has driven prices up more than
twenty-fold since 1979 and has brought many new
participants into the market. A precondition for pro-
ject approlal is that real estate developers acquire
Ttuckee River watcr rights and then must dedicate
them to the cities of Reno and Sparks. Rights ac-
quired by the local governments through dedication
are leased for 99 years to the water utility at $1,500
per acre foot.6

Prices paid for water rights averaged about $100
per acre foot between 1946-1959, rose to over $150
per acre foot between 1960-1964, fell to $140 per acre
foot between 1965-1970, and fell again to less than
$75 per acre foot by 1979. Price offers by the re-
gional water utility rose to over S100 per acre foot in
the early 1980s, but higher offers from other buyers,
primarily real ..,stat€ developers, left few individuals
willing to sell at that price.

Tfu Market For Water
Since early 1985, the cities of Reno and Sparks have
been soliciting urban owners to sell their old irriga-
tion rights. The price offered of $422 per acre foot is
set by joint agreement of Reno, Sparks and Sierra
Pacific, the private utility. The low offer price is in-
tended to reflect the high transactions costs, primar-
ily the title search, involved in transferring small
quantities of water rights for lands which often have
been subdivided and changed hands.T

Several private water brokers operating in the
Truckee Meadows have been outbidding the cities.
Typically the prices offered by the brokers range
from $600 to $800 per acre foot, less a brokering fee.
The brokers assemble several small water rights
into a larger package for resale to a local real estgte
developer. Prices for these larger packages of urban
water rights have exceeded $2,000 per acre foot.8

The market for water has been heavily inllu-
enced not only by policies of the state of Nerada and
local governments, but also by tribal governments
and the federal government for a national wildlife
refuge in the area. Litigation over water needs for
the environment and for indian tribes has contrib-
uted to upward pressures on water prices. Senior
water rights are selling for $2,600 per acre foot.s

Lower Sevier Basin, Utah
The Sevier River Flows north from the high plateaus
of southwestern Utah, terminating in the Sevier De-
sert 140 miles southwest of Salt Lake City. Four
mutual stock irrigation companies-Delta, Melville,
Abraham and Deseret (the DMAD companies), con-
trol virtually all surface flow rights on the lower
stretch of the river Until recently, water delivered
by DMAD was used exclusively for irrigation. In
1980, the Intermountain Power Project (IPP) bought
207. of DMAD company stocks, thousands of acre
feet of privately held groundwater rights and 807c of
the water stock in another ditch company upstream
of DMAD. The total package of water rights, with a
yield of 45,000 acre feet per year, cost approximately
$2,400 per acre foot. The water was acquired for
cooling a new coal-fred power plant which began
operations in the late 1980s. The projected size ofthe
power plant operation was reduced after IPP had
already purchased the water rights. Consequently,
about half the water rights are not needed for power
plant operations and IPP rents unused water to irri-
gators and plans to continue this practice.ro

The last majority of water transfers in this ba-
sin are seasonal water rights rentals among irriga-
tors. Studies conducted between 1948-1964 indicate
that there has been no long-term upward or down-
ward trend in the real price of surface water.rt Short-
term price fluctuations, documented since the 1940s,
have followed the hydrologic cycle of the river-
rental prices are higher in dry years and lower in
wet years. Over the last several decades, rental
prices have varied between $7 and $75 per acre foot.
Sales of mutual water company stocks (nearly al-
ways for irrigation) and groundwater rights pur-
chases have generated prices ranging from $300 to
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over $2,400 per acre foot since 1978. Prices rose
sharply in the period preceding and immediately
after IPP's purchases in 1980, but leveled off to be-
tween $300 and $500 per acre foot in 1985 and 1986.

Northern Colorado Water Conservancy
District, Colorado
The Northern Colorado Water Conservancy District
(NCWCD) lies north of Denver and east of the Rocky
Mountains. Urban centers include Boulder, Fort Col-
lins, Loveland, Longmont and Greeley, Irrigation is
extensive but has been declining in the face ofurban
growth.

Surface water supplies originate as snowmelt
and runoff from the Rocky Mountains. Natural sea-
sonal flows are erratic and highly variable. The ma-
jority of water supplies comes from surface water
which ie stored and then delivered by water supply
organizations. The Colorado-Big Thompson (C-BT)
project is the largest single supplier in the area, but
does not operate local distribution systems. Instead,
a large and sophisticated aray of diversion, storage,
distribution and treatment facilities are owned and
operated by a variety of mutual water stock com-
panies, municipal water systems, water districts and
water user associations. Although the C-BT project
originally was developed as a supplementary water
supply for irrigation, approximately one-third of
C-BT allotments now are in municipal or industrial
ownership.l2 Water is used to offset fluctuations in
natural surface water flows. C-BT annual releases
range from 155,000 to 310,000 acre feet. In dry
years, the NCWCD will release more C-BT water,
and less in wet years.

Water right transfers in Colorado must be ap-
proved by a state water court. This procedure can be
time consuming and expensive but generally is un-
necessary in the case of water stock transactions
within the service area of a water district.l3 Water
rights represented by company water stock therefore
are very marketable rights. The larger the company
service area, the larger the area over which the wa-
t€r may be marketed without formal proceedings.
The high value attached to C-BT water is because
the project functions as a mutual stock water com-
pany, with the largest service area of any such orga-
nization in Colorado. Water rights controlled by the
Colorado-Big Thompson project (represented by
shares, or "unitsj'each one entitling the holder to
U310,000 of the water delivered by the project in a
given year) may be used or transferred anywhere
within the NCWCD.

Deliveries of C-BT water started in the late
1950s. In 1961, C-BT units sold for about $97 each.
Assuming a long-term average yield on C-BT units
of about 0.75 acre feet per unit, that price was equal
to about $130 per acre foot. Prices per acre foot rose
tn $440 in 1965, $920 in 1970, $1,090 in 1975, $2,540
in 1977, $3,050 in 1979, and peaked at about $3,600
in 1980. Since 1980, the real price of C-BT water had
fallen. In the mid 1980s it stood at about $1,500 per
acre foot. However by 1992 the price had increased to
$2,200.

Southern Arizona
In Arizona, several distinct types of water rights
have been purchased by real estate developers and
municipal interests in the Tucson and Phoenix Ac-
tive Management Areas (AMAs).ta Active Manage-
ment Areas were created by state law in 1980 to
regulate groundwater use in regions where declin-
ing water levels were a concern. These include agri
cultural groundwater pumping rights that can be
converted to nonirrigation uses, nonirrigation
groundwater rights, groundwater rights originating
outside of the AMAs, surface water flows and re-
claimed sewage effluent. Unlike some other stat€s,
Arizona prohibits purchase of irrigation rights with-
out simultaneous purchase of the farm land to which
they are appurtenant.rs

Within the Tucson AMA, the market for agri-
cultural groundwater pumping rights is dominated
by the city of Tucson. Tucson has been purchasing
and retiring irrigated farmland in the neighboring
Avra Valley since the early 1970s. Assuming that
the land has no value apart from the water rights
(not an unreasonable assumption in remote areae of
the desert), and based on a transferable quantity of
three acre feet of groundwater per irrigated acre,
prices for Awa Valley water have increased from a
range of $400-$500 per acre foot in the early and
mid-1970s to a range of $650-$1,000 per acre foot in
the late 1980s.

Numerous purchases of agricultural groundwa-
ter rights for conversion to urban uses have occurred
in the Pinal and Phoenix AMAs. The city of Mesa,
located in the Phoenix AMA, purchased over 11,000
acres of irrigated farmland, located in the Pinal
AMA, generating about 30,000 acre feet of water
that can be converted to nonirrigation uses. A
Phoenix-area development group purchased farms in
the Phoenix AMA with over 8,000 irrigated acres.
The irrigation water rights are convertible to nonir-
rigation uses with a yield of over 20,000 acre feet
per year. These and other transactions in the mid
1980s occurred at prices ranging from $1,000-$1,500
per acre foot.16

Tlpe II groundwater pumping rights are held by
golf courses, mines, power plants and businesses
which obtain supplies of groundwater independently
of municipal water service organizations. In contrast
to other water rights in Arizona, Type II nonirriga-
tion groundwater rights are transferable without an
accompanying land acquisition, to other locationg
within the same AMA.I? The supply of Type II
rights is limited, and it constitutes only a small
proportion of the total water rights in Arizona's Ac-
tive Management Areas. Demand for Type II water
rights is limited mostly to independently supplied
nonagricultural water uaers and to new water ser-
vice organizations. Typical prices in the Tucson and
Phoenix AMAs have ranged from $500-$2,000 per
acre foot between 1984-1991.

Numerous purchases ofgroundwater and surface
water rights have taken place in Arizona outside of
the Active Management Areas, mostly in western

TABLE I
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I
I
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structures reduced the adverse reaction that neigh-
boring residents might have had to public housing of
the conventional, institutional style. Scattered
placement of the public housing units also reduced
the possibility that concentrations of such units
would pose problems in a community and create ten-
sions between the residents and their neighbors.
AHP structures (and their occupants) producd the
optimal consequence: their presence in the commu-
nities went largely unnoticed and had no negative
reaction in the housing market.

Sales activity did not increase appreciably after
AHP units were introduced which indicated their
was no "backlash effect." This frnding, in particular,
has important implications for local home owners
and investors in the central city residential market.
It should allay concerns about the possible loss of
value in inner-city neighborhoods and, in fact, sup-
port the view that neighborhood property values
may improve as a consequence of the acquisition and
rehabilitation of existing residences by public hous-
ing authorities.
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In previous research concerning the effects of
Cleveland's AHP program, Chandler found that less
than 307o of the neighbors were aware of the AHP
property in their neighborhood.6 Owners were not
likely to react negatively to the proximity of public
housing if they were unaware of its presence.

The following additional observations were
made by the researchers regarding AHP properties:

1. Public housing units were indistinguishable from
other homes in the neighborhoods. Hence, the
change in neighbor behavior was expected to be
lower than the change in behavior resulting from
the intrusion of new, different and incompatible
buildings.

2. Some units r./ere vacant prior to CMHA acquisi-
tion and renovation; improvements in the proper-
ties may have had a positive impact on the
neighborhood's confidence level and property
values.

3. By design, public housing units comprised a
small percentage of structures in any one neigh-
borhood. The dispersed placement was expected
to reduce possible negative reactions to public
housing among neighbors.

The AHP communities differed from neighbor-
hoods in which conventional public housing was 1o-

cated. In the AHP areas, home ownership, median
income and property values were somewhat higher,
while poverty rates were lower.

Research Design
In order to assess the impact of AHP scattered site
housing on property values in the city of Cleveland,
12 census tracts were chosen with the highest con-
centrations of AHP units. Standardized measures of
these residential parcel transfers were compared at
census tract level and at the larger SPA level. (SPAs

contain several census tracts that have been aggre-
gated by local planning offrcials based on their sim-
ilarity and congruity.) The 12 subject tracts were
located within eight of these SPAs.

Computerized sales and property tax data for
triennial assessment periods (1981, 1984 and 1987),
which track individual transfers in these areas,
were provided by the Housing Policy Research Pro-
gram at Cleveland State University's Urban Center.
The benefits of using such parcel level data in urban
research were enumerated by David Prosperi ?

The comparison employed the price to market
value ratio (MVR), a measure used by Benson and
Kiein in published studies of the impacts of historic
districting and nursing home location on property
values.6 The MVR was used to standardize the prop-
erty value data, and it represented the relationship
between the tax assessor's value (adjusted for the
fact that the property is assessed at 3570 of its value
in Cuyahoga County) and the actual transfer price
upon sale. An MVR greater than one indicated that
the transfer price was greater than the assessor's

expectations; an MVR less than one indicated the
transfer price was less than expected.

Researchers controlled for the more general fac-
tors that correspond to the housing market by com-
paring the MVR from the study tracts with the
MVR of the contiguous SPA, the easUwest bisection
and the city as a whole as an aggregate measure of
market conditions (see Table 1). They expected this
comparison to detect any localized nuances of the
housing market, e.g., sales activity, high-risk lend-
ing and other lending activity.

Findings
Table 1 shows the mean market value ratios of the
tracts and the SPAs that contain them before and
after AHP acquired units in the tracts. In most
cases, the change in the mean MVR was negligible
for both the tracts and the SPAs. (A decline in the
mean MVR during the period is reflected by a nega-
tive sign.)

SPA Results. Half of the eight SPAs showed de-
creases in value prior to AHP acquisitions. After
AHP units were in place, seven SPAs had increased
mean MVRs, and MVRs had declined in four of
these seven SPAs in the previous period.

Tro.ct Results. Eight of the 12 tracts exhibited
drops in MVRs during the period before AHP acqui-
sition. After AHP acquisition, eight tracts showed
increased mean MVRs. In six of the eight cases, the
areas had decreased MVRs in the earlier period. In
three instances, the mean MVRs dropped, but in
only one of these cases was the decrease signiflicant,
revealing a reversal in direction over the previous
period. This is the only documented case of a nega-
tive effect from AHP acquisition on its neighbor-
hood. In one case, there was no change.

In 11 of the 12 cases, observed trends indicated
that the program did not have a detrimental effect'

Conclusions
The findings of this study revealed no measurable
adverse effect by placing scattered site housing units
in the areas studied; the changes in property values
followed the same pattern in the SPAs and the AHP
census tracts. The findings therefore suggested that
fears of local property owners were unwarranted.

If the scattered site housing units were truly
detrimental to the tracts in question, negative ef-
fects would have been evident when the change in
the MVR of the smaller tract was compared against
the change in MVR of the larger SPA. Those differ-
ences would have been even greater between 1984
and 1987 as the impact of such housing development
was being felt in the neighborhood. The data indi-
cated this was not the case. In fact, the MVR in-
crease in six census tracts was greater than that of
their SPAs in 1987; the differences in MVR in other
SPAs and tracts were negligible. These results sug-
gested that scattered site housing actually may have
improved the marketability of some neighborhoods
after 1984.

In summary, the researchers found that the lo-
cation of scattered site public housing units did not
have a demonstrable negative impact upon housing
values in their neighborhoods. The use of existing

Arizona. In 1984 the city of Scottsdale purchased the
8,400 acre Planet Ranch, with an estimated yield of
13,500 acre feet of surface water rights, for about
$900 per acre foot. The city hopes to transport w€ter
Iiom the BilI Williams River to the CAP aqueduct,
which would then carry the water to Scottsdale.ls A
series of acquisitions by real estate developers oc-

curred in the 1980s, with prices ranging from
$550-$950 per acre foot.

In 1986, the city of Phoenix purchased 16,000
acres in the McMullen Valley of western Arizona, for
slightly over $30 million. The city estimates that
between six and seven million acre feet of recover-
able groundwater are in the aquifer underlying tt'e
lands. The city plans to transfer approximately
30,000 acre feet of water per year to the city starting
in the year 2005.rs Since the McMullen Valley lies
outside of Active Management Areas, legally Phoe-
nix is free to pump as much water as it wants, so

long as the water is being put to "heneficial usel'
However, under Arizona law, in principle, groundwa-
ter exporters can be held liable to pay damages to
third parties who demonstrate that the export of the
water is causing them harm.2o

Gila-San Francisco Basin, New Mexico
The Gila and San Francisco Rivers drain the south-
western corner of New Mexico. The Gila-San Fran-
cisco Basin is sparsely populated, but Silver City, a
town of about 20,000 people, is located just on the
other side of the Continental Divide. The Gila-San
Francisco Basin effectively has been closed to addi-
tional groundwater appropriations since the Iate
1960s. New groundwater wells may still be devel-
oped, however, by converting a surface water right to
a groundwater right and changing the point of di-
version to the desired well location.2l Since the
1960s, as changes in land use have created demands
for water distant from old irigation ditches, many
surface water rights have been retired and ex-
changed for groundwater rights.22 Water rights in
the siate of New Mexico are under the jurisdiction of
the state engineer. Any change in the point of diver-
sion, purpose of use or place of use of a water right
must be approved by the state engineer.

Rights to the Gila and San Francisco river sys-
tems were adjudicated in the early and mid-1960s as

a result of the settlement of the Colorado Basin 1aw-

stil, Arizona v. California.2s Approximately 30,000
acre feet of Gila and San Francisco River water may
be used in New Mexico's Gila-San Francisco Basin.
Until the mid-1960s, agriculture was the major user
of water in the Gila-San Francisco Basin. The pat-
tern of water use changed substantially in 1968,
when a large mining company acquired land and
approximately two-thirds of all the water rights in
the Gila sub-basin. Developers and other buyers also
have entered the market to acquire water rights.

Water rights purchases by area mines have con-
stituted the largest volumes of water transferred
during the 1970s and 1980s. Prices from these trans-
actions are difficult to document, because min-
ing companies generally are unwilling to disclose

information on their purchases and sales and prices
for water rights are not a matter of public record.
Data on private sales to the mines were made avail-
able from area realtors and sellers. The typical
price for an acre foot for water rights ranged be-
tween $1,500-$1,800 in the early 1970s, Prices re-
mained fairly constant until the late 1970s, when
they rose to a range of $2,000-$3,200 per acre foot.
Prices declined in the early 1980s to a range of
$1,100-$1,400 per acre foot and rose again at the end
of the decade to $1,800 per acre feet in 1991.

Summary of Market DescriPtions
As these five examples illustrate, regional markets
for water differ substantially from one another in
terms of numbers of transactions, quantities of wa-
ter traded and prices. Markets are heavily influ-
enced by state laws which govern changes in water
use and by conflict and litigation over water rights
of Native American tribes, water for endangered
species and water quality concerns.

Water Markets And The Definition Of
Fair Market Yalue
One defrnition of fair market value used in the ap-
praisal profession is: "The most probable price, as of
a specifred date, in cash, or in terms equiralent to
cash, or in other precisely revealed terms, for which
the specilied property rights should sell after rea-
sonable exposure in a competitive market under all
conditions requisite to fair sale, with the buyer and
seller each acting prudently, knowledgeably, and for
self interest, and assuming that neither is under
undue duress'.24 There are several concepts included
in this definition which require a careful interpreta-
tion when applied to water rights, and which must
be adapted from their typical application to real
estate.

First, in many areas of the west, the time period
of "reasonable exposure" for a water right is one to
three years. Potential buyers need time to satisfy
themselves as to the legal and hydrologic charac-
teristics of the water right. This often involves hir-
ing an attorney and an engineering firm to assess:

1. the priority date ofthe right relative to neighbor-
ing water claims;25

2. its susceptibility (ifany) to forfeiture or abandon-
ment findings under state law;

3. ambiguities (if any) regarding title (title com-
panies in some areas routinely exclude water
rights from their policies);

4. the firm yield of the right during dry years (that
is, the amount of water that can be used under
the right when streamflows are very low);

5. the typical yield of the right during years of nor-
mal streamflow;

6. the probable quantity of water that could be
transfened to new locations and uses (usually
based on historic consumptive use);

7. threats to the exercise of the right stemming
from litigation involving the stream or aquifer
that is the water source for the right, endangered
species, Indian water rights, Clean Water Act re-
quirements, and so on;
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8. financial, Iegal and engineering feasibility of con-
veying water to distant locations where its eco-
nomic value is higher.

These inquiries tlpically take months and can
take years for complex water acquisitions. Moreover,
some potential buyers seek state approval for a
transfer of the right to the buyers intended place
and purpose of use before closing on the acquisition.
The state approval process typically takes six to
twelve months in Utah, Colorado, Arizona, and New
Mexico. See Colby et a1.26 and MacDonnell2T for a
discussion of state procedures to review and approve
changes in the place and purpose of use of a water
right.

In addition to the lengthiness of reasonable ex-
posure, water markets often deviate from markets
for other real property in their "competitiveness,"
and this needs to be taken into account when eval-
uating fair market value. Water markets are typ-
ically "thin," meaning there are only one or two
major water buyers in a region and there may be
only a few potential sellers. It is not unusual for a
water market to involve the one large city in an area
as a buyer and a few farmers or a single irrigation
district as potential sellers.2s In some areas, a water
right acquisition may only occur every few years,
while in active areas there are several transactions
a month.

The "undue duress" clause in the definition of
fair market value also needs to be carefully inter-
preted with regard to water right transactions. Wa-
ter acquisitions nearly always are motivated by
some form of duress. Water utilities seek to acquire
rights in order to prevent water shortages within
growing service areas, to improve water quality so
as to comply with state and federal regulations, or to
replace water supplies that were lost or restricted
through endangered species or other environmental
litigation. Municipal, state and federal agencies, as
well as environmental organizations, acquire water
rights to preserve fish and wildlife habitat and wet-
lands.2e Drought motivates water users to purchase
senior water rights that are less vulnerable to dry
year shortages. Water use and management are
heavily influenced by state and federal regulations
and by litigation. For instance, a California court
ruling in the mid 1980s (the Mono Lake Case) re-
quired [,os Angeles to find alternative water sources
so that its diversions from the high mountain
streams feeding Mono Lake could be reduced in or-
der to restore the ecological balance of the lake and
environs.30 This precedent-setting decision paved
the way for further administrative and judicial deci-
sions that affected access to water sources and rights
for agriculture, cities and other offstream water
users. Water right acquisitions in the west also may
be stimulated by litigation over Native American
water claims which sometimes are satisfied by fed-
eral acquisitions of water rights. In short, water ac-
quisitions are typically linked to some regulatory or
judicial requirement and therefore are seldom en-
tirely free of duress.31

The self-interest motivation included in the defi-
nition of fair market value also requires careful in-
terpretation. Financial profit frequently is not the
primary factor motivating a water acquisition. Many
buyers are public utilities which do not earn profits,
or are environmental groups or government agencies
with fish, wildlife, water quality or hydropower re-
sponsibilities that must be satisflred. Where water
acquisitions are made by businesses for investment
purposes, profits tend to be based on a long term
return, rather than realized in one or two years.32

Real estate professionals frequently must assess
the value of water rights, either as a portion of the
overall value of real property, or as a separate asset
that is bought and sold apart from land.33 Water
right appraisals require understanding of the
unique characteristics of the regional market and
prudent application of fair market value concepts.
Water rights have a longer period of "reasonable ex-
posure" on the market than other real estate and
water markets typically are less active and less com-
petitive than land markets. Moreover, transactions
seldom are free of duress. Water rights acquisitions
are heavily influenced by regulation and litigation
and a profit motive may be absent. State and federal
agencies and courts frequently make decisions
which affect the sources and types of water rights
available to water users and their actions motivate
water acquisitions by the private and public sectors.
These important differences between water markets
and markets for other real property influence eval-
uation of fair market value for water rights.
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neighborhoods. The research reported a slight posi-
tive impact in some cases.a

None of the foregoing studies, however, consid-
ered the impact of dispersed public housing on sur-
rounding properties. This article expands upon the
existing research, which concentrates on multi-
family developments, by assessing the impact ofone-
or two-family scattered site housing units. The arti-
cle reports on research that compared market trans-
fer prices of surrounding properties before and after
the acquisition of neighboring older homes by the
public housing authority. The subject cases were 12
census tracts in Cleveland that fell within eight
larger urban planning districts called strategic
planning areas (SPAs).

The Cleveland Housing Market
During the 1980s, the city of Cleveland underwent
considerable reinvestment in its downtown area.
However, its neighborhoods continued to lose popula-
tion to the suburbs. Efforts to revitalize city neigh-
borhoods and to provide new housing had minimal
results. Although suburbanization has been a fea-
ture of most American cities, Cleveland's population
loss was intensified by public perceptions that the
quality of the public schools had declined, crime had
increased, public services were inadequate and local
banks were not interested in making loans for new
housing construction in inner city neighborhoods.

According to the 1988 Sellers of Single-Family
Homes Report,s more than twice as many house-
holds were leaving Cleveland as were moving in. For
every household moving into l}:e city, 2.2 households
moved out. The report indicated that outward move-
ment occurred in all neighborhoods and that the city
had not been able to retain residents because of dis-
satisfaction with schools, security and neighborhood
conditions.

Public Housing Location And Site Selection
Public housing in Cleveland began in 1937 when
units were built on inner-city land that had been
cleared of slum housing. Initially, public housing de-
velopments were racially homogeneous, in keeping
with the tenor of the times and federal policy. l,egis-
lative changes in the 1960s prohibited racial seg-
regation in public housing. During the 1960s and
1970s, however, regulatory amendments that re-
quired non-poor families to move out of public hous-
ing units and population outmigration turned public
housing units intn the habitat of low-income, pre-
dominantly black households with limited options
elsewhere. By 1971, the cumulative effecLs of public
housing site selection decisions were evident in
Cleveland. The sites chosen for public housing were
clustered in areas where little or no resistance to
their construction had been encountered. In 1971,
therefore, CMHA operated 10,588 units concen-
trated on the east side of Cleveland. In contrast,
little public housing had been built on the west side.

Tbday, 707o ofpublic housing in the city remains
concentrated on the east side. Forty years of site
selection decisions are virtually impossible to re-
verse; however, federal court rulings currently pre-
vent CMHA from introducing new public housing in
the same neighborhoods.

The Acquisition Housing Program
A 1982 Federal District Court order governs the
placement ofhousing by CMHA. The order prohibits
the placement of additional dwelling units in areas
with already high concentrations of public housing.
Areas of the city have been grouped into three cate-
gories: those where CMHA is enjoined from obtain-
ing any new units (prohibited areas); those where
CMHA is enjoined from obtaining more than one-
third ofits new housing units and more than 25 new
units in any one area (restricted areas); and those
where CMHA is enjoined from obtaining less than
two-thirds of its new housing units (target€d areas).

The district court order requires CMHA to im-
plement an affrrmative marketing plan to encourage
and promote the integration of CMHAs new and old
housing units. It further directs CMHA to use fu-
ture development monies received from the U.S. De-
partment of Housing and Urban Development
(HUD) to develop housing in all areas of its metro-
politan housing district, both within and outside the
city of Cleveland.

AlfP is intended to promote the dispersion of
public housing and socioeconomic integration for its
residents. AHP's desigrr carries out the district court
order in the selection of sites; it places two-thirds of
the one- and two-family structures in targeted areas
and one-third in restricted areas.

Between 1984 and 1985, AIIP acquired and re-
paired 156 units at a cost of $58,000 per unit. The
cost of rehabilitation alone averaged 926,000. Many
of the structures were vacant prior to their purchase
by CMHA; most were located in middle income
areas on the west side of Cleveland-
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Cleveland's Cuyahoga River traditionally has
been the dividing line between the east side and the
west side of the city. Population of the east side is
predominantly black; the west side is predominantly
white. Most eastsiders who relocated to the suburbs
in the 1970s and 1980s moved to Cleveland's eastern
suburbs, while west side white ethnic groups mi-
gxated to western suburbs. Many of the remaining
residents of the city were hxed-income elderly peo-
ple. Until the late 1980s, no new housing had been
constructed in Cleveland for 50 years. Some new
household formation currently is taking place in
spite of the paucity of new housing.

Since the above-mentioned factors affected the
city as a whole, the researchers assumed that their
impact on the specific neighborhoods in this study
would be fairly comparable. Also, although the
neighborhoods in the study had some differences,
they were similar in most characteristics that influ-
ence property values, such as age of housing, income
of residents, level of home ownership, vacancy rates
and general maintenance of individual properties.

r3



THE IMPACT
Of PUBLIC
HOUSING:
A NEW
PERSPECTIVE

Scattered site publi.c housing does nat
reduce property tnlues in surrounding
neighborhaods, and it may increase tnlues
by improuing abandoned or neglected
structures in inner city areas.

by Mittie Olion Chandler,
Virginia O. Benson and
Richard Klein

f his article examines how the use of existing
I structures for public housing affects surround-
- ing residential property values. The Cuyahoga

Metropolitan Housing Authority (CMHA) in Cleve-
land, Ohio, has, for several years, administered the
Acquisition Housing Program (AHP), which uses, as
public housing units, existing houses in neighbor-
hoods dispersed throughout the city. This scattered
site approach is considered a preferable alternative
to conventional public housing developments that
concentrate low-income and usually minority house-
holds in the poorest city neighborhoods.

Since the late 1960s, government policy-makers
have favored dispersed public housing locatione
rather than concentrated, high-density develop-
ments. For example, high-rise structures associated
with such ignoble developments as Pruitt-Igoe in St.
Louis (which fell to the wrecking ball 20 years after
being built) now are deemed unsuitable for family
housing.

Some previous research has focused on the resis-
tance that the location of public housing encounters
from prirate home owners.r Opposition here stems
from the beliefthat property values will decline once
public housing is placed in their neighborhoods. In
spite of considerable research contradicting this as-
sumption, resistance to the placement of public
housing has not abated.

Research findings regarding the impact of sub-
sidized housing on surrounding neighborhoods have
been mixed.2 In all cases, property value changes in
public housing neighborhoods either were consistent
with control (non.public housing) neighborhoods or
slightly to moderately higher when compared to con-
trol neighborhoods. Data indicating a negligible
negative effect of public housing on property values
also reveal that having some public housing (less
than 9.3Vo of all existing housing) was associated
with higher property values.3

Investigations of other subsidized housing pro-
grams, such as Section 8, Section 23, Section 236
and Section 221(dX3), similarly found that the loca-
tion of federally assisted housing did not produce
differences in home sale prices in test and control
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SHORT RUN
BREtrK.EVEN
ANALYSIS EOB
REAL ESTATE
PBOIECTS

1f, ost-volume-profit analysis for real estate proj-
I - ects is a new aoolication of an old but trust-
Y worthy accounti;g analysis technique. Thrs
article describes this technique by citing a
congressionally-chartered nonprofit service organi-
zation which was going to build an apartment com-
plex specifically designed for veterans with a
traumatic spinal cord injury. The model is also ap-
plied to for-proflrt organizations, under the assump-
tion that taxes will be paid, to further demonstrate
this method for short run analysis.

Facts Of Project And Analysis
A $1,936,400 loan funded by the U.S. Department of
Housing and Urban Development (HUD) will be
used to construct and maintain a 24-unit apartment
facility. A down payment of$194,500 is planned. The
loan is expected to be at 9.257c fixed interest for 40
years. The federal government will subsidize 707o of
the annual loan amount.r The monthly payment, or
debt service, is $15,310. Since 707o of the payment
will be subsidized, the organization will be responsi-
ble for $4,593 te.g. $15,310 x .30) per month for debt
service.

The analyses contained in this study were based
on assumptions relevant at the time of this report.
When the complex is actually opened, other costs are
likely to be incuned. Since the facility will be de-
signed for physically-handicapped citizens, addi-
tional costs peculiar to this project will be necessary
(e.g.,transportation, aid and attendance, and
recreation).

Management must maintain accurate account-
ing records. Depreciation was not included in the
analysis, since as a not-for-proht organization, there
will be no taxable income. The question of deprecia-
tion in nonprofit organizations is an issue that con-
tinues to draw controversy.2

It is wise to establish operational-accountability
reporting procedures for this frxed expense. Any ex-
cess funds should be transferred to a separate ac-
count for future expenditures. These excess funds
should be utilized for periodic maintenance, im-
provements and unexpected costs.

All incomey'expense data implemented in this re-
port were compiled utilizing 1989 statistics obtained
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even if we accept that reparation to local residents is
a valid political objective, the magnitude of repara-
tions required to achieve this objective is likely to be
insignificant relative to the potential economic gain
from base auctiong.

Conclusion
This article highlighted the inconeist€ncies in the
public poiicy toward "disposing" of surplus military
bases. Specifically, the objectives are federal budget
deficit reductions and economic efliciency. However,
these objectives are abandoned when bases are effec-
tively given away to placate local communities. Ex-
isting information was presented on the bases
involved and theoretical results pertaining to the
marginal effrciency of taxation to arrive at a rough
order of magnitude for the revenue loeses and effr-
ciency costs associated with this policy. The order of
magnitude is quite large, equalling one-tenth of one
percent of Americab gross domestic product for the
prospective base closings selected in this study. Add-
ing additional base closings and the disposition of
other bases already closed would increase this al-
ready substantial amount.
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The cash-on-cash return ratio is used to
analyze the short-term question "What if? ".

by Lawrence F. Sherman,
Jae K. Shim and Mark Hartney



ext€rnalities, a standard model of competitive mar-
kets predicts that the sale of the land to the highest
bidder would result not only in the highest revenues
to the government, but also in allocation of the land
to its highest ralued use. The reason for this is sim-
ple: the bidder envisioning such an allocation has
the most to gain from acquiring the land and, there-
fore, is willing to submit the highest bid.

Unfortunately, when the federal government for-
goes the option to Bell the land in favor of the option
to give the land to local governments, the presump-
tion ofeffrcient allocation no longer prevails. In prin-
ciple, an equivalent result would occur if the local
governments turned around and sold that land,
using the resulting revenues to replace other reve-
nues raised from less efficient sources. In practice,
however, the story is likely to be quite different. Tb
start, there is the "fllpaper effectl's based on the
empirically validated proposition that money tends
to "stick where it hitsl' In this case, were the bases
to be sold, the proceeds would not return to the tax-
payer but would rather expand the size of govern-
ment. Since voters have yet to choose this option,
this expansion can be presumed ineffrcient.

Just because the federal government chooses to
divest itself of the land does not mean that Iocal
governments will follow suit. It is more likely that
local politics would preclude sale of some of the land,
and preclude sale of the balance to the highest bid-
der. Interest groups or the well-connected may have
their own ideas about using former bases. In this
case, the inefficiency of the federal government for-
going a revenue source is compounded on the local
level by their inefficiency in use of the former site.
While there is little opportunity empirically to esti-
mate this effect since it depends on local political
choice, it certainly adds to the estimated costs.

Figure 1

Value of Excess Bases

NIC

T\IR

Figure l uses a simple cumulative function to
convey the idea of selling bases in order of the most
valuable to the least raluable. If the federal govern-
ment auctions the bases in this order to the highest
bidders, it obtains the revenue schedule of '"IVFR,"
or total ralue to the federal government of the reve-
nues it would receive. "TVECI' referring to the total
value to the economy, adds to TVFR the savings in
excess burden from forgoing additional taxation or
borrowing.

Symbolically,

TVEC = (1 + e) * TVFR, where O refers to the
marginal excess burden of federal revenues.

A value for O of 507o was used since, even
though this may be at the upper end of the plausible
scale, we are not including any cost of inefficient
land use that could result if the auction process is
not used. "TVLR" is the value of revenues received
by local governments if the land is given to them.
This is arbitrarily assumed to be one-half of
"TVFRI' While that may not be the exact fraction,
we know that even if local governmenta were to auc-
tion off all the property, they would match but not
exceed ''TVFR." In reality, much property can be
expected either to remain in the public sector or
transferred to private interests at less than full mar-
ket value. Consequently, while Figure 1 does not
purport to provide a precise empirical estimate, it
does convey some possible orders of magnitude that
can be expected to occur

Perhaps the most striking aspect of Figure 1 is
the tremendous opportunity for effrciency gains if
military bases are auctioned rather than given
away. Iocalities would cumulatively value the bases
in an amount equal to the crosshatched vertical dis-
tance, as illustrated in Figure 1, plus any use value
of lands retained in the public sector. The oppor-
tunity cost to the nation's economy would equal that
crosshatched area plus the solid and diagonally
striped areas, for an order of magnitude triple the
value to the localities. Thus, the cost of buying local
acceptance of base closings through land giveaways
comes at a cost of roughly triple the value received
by the localities.

Indeed, the addition of the property to the local
tax rolls increases the local tax base. If this increase
is not offset by local services expect€d by the pro-
spective property owners, it will result in a lowering
of the revenue potential to the Gderal government
and an increase to the localities of revenues net of
costs. l,ocalities may also gain in other ways from
base closings by enacting zoning and land use re-
strictions over the property previously denied by fed-
eral jurisdiction.

Localities face both pluses and minusee from
base closings.ro According to a study conducted in
early 1990 by the Pentagon's Offrce of Economic Ad-
justment, most communities losing bases have little
to fear even when the bases close.rr Regarding the
100 base closings over the pa6t 30 years, the initial
short-term economic pain ordinarily was offset by
positive long-term economic adjustments. Thus,

from the Institute of Real Estate Management. The
data select€d was strictly for low rise buildings lo-
cated in the Ios Angeles metropolitan area, and it
relates specifically to federally-assisted complexes
such as the subject project.3 Tb describe the data, the
sample size for each income/expense item ranges
from zero to seven. Anytime the sample size for a
specific operating cost is less than five, the value
should be used with caution.

The costa are estimated based on the average
apartment unit being 6?5 square feet for a total of
16,200 square feet of rentable space. The common
area was 3,800 square feet and the total complex
land area is 20,000 square feet. In order to calculat€
expensee from the income/expense analysis, the cost
per Bquare foot values were totaled for each income
and expense item which were then computed to a
per/apartment unit baais.

Tb determine the effect of setting an appropriate
rental rate to apply, the technique of break-even
analysis was used baeed on two possible competitive
rental rates of $400 and $500. In order to fully un'
derstand the economic consequences and effects on
the project from choice of the rental rate, an incomey'
expense analysis was conducted to provide a compre-
hensive study of the potential risks involved in the
"investment capital" for this project over the life of
the inve8tment.

Breakeven Capital Budget Analysis
Rental property normally does not incur variable
costs.a Whether the complex is fully utilized or not,
the cost of operating real estate does not materially
change, except for physical depreciation. Ae a result,
the first step ofthe study will treat all costs as fixed.
Income properties det€rmine the break-even point,
or default point, only in terms of the occupancy rate.
This rate is calculated by dividing monthly gross
possible income into the sum of monthly operating
expenses and debt service.6 Here in Equation 1, this
is defined as:

R=e+d
GPI

where:
R = break-even occupancy rate (7o)

e = operating expenses
d = debt service

GPI = gross effective income (after vacancy
charge).

Assuming the rental rate is $400 per apart-
ment, the gross effective income is $9,600 ($400 x 24
units). The operating expenses total $4,137 and the
debt service is M,593 (see Thble I).

By inserting the values in Equation l, the
breakeven occupancy rate wes found to be 90.97o.

90.97a = $4,137 + $4,593
$9'600

Therefore, in order for the project to break-even
(meaning no profit or loss), 22 units must be occu-
pied. If this level is not achieved, then management
must "seek" additional tenants.

TABLE I

Low Riee Buildings-Ioe Angeles, California
Ivlonthly Median Income and Operating Costs

Income Tbtal Square Feet

Bsnts (24 Udts @ 1400/.[tonrh)
Other Incom (7)
Gro8s Potantisl Income
\hcancics/Bcnt Inss (7)
lbtEl Colkions (7)

07

.03

t 9,600
I,100

10,?00
600

10.200

300
600

800

56Supplies (6)
Heating Frel-CA onvr( l)
Ehcricity- CA (hty*(z)
Wht€r/Sewer - CA 0n\ (7)
Gas-CA Onbr(8)
hitding Senices (6)
Other Operstiry Exp€nses (2)

Subtotal Exp€ls€s (7)

Security ( I )
Gm[nds M8inteoElc€ (7)
Msitrt€rsrcFBepsin (7)
Psindng/Decoreting ( 7 )
Subtotsl Meintrnsnce 7

Oth€r lhxitee/Permit (6)
Iasoruce (7)

S tntal Tex & Iasurstrce (7)

BecreationaVAnenities ( 13)
ftlrr Pryroll ({)

.02

.17

.19

325
230

.u

.00

.28

.10

.02

.09

.10

t.72

.08

.16

.74

.ll
1.08

.10

.64

30
10
32
l6

120
136

467

ll0
200

1,000

160

1,460

556

186
?30

E

Totd Exp€ns6 (7) I {,13?

Net Income ( 7) t 6,063

t: California Onty-indic8trs connron areas otrl}

O: Figure in psr€nttr$es irdicates sa.ntph size

Sourte: Incorne/Expense Atu L!6is: Apartments, 1990

Another concern for management is to generat€
additional funds from the tenants to cover unex-
pectd costs and keep the project financially sound.
Therefore, a nominal profit should be generated.
This will modify the original equation by including
a profit. The revised equation is:

t 3 5 7 9lllBtSl?l92t
Exms Beses

Ir$rd
TIXC = Tdllral[(mtuermml
TlfR - Total ldue to tln [ederal go?rmtnt 0f rtt?nurs
filf, = Total ralue of loctl rettnues where:

6 = profit
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For instance, if the complex wishes to generat€ a
profit of $1,000 per month, then the occupancy rate
must be 100.17o, or more than 24 units.

l00.l7o - $4,137+$4,593+$1,000
$9'600

This rent price is obviously too low for the project to
be profitable. Therefore, a higher price is necessary
for the complex to be profitable and survive.

The formula is shown in lbble II.

TABLE II
Break-Even Chart

T2
Gross Possible Lrcome (t) (Thousands)

l0

Break-Even Point Profrt

Gross Income +

Service Debt

Operating Expenses

0 20 40 60 80 100 r20
Occupancy Bet€ (%)

- 
Series I s€ries 2 series 3

By plotting occupancy rate on the horizontal axis
and groas effective income on the vertical, the range
of occupancy rates is illuetrated tr cover operating
expenses, debt service and profit.

Yariable And Fixed Cost Appromh
Discussion so far has treated all costs as frxed.
However, while the facility would incur costs in this
fashion, another approach is provided here to accom-
modate the objectives of the apartment complex.

As noted earlier, the purpose of the facility was
to help newly-disabled veterans adjust to their in-
jury. One problem is that tenants may not be able to

meet their expenses. It may be necessary to estab-
lish a policy whereby management pays certain util-
ities. Considering the occupants, such a policy would
enable the veterans to remain focused on recovery
and gaining independence.

If this policy was implemented, then a different
approach could be taken. While most of the costs
remain fixed, some would change to variable costs.
According to Barronb Real Estate Handbook, some
costs can be identified as variable.6 That is, as the
occupancy rate increases, eo do certain costs. Fixed
costs remain the same regardless of the activity
level. The unit rentsl price will have to be adjusted
to cover the additional expenses paid by the organi
zation. The original price will increase by the total
unit variable costs not accounted for in the fixed cost
method. Here the traditional cost-volume-profit
analysis formula can be applied. The basic principle
underlying the formula is that the difference be-
tween the unit sales price (in this case, the rental
rate) and the unit variable costs must cover the total
fixed costs.? Stated in equation form:

R a

p-b
where:

R = occupancy rate (units)
a = fixed coets
p = unit rental price
b = unit variable cost.

Ihble III separat€s costs into fixed and variable
costs.

TABI,E III
Monthly Fixed and Unit Variable Costs

l'ixed Costs Ttrtal

TABLE 2

Selected Bases Scheduled For Closing

Army
Fort Sh€ridan, flighland Parlq IL
Fort H, Seaside, CA
Fort Beqian n Harrison, Indisnlpolis, IN
Fort Delrrs, Ayer, MA
Presidio of San Francisco, San Francisco, CA
Xapaloma Military Beservation, Hswaii, HI
Sacram€nto An\y Depot, Satramento, CA

TOTAT

Navy

Philadelphia Naval Shipyard, Philadelphia, PA
Philadelphia Nsyal Ststion, Philadelphia, PA
Naval Weapons Station, Yorktown, Il{
Narrl Construction Battalion C,enter,

Davisville, RI
Naral Air Station-{hase Field, Beeville, TX
Puget Sourd NalBl Ststion, Seattle, WA

TOTAL

Acrrage Marine Corps

696
28,0r6

2,60r
t0,672
I,416

87
486

48,772

Acreage

I\rstin Air Station, El Toro, CA

Acreage

1,709

TOTAL I,709

904

10,624

900
9,633

27r

Acreage

3,916
6,627
I,r80
6,225
4,782
3,267

28.6I4
ll,l16
2,825
2,927
3,998
s,428
3,972

Air Force

Eaker AfB, Blytheville, AB
Lowry AFB, D€rver, C()
Grissom AFB, Peru, IN
Wurtsniltlt AFB, Oscoda, MI
Williams AFB, Chandler, AZ
CastJe AFB, Merced, CA
Etrglsrd AfB, Alexandria, LA
Loring AlB, Limestorc, ME
BichardeGebauer ARS, Belton MO
Rickenbecker AGB, Iockbourne, 0H
Myrtle Beach AFB, Myrtle Beach, SC
Carswell AFB, Fort Worth, TX
BeEBtrom AIB, Austin, TX

TOTAL
GRAND TOTAL

22,854 81,946
160,281

8

6

Department to pay opportunity costs for the land,
there is no safeguard to insure that an eflicient al-
Iocation will occur.

Other bases scheduled for closing also contain
property that would be quite valuable if developed
for alternative commercial uses. A few examples
include:

r Fort Ord, California, 28,000 acree, located on the
Pacific Ocean, Mont€rey Peninsula;

r Philadelphia Naval Base, 1,426 acres on the wa-
terfront, where the Schuylkill and Delaware
Rivers meet;

a Fort Devene, Massachusetts, 10,572 acres, located
about 30 miles west of Boston with rolling green
hills and two lakes;

r Fort Sheridan, Illinois, approximately 695 acres,
located just north ofChicago on the shores of Lake
Michigan;

r Naval Construction Battalion Center, Davisville,
Rhode Island, 900 acres, located on Narragensett
Bay about 21 miles eouth of Providence.

The bases listed in Thble 2 represent a diverse
group of sites with regard to size, improvement and
location. Each property has unique characteristics
for several types of non-military use. The only accu-
rate way to know the aqgregate lalue of these prop-
erties is to place them on the market and offer them
to the highest bidder. A proxy of the property values
might also be determined by allowing professional
real estate appraisers to conduct 'trighest and best
use analysis" on the sites. Neither of these
procedures are currently utilized by the Pentagon
when disposing of obeolete bases. Nevertheless, it is

possible to arrive at a lower bound estimate for the
revenue potential the federal government could real-
ize through competitive auction of these bases.

In 1989, the DoD valued its 27-million acres of
base installations and improvements at a replace-
ment price of $460 billion.6 This suggests that, in
the aggregate, the value per acre is $17,037. Obvi-
ously this is a very crude technique for placing a
value on any given acre of property. However, using
this frgure, the estimated lalue of the 150,281 acres
contained in those bases scheduled for sale would be
$2.56 billion. Since the idea behind base closings is
that the land is worth more if used otherwise, this
$2.56 billion is viewed as a lower bound for subse-
quent analysis. Casual empiricism suggests the true
value to be much higher.

Application of Optimal Thx Theory
Since the mid-1970s, larious authors have attempted
to estimate the marginal tax burden on the U.S.
economy. The idea is that incremental dollars of tax
or borrowing revenues involve disincentives for work
and investment in addition to transferring those dol-
lars from the taxpayer to the government. Per dollar
of revenue at the margin, this excess burden has
been estimated recently at between $.05 to $.50,?
although other estimates range higher8 Thus, when
the marginal excess burden ofadditional revenues is
coupled with the $2.56 billion figure already sug-
gested, the federal government forgoes $2.94 to
$3.84 billion of revenue when it gives away obsolete
military bases.

Another source of inefficiency in the process
concerns the efficiency with which the former bases
are allocated to other uses. If we assume a lack of

4

2

0

Msna{ement Fee
Other AdminishatiYe Expenses
Building Servicts
Other Operating Expenses
Security
Grouds Maintenance
Maintensnce-Repsirs
PaintinX@ecorating
0ther T&rFee/Permit
Irsurance
BecreationaVAmenities
Other Palmll
Total

Variable Costs

Electricity
Gos
Heating
llhtrr/Sewer
Totel

t 300
600
r20
136
110
200

1,000
r60
326
230
r86
730

t3,936

Unit Cost

$ 36
1l
I6
l6
79$

Source: Income/Expense Anallsb: Aportments, 1990
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TABLE I
Department of Defense Real Property Summary-September 30, 1987

By substituting the financial analysis into the third
formula, the break-even occupancy rate is 22 units.

21.1 Units _ $3,935 + $4,953
$500 - $79

The second approach changes the result from a per-
centage to a unit value. Or, this is the number of
units that must be occupied to at least break-even. If
more units are rented, then possibly rental rates
would be reduced.

A profit can also be incorporated into the for-
mula. Including it with the fixed costs allows the
unit contribution margin (unit rent price less unit
variable cost) to account for the desired profit. Thus,
the following equation is formed:

R:a+1rp-b
where:

R = occupancy rate
a = fixed costs
, = profit
p = unit rent Price
b = unit variable cost.

Again, applying the average costs available from Th-
ble III and adding $1,000 per month surplus reve-
nues for contingencies, the desired occupancy from
rental activity would be 23 units. A break-even
chart, Table IY is developed from this alternative to
visually assess the potential risk of the project.

22.6 Units = $3 935+$4,593+$1,000
s500 - $79

TABLE IV

Break-Even Chart

Grcss Possible Income (Thousands)

Break.Even Point

While the discussion so far has been limited to as-
sessing the potential risk ofthe new project, a sensi-
tivity analysis will be applied now which will offer a
better judgment on the overall risk factor of the
apartment complex.

Cash-On-Cash Return (COC) Analysis
Most owners want to know the rate of return on
their equity investment. For-profit organizations re-
turn on equity is measured by relating pretax and
aftertax cash flows for a particular year to the
owner's down payment, commonly known as inirial
equity inLvstrrent E However, for a nonprofit organi-
zation, the aftertax approach is disregarded for the
nonprofit organization (e.g. assume a tax rate of 0).

The cash-on-cash return analysis uses the data
compiled in the fixed cost approach described ear-
lier. In order to compute the cash-on-cash (COC) re-
turn ratio, annual cash flow data and initial equity
must be available. The ratio is computed by dividing
the initial equity investment into the cash flow
value.e The equation is:

COC=q
I

where:
COC = cash-on-cash return

C = cash flow
I = initial equity investment

Table V illustrates the pro forma cash flow stat€-
ment for this project in Year One.

TABLE V

Pro Forma Cash Flow Statement at
957e Occupancy Rate

Year One

Milit8ry
Deparfiietrts

Number of Properties

Artr\y
Nrw*
Air Force

Tlotsl

Acreage (Millioru of Acres)

Arqv
Navy
Air Force

Totsl

Llnit€d
St&tes

U.S. Territories
and Possessions

r,260
604

2,027

l5
l8
24

s77
63

661

Forergt
Aress

1,701

.462

.246
I.743

2.450

DoD
Totll

2,242
686

2,771

6,698

12.098
3.962

10.926

26.986

3,781

I1.619
3.636
9.167

24.4I I

67

.017

.082

.026

.125

'liot : NarT iglres imlode Mrrine Corps

Hampshire., was the first to actually cease opera-
tion, and this did not happen until April 1, 1991.

The pace of base closings has not moved very
rapidly due to time-consuming logistical details and
foot-dragging related to political sensitivities. His-
torically, when closed bases have been acquired at
minimal cost by local governments or private busi-
ness, they are converted to office and industrial
parks or used to house educational institutions (pri-
marily vocational-technical schools or community
colleges). Many of the air bases have become munici-
pal or general aviation airports.

In April 1991, U.S. Defense Secretary Dick Che-
ney issued a revised list of 31 U.S. bases targeted for
closing. This list included such well-known posts as
Fort Ord in California, Fort Dix in New Jersey and
the Philadelphia Naval Shipyard in Pennsylvania.
(See Table 2 for listing.) Cheney also suggested clos-
ing 12 minor installations and reducing or transfer-
ring forces at 28 other sites.

The secretary's suggestions went to an indepen-
dent, eight-member panel empowered to add or sub-
tract sites from the list. When the panel completed
its work, the list went to the President, who could
only choose between rejecting or accepting the list
in its entirety. The President accepted the list as did
Congress. The Department of Defense published an'
other list of bases destined for closure or realign-
ment in March of 1993. By June, the hesident has
to accept or reject that list as the process continues
of down-sizing the military.

Following presidential and congressional ap-
prolal of the bases to be closed, several steps remain
before the properties are arailable for non-military
use. Base-closing legislation requires that military
property first must be offered to other Department
of Defense organizations, with highest preference
given to the body willing to pay so called "fair

market value", as determined by the use of the prop-
erty or facility on December 31, 1988. However, be-
cause opportunity costs are igrrored, the DoD's idea
of fair market value is not consistent with an econo-
mist's or real estate appraiser's idea of fair market
value. After offering the site to a DoD group, the
DoD secretary then must consult with the governors
of each of the states affect€d and with their respec-
tive state and local government heads before mak-
ing other arrangements to dispose of the property.a
Normally the properties are sold for a nominal
amount to the state or local governments; in effect,
the properties are given away.

It is quite likely that thousands of acres-some
in very attractive locations-will be transferred to
state and local governments for a small fraction of
their opportunity costs. Many military installations
are located in or near some of the country's most
valuable commercial properties. To sell that land
based on the value of its use in 1988 is not consistent
with the base closing motivations of economic elfi-
ciency and deficit reduction. A good example of a
property that is cited for closing is the Presidio, a
base nestled within Golden Gate Park in San Fran-
cisco. Under a 1972 law, when the Presidio is closed
it must be sold to the Interior Department and be-
come part of the Golden Gate National Recreation
Area. No doubt the addition of 1,416 acres will en-
hance the park, but there also will be monumental
opportunity costs foregone in terms of development.
This acreage is quite likely some of the most valu-
able urban property in the United States. Stephen
Roulac, a noted real estate analyst, estimates the
Presidio value as raw land is approximately $1 bil-
lion, assuming it was developed as condominiums or
as a mixed-use luxury project.s Even if the recre-
ational value of this land constitutes "highest and
best usej'it is not clear that all the land is needed
for that purpose. By not requiring the Interior

l4

t2

l0

I
6

1

2

0

Profit

Gmss Possibl€ lncme (t400 x 12 x l2)
\Lcrncies (3X)
IbtEl Achrl Couections

0perati4 EryeDses
Crfh Ardlable lor Setaice Debt
ks$ Debt Service
Cash Flos

3 116,200
(6,700)

100,440
(40,644)
69,?06

(66,1l0)
I 4,080

Total

The initial equity investment is $194,500. From
here, the equation is applied, glving a COC of 2.4Vo,
based on a 9570 occupancy rate (23 units).

2.4Eo = $4'680
$r94,500

Knowing the cash-on-cash return ratio, sensi-
tivity analysis is applied to determine how far the
occupancy rat€ could tlrop and still generate a prede-
termined minimum COC return.ro The following
equation is used to solve for the required occupancy
rate to reach the previous specified COC return of
2.47o:

COC = r x 12 x u x R)-e-d
I

Fixed Costs &-Servict

0610 16
ApsrtrDent lltit8

-Serles 

I serteo 2

20 25

Series 3
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where:

R=

d=
I=

manner

2.47a =

Given the formula to compute the minimum occu-
pancy rate, it could drop tn 957c and provide a 2.4%
return on the owner's initial equity investment of
$194,500. The formula is applied in the following

Cash-on-Cash Return = $17'640
$194,500

COC = .09 = 97o

The end of year cash flow remains at the 97o COC
return rat€. This indicates that it may be necessary
to raise the rental rates (from $400 to $500) to meet
the apartment expenses, debt obligations and obtain
a desirable rate of return on the inveetment.

The previous formula for computing occupancy
rateg for a desired cash-on-cash return ratio can be
further improvised to determine how much operat-
ing expenses can rise and still deliver a zero or min-
imum COC return.rr The equation is reyised to:

COC =
(r x 12 x u x R) - OE(net 99o Return)9 - d

I
The symbol OE9 signifies the operating expense
level that results in a 9?a COC return. Assuming
the original vacancy rate of 57. and the rent price of
$400, operating expenses would have to decrease to
$36,819 to yield a 97. COC.

($400 x 12 x24x.9 - OEg - $55 116

09:

$194,500

s109,440 - OEg -$55,U6
$194,500

s17,505:$54,324-OEg

oEg : $36,819

However, if higher rent prices are established,
then expenses may be allowed to rise to a higher
level before the 9Vo COC is diminished.

Assume the rent is increased to $500 and the
original vacancy rate of SVo is unchanged. Operating
expenaea could rise to $64,179 and yield a 97o COC.
Expenses could also rise to $81,684 before a zero
COC would occur. The computations are as follows:

99c =
($500 x 12 x 24 x.95) - OEg - $55,116

09:

$194,500

$136,800-OEg-$55,116
$194,500

$17,505-$81,684-OEg

oEg - $64,179

Assuming the figures are accurate, it may be
necessary to set the rental rate at $500 per unit or
higher. That way, the complex has the ability to
meet all its expenses and still have surplus revenue
for unexpected future expenditures. However, the
rental rate must be determined based upon the va-
cancy rates and the tenant's financial position.

Allowing A Margin Of Safety
The margin of safety measures the amount of cash
flow available to cover the debt service.12 The
amount by which the net operating income exceeds
debt service gives some indication of how the debt
was repaid. The margin of safety formula is:

monthly rental price
totalapartment units
occupancy rate (7a)

operating expenses
debt service
initial equity investment.

MILITARY
BASE
CLOSINGS:
THRIETY
oBlEcTrvE
SPENDTHRIFT
PROCESS

f here is a curious anomaly in public policy to-
I ward military base closings. Bases are closed
I to reduce the federal budget deficit and in-

crease economic efficiency.r However, the way in
which surplus bases are given away to local govern-
ments prevents this from happening. It is as though
the two policy objectives of reducing the Federal
budget defrcit and increasing economic effrciency are
forgotten when the policy is put into effect.

This article brings together Department of De-
fense estimates of the value of surplus bases and
economists' estimates of the marginal cost of taxa-
tion. Using the logic of optimal tax theory, a lower
bound estimate is presented of the deadweight loss
(also called excess burden) to the economy from not
competitively auctioning the surplus bases. This
deadweight loss also is compounded by the allocative
ine{ficiencies when "free" bases are allocated to local
governments.

While the information presented does not claim
to estimate more than a rough lower bound of these
costs, they do exist, and should be considered by the
public. Using lower bound estimates of roughly $3 to
$4 billion for the bases identified in this article, the
magnitude of waste from the current practices can
be quite sigrrificant.

Closing Process
The base structure of the Department of Defense
(DoD) comprises over 5,500 propedies with almost
27 million acres of land. These properties have an
original investment cost of approximately $66 bil-
lion and a replacement cost of around $460 billion.,
The properties range in size from unmanned navi-
gational aid stations of less than an acre, to enor-
mous bases such as the naval station at Norfolk,
Virginia with over 60,000 employees and Nellis Air
Force Base in Nevada with over 3 million acres
(roughly four times the size of Rhode Island). Thble 1
summarizes these aggregates.

In 1988, a l2-member Defense Secretary's Com-
mission on Base Realignment and Closure recom-
mended that the Pentagon close 86 bases, 13 of
which were considered major bases. Another five
were slated for partial closure, and 54 were recom-
mended for realignments of personnel being added
or subtracted.s The closings and reductions, in-
tended to save the Pentagon $5.6 billion, began in
January 1990 and are scheduled for completion by
the mid-1990s. Of the major installations picked for
closing, Pease Air Force Base, Newington, New

J.D. ?immone, an assistant prcfessor of finance dt thz Uni-
Lrersit:l of Teaos ot San Antoni.o, hrrs a Ph.D. in real estale
and urban lond studbs frum the Uniwrsit! of Floritb. His
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improUing th2 effi.bicJ of publb politt

g49g x 12 x 24 x R) - $49,6,14 - $55,116

024:

s194,500

$u5,200R - $49,6414 - $55,116

$194,500

$4,668 = $115,200R - $104,760

$109,428 = $115,200R

.95=R
A zqo return on investment is extremely low for this
industry, and it could be dangerous, financially
speaking.

Let us assume that the approximate real e8tat€
industry standard for COC, or the expected COC
return, is 97c. The project's cash flow requirement
would be $17,505 (.09 x $194,500), If the rent price
was increaeed to $500, the occupancy rate could drop
to 857o and still generate a 97o COC return.

($500 x 12 x 24 x R) - $49,644 - $55,116

09:
$194,500

($144,000R) - $104,760

$194,500

$17,505 = ($1r14,000R) - $104,760

$L22,265 = $144,0008

.85=R
Table VI illustrat€s an annual pro forma cash flow
statement for a rental price of $500 and an oc.cu-
pancy rate of 857o.

TABI,E VI

Pro Forma Cash Flow Statement at
857o Occupancy Rate

Year One

Itb time to tahe anotfur looh at the
gouernment's motitnlions behind military
base closings.

by J. D. Timmons and
R. A. Collinge

Gross Podstble Incure &t t600^Jtrit
Ibcrrctes (f6%)

Gross Achrl lncome
0penting EAenses

Crsh Avetlabb lor Service Debt
Drbt Servtce

Crsh nm

3144,000
21,600

122,400
45,M4

72,756
56,I l6

ts

I17,640
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4. Liquidation Valuc: The price an owner rs com-
pelled to accept when the property sale is manda-
tory with less than reasonable market exposure;
the lowest price that a democratic capitalistic sys-
tem produces under conditions of market failure;
a buyer dominated market.

The degeneration of appraisal terminology has
been abetted by under-qualified government regula-
tors requiring documentation which, at times, has
been unnecessary and irrelevant. The confusing
state of the market has been acknowledged by the
Appraisal Institute. In June 1992, its special task
force issued a report on value definitions. Yet The
Counselors' own CRE and past president, James
Gibbons, has stated "We do not need more defini-
tions. We have enough; and they are well under-
stood; the recent difficulties arose from inap-
propriate data inputs. Our major difliculty seems to
be inadequate or faulty communicationi'3

Valuation Methodology
FIRREA and government regulations have forced
wholesaie appraisals of real estate loans and invest-
ments held by financial institutions. Real estate
professionals are complaining more than ever about
the inadequacy and irrelevancy of the appraisa).s
they receive. Tbns of millions of dollars are being
spent on appraisals which have no use in business
decisions and are mere window dressing for the frles.
As appraisals became de-linked from market clear-
ing prices on the way up, they are likewise not re-
flective of either the market or the intentions of the
real estate holder's assets on the way down. As Gib-
bons stated, there is a vast communication problem
among the requirers, holders and makers of
appraisals.

In the absence of comparable sales data or even
a market for property, it seems an appraisal must
more and more focus on the holding power and in-
tentions of the holder of the asset. An appraisal
must reflect the most likely pattern of the market
recovery over the term of the established holding
period. An appraisal also must incorporate a busi-
ness plan for continuing investment, repositioning
and marketing of the asset.

A final economic value may well be the calcu-
iated expected value of probable outcomes. Such a
detailed economic model of a project would not be
warranted for assets with a value of less than, say,

$50 million. Such an appraisal would have a major
impact on the holder of the asset's business decision.

Such an economic evaluation should provide lu'
crative employment for fellow CREs. As Counselors,
we must be concerned with the devaluation of valua-
tion methodology. Whether or not we also serve as
appraisers, Counselors cannot afford to allow major
capital pools, such as pension funds, to consider our
industry as unprofessional and chaotic.

Data Collection And The CREs' Role
A major inhibiting feature of real estate as an in-
vestment asset category is the deterioration of a reli-
able database. Pension funds, in particular, will not

return to the marketplace until they are convinced
that a credible database exists for real estate.

In the current marketplace, there is no coherent
basis for determining demand for space or for deter-
mining true economic (net effective) rents. Thus,
there is no coherent basis for determining value.
Contract rents are meaningless in the welter of
kickbacks, side payments, free services and the like.
Buildings are measured differently in different
cities. Seemingly modern structures are technologi-
cally outmoded or riddled with asbestos.

A true moral hazard has been created in that
many major institutional investors no longer trust
real estate data. The current supply-demand situa-
tion will resolve itself temporally, as will the burden
of past due and delinquent debt. The resonance from
the lack of trust in real estate as an asset class will
last longer. Here is where CREs can add clarity and
professionalism to the process as advisors to finan-
cial institutions and by convincing clients that their
long-run interests are best served by sharing and
opening up their databases, heretofore deemed
proprietary.

NOTES
1. Redl Estole Newslirre, Kenneth Leventhal & Company, October

November 1992, p3.
2. Cooper, James R. and Brown, Robert K., "Research Monograph

Number 1041' Georgin Stote I/nir.ersify, (1992) pp59-64.
3. Personal letter to author October 8, 1992.

where:
M = margin of safety ($)
ni = net income
d = debt service

The margin of safety for a $400 rental rate is
$4,680 ($59,796 - $55,116). For a $500 rental fee
and 8570 occupancy rate, the margin of safety equals
$17,640 ($72,756 - $55,116). The margin of safety is
the same as the net cash flow in this example be-
cause the organization is a nonprofit entity and will
not pay taxes. However, in a for profit organization
taxes must be considered as an expense of doing
business.

Probability Analysis
In the course ofthe analysis, we have not considered
the uncertainty of the estimates made through the
use of probability analysis. However, break-even
analysis can easily be modified for the effect of un-
certainty and./or risk ofthe assumptions in the anal-
ysis already provided. Assumptions can be made on
the probability of occupancy rates at different rent
levels either discretely or through the use ofa proba-
bility distribution. Next, would be to calculate the
cash on cash return (COC) as the expected value of
the outcome that is most reasonable to occur. Occu-
pancy rates are directly related to rental rates (e.g.

the higher the rental rate, the lower the occupancy;
the lower the rental rate, the higher the occupancy
which, we shall note, can never exceed 10070 occu-
pancy). If the property is in an urban market, data
can be gathered from neighboring properties or by
direct experimentation with incremental changes in
the rental rate and associated cancy rate. Also, it
is important to note the relationship of expense ra-
tios to the level of effective gross income which
varies with rental rate, occupancy and the tax rate.
The relationship is as follows:

Rental Rate Occupancy Expenses Ratio

Low Higher Depends*
Low Lower Higher
Medium Medium Medium
High Higher Lower
High Lower Depends*

* The direction of change depends on the relative
incremental changes in occupancy caused by
changes in rental rate. If occupancy changes at a
greater proportionate rate than the rental rate, then
expense ratio would be higher and, conversely, then
lower.

The relationship between rental rate, occupancy
(e.g. racancy) and the expense ratio is important
and may vary based on economic conditions, changes
in demand and supply of renters and uncertain ran-
dom factors which affect occupancy and which are
not attributed to rental rate. The relationship, from
a decision theory point of view, would improve the
aasessment of planning for profitability through
analysis of controllable factors such as rental rate.

Conclusion
This simple and short-term risk analysis enabled
management to view the project from a managerial
accounting perspective. Using the simple break-even
analysis, cash-on-cash return ratio and margin of
safety formulas that were presented, the illustrated
project has a relatively low risk factor based on esti
mated fair rental rates.

Once the project is operational, the accounting
records will provide a better indication of actual cost
behavior. Actual costs should also be compared to
industry standards. The Income.lExpense Analysis
published by the Institute of Real Estate Manage-
ment is one of the most accurate sources for expense
analysis. The statistics are expressed in square foot-
age and can be converted to an apartment unit
basis. Some costs will remain frxed while others will
be variable, and it is the particular property which
determines those factors.

For some projects, the use of cost-volume-profit
analysis is a meaningful technique in the analysis
of the project's feasibility. While decision analysis
using simulation techniques, risk analysis and sce-
nario analysis are possible extensions, the analyst
must blend the nature of the pmject to the complex-
ity of the task and then consider the outcomes.
Break-even analysis is a useful, yet simple tech-
nique to model the relationships of rental rates, va-
cancies and operating expenses in an easy to
understand approach. Understanding these relation-
ships is important because they are the key deter-
minative factors that affect profrtability.
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A look at real estate today and thc truth
about financial marhets.

by Bowen H. "Bt)zz" McCoy, CRE

f here is plenty of credit available and at attrac-
! tive rates. It is just not available to real estate.
I This is true for several reasons, primarily be-

cause of the one to twelve year oversupply of com-
mercial real estate, depending on product-type and
location. The over-borrowing binge of the 1980s has
created a hugh backup of short-term frnanced real
estate assets held primarily by commercial banks
and insurance companies. This classic mismatch of
long-term assets financed on a five year, non-
amortizing basis was created in the expectation that
supply and demand of product would remain in bal-
ance and that credit would be available to refinance
the debt as it came due. Neither assumption was
accurate. As a result, loans are being called, and the
value of much commercial property, because of
wholesale liquidation, has plummeted to as low as
$.40 on the dollar.

Despite the agony of the past three years, there
remains close to $400 billion of short-funded real
estate assets in the commercial banking and insur-
ance systems. Much of this debt will come due in the
next three years. Thus, it becomes simple to predict
a credit crunch in commercial property lasting well
beyond the midpoint of this decade.

Repercussions of poor lending practices have
struck at the core of these financial institutions.
Rating agencies such as Moody's and Standard and
Poors have lowered the credit ratings of financial
institutions having "excessivd' real estate asseh in
their portfolios, creating serious funding problems
for certain entities. Likewise, financial institutions
wishing to issue equity securities to bolster their
capital ratios have run afoul of security analysts
who also take a dim view of "excessivd' real estate
holdings.

At a time of relatively low, short-term borrowing
rates and relatively high, Iong-term Tleasury rates,
banks are enjoying historically wide earning mar-
gins by short funding and investing in "riskless"
government securities. At the same time banks are
avoiding the high costs of originating, underwriting,
monitoring and defending to regulators and others
any new real estate loans. The impact of this real
estate credit allocation will resonate well beyond the
current decade, much as debt aversion extended well
beyond the 1929-f933 Depression.

On the margin, one may expect to obtain real
estate finance from REITs and other public vehicles,
securitization, wealthy individuals, foreigrr investors
and certain pension funds. Nevertheless, without
significant participation from commercial banks
and insurance companies, real estate finance will
remain severely constrained,

Bouen H. "Buaz" McCoU, CRE, i.s a real estde and busiwss
counselor oith his firm Buzz McCoy Associnlzs, I-os An-
geles, California. He preoiousll uus a managing director of
Morgan Stanlqt and. Co., Int.

Risk-Based Capital Rules
The late John M. Keynes coined the phrase "moral
hazard" to describe unintended bad consequences of
an otherwise positive act. One may trace the current
over-borrowing and over-building of commercial real
estate to the moral hazard from the misuse of funds
raised by government insured deposits. Relatively
inexpensive "riskless' capital was utilized to fund
increasingly risky investments. The fact that the
federal government guaranteed the deposits
changed the demeanor of certain bankers from that
of stewardship to that of imprudence. Compounding
this was the federal government's lack of zealous
regulation, the politicization of the regulatory pro-
cess by certain members of Congress, and overall
government policies which resulted in interest rates
rising precipitously in the early 1980s, causing
thrifts to choose increasingly risky projects.

The cure for the misuse of government insured
deposits has been the implementation of risk-based
capital rules for both banks and insurance com-
panies. Putting it simply, banks are not required to
have equity capital to invest in U.S. government
securities and must hold about 87o as a capital re-
serve against commercial, industrial and real estate
loans. These rules, whether applied by regulators or
by the private sector arbitrators of capital access
(rating agencies, security analysts, accountants,
etc.) compound the trend ofhighly liquid banks load-
ing up on government securities and going out of the
commercial loan business. The moral hazard to risk-
based capital rules is that, once again banks are
short funding long-term assets. Just a whiffof infla-
tion from the new Democratic government could flat-
ten out the yield curve and create a banking crisis
on a scale seldom before imagined.

Risk-based capital rules will stifle the current
economic recovery, hinder the growth of small busi-
ness and change the traditional temporal inter-
mediation function of banks to being risk averse
investment companies with deteriorating talent to
underwrite loans and evaluate risk.

Mark-to Market Accounting
The accounting profession, the Securities and Ex-
change Commission, bank regulators, pension fund
administrators and the credit rating agencies are
united in proposing that financial institutions mark
their assets (loans and investments) to market. At
present, investment banks mark-to-rnarket, whi)e
commercial banks and insurance companies do so
only for publicly traded securities. Pension funds in
particular are anxious to develop a basis for periodic
market valuations of real estate assets in order to
incorporate real estate into the capital asset pricing
model and make real estate truly fungible with other
financial assets. As laudable as the notion may be, it
ignores the specificity and idiosyncratic nature of
individual large commercial real estate projects.
Moreover, any attempt to write all real estate assets to
current liquidation value in a market severely lacking
in both willing purchasers and willing sellers would
threaten the stability of our financial system.

Public policy efforts should be focused on conti-
nuing to allow banks to hold real estate assets for
future recovery while keeping short interest rates
low, thus allowing the banks wider than customary
margins to build reserves for future real estate
write-offs. A multiyear solution to the real estate
problem while proionging the agony, will preserve
the stability of our banking system.

It is ironic that, under the prerailing low, short-
term interest rate structure, banks are now real-
izing larger profits on restructured, classified real
estate loans than they did before when the loans
were paying their contracted rate of interest.

Yaluation lbrminology
Another form of moral hazard in the current envi-
ronment is the degeneration of appraisal terminol-
ogy and methodology and of appraisers themselves.
A typical scenario has a developer explaining his
property to a bank in terms of a ten-year, hold-to-
recovery and a discounted iruEstment tnlue, wlrrile
the bank is examining the same property in terms
of a three-to-five year-hold and. a cutent marhet
ualue and, simultaneously the bank examiner is
scrutinizing the same property in terms of immedi-
ate disposition arfi a liquidation ualue. All three
parties argue with one another while utilizing ter-
minology which the others do not comprehend. The
property may, or may not, have an intrinsi.c taluc,
but whatever that value is, it is impacted by the
capital structure and holding power of its current
o\ryner.

This current cacophony of terminology is creat-
ing increasing dissatisfaction and confusion with
the appraisal process. More and more individuals
add to the confusion by attempting to clarify the
issues. Kenneth Leventhal & Company suggests
classifying real estate assets as follows:r

1. Quality assets with acceptable cash flows (given
the weak economy) and some long-term potential.
Such assets could be held or sold.

2. Assets that could be rehabilitated and converted
to new uses and then either held or sold.

3. Problem assets that must be restructured, held
until the economy and market improves and then
sold.

4. "Trapped" assets that cannot be sold because
they are in litigation or bankruptcy.

James R. Cooper of Georgia State University
suggests these categories:2

l. Inuestment Value: An optimistic view ofthe value
of a property if held in a financially stable, long-
term portfolio and sold in the future in a stabi-
lized market.

2. Marhct Valuz: The most probable price for cash
that a property will bring if sold in a competitive
and open market under all conditions requisit€ to
a fair sale, both buyer and seller acting prudently
with alailable financing and no undue stimulus.

3. Current Value: The most probable selling price
under whatever conditions exist at the date of
appraisal.
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4. Liquidation Valuc: The price an owner rs com-
pelled to accept when the property sale is manda-
tory with less than reasonable market exposure;
the lowest price that a democratic capitalistic sys-
tem produces under conditions of market failure;
a buyer dominated market.

The degeneration of appraisal terminology has
been abetted by under-qualified government regula-
tors requiring documentation which, at times, has
been unnecessary and irrelevant. The confusing
state of the market has been acknowledged by the
Appraisal Institute. In June 1992, its special task
force issued a report on value definitions. Yet The
Counselors' own CRE and past president, James
Gibbons, has stated "We do not need more defini-
tions. We have enough; and they are well under-
stood; the recent difficulties arose from inap-
propriate data inputs. Our major difliculty seems to
be inadequate or faulty communicationi'3

Valuation Methodology
FIRREA and government regulations have forced
wholesaie appraisals of real estate loans and invest-
ments held by financial institutions. Real estate
professionals are complaining more than ever about
the inadequacy and irrelevancy of the appraisa).s
they receive. Tbns of millions of dollars are being
spent on appraisals which have no use in business
decisions and are mere window dressing for the frles.
As appraisals became de-linked from market clear-
ing prices on the way up, they are likewise not re-
flective of either the market or the intentions of the
real estate holder's assets on the way down. As Gib-
bons stated, there is a vast communication problem
among the requirers, holders and makers of
appraisals.

In the absence of comparable sales data or even
a market for property, it seems an appraisal must
more and more focus on the holding power and in-
tentions of the holder of the asset. An appraisal
must reflect the most likely pattern of the market
recovery over the term of the established holding
period. An appraisal also must incorporate a busi-
ness plan for continuing investment, repositioning
and marketing of the asset.

A final economic value may well be the calcu-
iated expected value of probable outcomes. Such a
detailed economic model of a project would not be
warranted for assets with a value of less than, say,

$50 million. Such an appraisal would have a major
impact on the holder of the asset's business decision.

Such an economic evaluation should provide lu'
crative employment for fellow CREs. As Counselors,
we must be concerned with the devaluation of valua-
tion methodology. Whether or not we also serve as
appraisers, Counselors cannot afford to allow major
capital pools, such as pension funds, to consider our
industry as unprofessional and chaotic.

Data Collection And The CREs' Role
A major inhibiting feature of real estate as an in-
vestment asset category is the deterioration of a reli-
able database. Pension funds, in particular, will not

return to the marketplace until they are convinced
that a credible database exists for real estate.

In the current marketplace, there is no coherent
basis for determining demand for space or for deter-
mining true economic (net effective) rents. Thus,
there is no coherent basis for determining value.
Contract rents are meaningless in the welter of
kickbacks, side payments, free services and the like.
Buildings are measured differently in different
cities. Seemingly modern structures are technologi-
cally outmoded or riddled with asbestos.

A true moral hazard has been created in that
many major institutional investors no longer trust
real estate data. The current supply-demand situa-
tion will resolve itself temporally, as will the burden
of past due and delinquent debt. The resonance from
the lack of trust in real estate as an asset class will
last longer. Here is where CREs can add clarity and
professionalism to the process as advisors to finan-
cial institutions and by convincing clients that their
long-run interests are best served by sharing and
opening up their databases, heretofore deemed
proprietary.

NOTES
1. Redl Estole Newslirre, Kenneth Leventhal & Company, October

November 1992, p3.
2. Cooper, James R. and Brown, Robert K., "Research Monograph

Number 1041' Georgin Stote I/nir.ersify, (1992) pp59-64.
3. Personal letter to author October 8, 1992.

where:
M = margin of safety ($)
ni = net income
d = debt service

The margin of safety for a $400 rental rate is
$4,680 ($59,796 - $55,116). For a $500 rental fee
and 8570 occupancy rate, the margin of safety equals
$17,640 ($72,756 - $55,116). The margin of safety is
the same as the net cash flow in this example be-
cause the organization is a nonprofit entity and will
not pay taxes. However, in a for profit organization
taxes must be considered as an expense of doing
business.

Probability Analysis
In the course ofthe analysis, we have not considered
the uncertainty of the estimates made through the
use of probability analysis. However, break-even
analysis can easily be modified for the effect of un-
certainty and./or risk ofthe assumptions in the anal-
ysis already provided. Assumptions can be made on
the probability of occupancy rates at different rent
levels either discretely or through the use ofa proba-
bility distribution. Next, would be to calculate the
cash on cash return (COC) as the expected value of
the outcome that is most reasonable to occur. Occu-
pancy rates are directly related to rental rates (e.g.

the higher the rental rate, the lower the occupancy;
the lower the rental rate, the higher the occupancy
which, we shall note, can never exceed 10070 occu-
pancy). If the property is in an urban market, data
can be gathered from neighboring properties or by
direct experimentation with incremental changes in
the rental rate and associated cancy rate. Also, it
is important to note the relationship of expense ra-
tios to the level of effective gross income which
varies with rental rate, occupancy and the tax rate.
The relationship is as follows:

Rental Rate Occupancy Expenses Ratio

Low Higher Depends*
Low Lower Higher
Medium Medium Medium
High Higher Lower
High Lower Depends*

* The direction of change depends on the relative
incremental changes in occupancy caused by
changes in rental rate. If occupancy changes at a
greater proportionate rate than the rental rate, then
expense ratio would be higher and, conversely, then
lower.

The relationship between rental rate, occupancy
(e.g. racancy) and the expense ratio is important
and may vary based on economic conditions, changes
in demand and supply of renters and uncertain ran-
dom factors which affect occupancy and which are
not attributed to rental rate. The relationship, from
a decision theory point of view, would improve the
aasessment of planning for profitability through
analysis of controllable factors such as rental rate.

Conclusion
This simple and short-term risk analysis enabled
management to view the project from a managerial
accounting perspective. Using the simple break-even
analysis, cash-on-cash return ratio and margin of
safety formulas that were presented, the illustrated
project has a relatively low risk factor based on esti
mated fair rental rates.

Once the project is operational, the accounting
records will provide a better indication of actual cost
behavior. Actual costs should also be compared to
industry standards. The Income.lExpense Analysis
published by the Institute of Real Estate Manage-
ment is one of the most accurate sources for expense
analysis. The statistics are expressed in square foot-
age and can be converted to an apartment unit
basis. Some costs will remain frxed while others will
be variable, and it is the particular property which
determines those factors.

For some projects, the use of cost-volume-profit
analysis is a meaningful technique in the analysis
of the project's feasibility. While decision analysis
using simulation techniques, risk analysis and sce-
nario analysis are possible extensions, the analyst
must blend the nature of the pmject to the complex-
ity of the task and then consider the outcomes.
Break-even analysis is a useful, yet simple tech-
nique to model the relationships of rental rates, va-
cancies and operating expenses in an easy to
understand approach. Understanding these relation-
ships is important because they are the key deter-
minative factors that affect profrtability.
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where:

R=

d=
I=

manner

2.47a =

Given the formula to compute the minimum occu-
pancy rate, it could drop tn 957c and provide a 2.4%
return on the owner's initial equity investment of
$194,500. The formula is applied in the following

Cash-on-Cash Return = $17'640
$194,500

COC = .09 = 97o

The end of year cash flow remains at the 97o COC
return rat€. This indicates that it may be necessary
to raise the rental rates (from $400 to $500) to meet
the apartment expenses, debt obligations and obtain
a desirable rate of return on the inveetment.

The previous formula for computing occupancy
rateg for a desired cash-on-cash return ratio can be
further improvised to determine how much operat-
ing expenses can rise and still deliver a zero or min-
imum COC return.rr The equation is reyised to:

COC =
(r x 12 x u x R) - OE(net 99o Return)9 - d

I
The symbol OE9 signifies the operating expense
level that results in a 9?a COC return. Assuming
the original vacancy rate of 57. and the rent price of
$400, operating expenses would have to decrease to
$36,819 to yield a 97. COC.

($400 x 12 x24x.9 - OEg - $55 116

09:

$194,500

s109,440 - OEg -$55,U6
$194,500

s17,505:$54,324-OEg

oEg : $36,819

However, if higher rent prices are established,
then expenses may be allowed to rise to a higher
level before the 9Vo COC is diminished.

Assume the rent is increased to $500 and the
original vacancy rate of SVo is unchanged. Operating
expenaea could rise to $64,179 and yield a 97o COC.
Expenses could also rise to $81,684 before a zero
COC would occur. The computations are as follows:

99c =
($500 x 12 x 24 x.95) - OEg - $55,116

09:

$194,500

$136,800-OEg-$55,116
$194,500

$17,505-$81,684-OEg

oEg - $64,179

Assuming the figures are accurate, it may be
necessary to set the rental rate at $500 per unit or
higher. That way, the complex has the ability to
meet all its expenses and still have surplus revenue
for unexpected future expenditures. However, the
rental rate must be determined based upon the va-
cancy rates and the tenant's financial position.

Allowing A Margin Of Safety
The margin of safety measures the amount of cash
flow available to cover the debt service.12 The
amount by which the net operating income exceeds
debt service gives some indication of how the debt
was repaid. The margin of safety formula is:

monthly rental price
totalapartment units
occupancy rate (7a)

operating expenses
debt service
initial equity investment.

MILITARY
BASE
CLOSINGS:
THRIETY
oBlEcTrvE
SPENDTHRIFT
PROCESS

f here is a curious anomaly in public policy to-
I ward military base closings. Bases are closed
I to reduce the federal budget deficit and in-

crease economic efficiency.r However, the way in
which surplus bases are given away to local govern-
ments prevents this from happening. It is as though
the two policy objectives of reducing the Federal
budget defrcit and increasing economic effrciency are
forgotten when the policy is put into effect.

This article brings together Department of De-
fense estimates of the value of surplus bases and
economists' estimates of the marginal cost of taxa-
tion. Using the logic of optimal tax theory, a lower
bound estimate is presented of the deadweight loss
(also called excess burden) to the economy from not
competitively auctioning the surplus bases. This
deadweight loss also is compounded by the allocative
ine{ficiencies when "free" bases are allocated to local
governments.

While the information presented does not claim
to estimate more than a rough lower bound of these
costs, they do exist, and should be considered by the
public. Using lower bound estimates of roughly $3 to
$4 billion for the bases identified in this article, the
magnitude of waste from the current practices can
be quite sigrrificant.

Closing Process
The base structure of the Department of Defense
(DoD) comprises over 5,500 propedies with almost
27 million acres of land. These properties have an
original investment cost of approximately $66 bil-
lion and a replacement cost of around $460 billion.,
The properties range in size from unmanned navi-
gational aid stations of less than an acre, to enor-
mous bases such as the naval station at Norfolk,
Virginia with over 60,000 employees and Nellis Air
Force Base in Nevada with over 3 million acres
(roughly four times the size of Rhode Island). Thble 1
summarizes these aggregates.

In 1988, a l2-member Defense Secretary's Com-
mission on Base Realignment and Closure recom-
mended that the Pentagon close 86 bases, 13 of
which were considered major bases. Another five
were slated for partial closure, and 54 were recom-
mended for realignments of personnel being added
or subtracted.s The closings and reductions, in-
tended to save the Pentagon $5.6 billion, began in
January 1990 and are scheduled for completion by
the mid-1990s. Of the major installations picked for
closing, Pease Air Force Base, Newington, New
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Lrersit:l of Teaos ot San Antoni.o, hrrs a Ph.D. in real estale
and urban lond studbs frum the Uniwrsit! of Floritb. His
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UniLErsi, of Tdo.s ot San Ahtonio whzre he spcializes in
publi finarce. He prerbusl! serLgd a.s an economist in thz
Polica AnalXsis Deprtnant of thz Amerban Petrolzum In-
stitute. Dr. Collinge hos writlen sewml acodemia adibs on
improUing th2 effi.bicJ of publb politt

g49g x 12 x 24 x R) - $49,6,14 - $55,116

024:

s194,500

$u5,200R - $49,6414 - $55,116

$194,500

$4,668 = $115,200R - $104,760

$109,428 = $115,200R

.95=R
A zqo return on investment is extremely low for this
industry, and it could be dangerous, financially
speaking.

Let us assume that the approximate real e8tat€
industry standard for COC, or the expected COC
return, is 97c. The project's cash flow requirement
would be $17,505 (.09 x $194,500), If the rent price
was increaeed to $500, the occupancy rate could drop
to 857o and still generate a 97o COC return.

($500 x 12 x 24 x R) - $49,644 - $55,116

09:
$194,500

($144,000R) - $104,760

$194,500

$17,505 = ($1r14,000R) - $104,760

$L22,265 = $144,0008

.85=R
Table VI illustrat€s an annual pro forma cash flow
statement for a rental price of $500 and an oc.cu-
pancy rate of 857o.

TABI,E VI

Pro Forma Cash Flow Statement at
857o Occupancy Rate

Year One

Itb time to tahe anotfur looh at the
gouernment's motitnlions behind military
base closings.

by J. D. Timmons and
R. A. Collinge

Gross Podstble Incure &t t600^Jtrit
Ibcrrctes (f6%)

Gross Achrl lncome
0penting EAenses

Crsh Avetlabb lor Service Debt
Drbt Servtce

Crsh nm

3144,000
21,600

122,400
45,M4

72,756
56,I l6

ts

I17,640
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TABLE I
Department of Defense Real Property Summary-September 30, 1987

By substituting the financial analysis into the third
formula, the break-even occupancy rate is 22 units.

21.1 Units _ $3,935 + $4,953
$500 - $79

The second approach changes the result from a per-
centage to a unit value. Or, this is the number of
units that must be occupied to at least break-even. If
more units are rented, then possibly rental rates
would be reduced.

A profit can also be incorporated into the for-
mula. Including it with the fixed costs allows the
unit contribution margin (unit rent price less unit
variable cost) to account for the desired profit. Thus,
the following equation is formed:

R:a+1rp-b
where:

R = occupancy rate
a = fixed costs
, = profit
p = unit rent Price
b = unit variable cost.

Again, applying the average costs available from Th-
ble III and adding $1,000 per month surplus reve-
nues for contingencies, the desired occupancy from
rental activity would be 23 units. A break-even
chart, Table IY is developed from this alternative to
visually assess the potential risk of the project.

22.6 Units = $3 935+$4,593+$1,000
s500 - $79

TABLE IV

Break-Even Chart

Grcss Possible Income (Thousands)

Break.Even Point

While the discussion so far has been limited to as-
sessing the potential risk ofthe new project, a sensi-
tivity analysis will be applied now which will offer a
better judgment on the overall risk factor of the
apartment complex.

Cash-On-Cash Return (COC) Analysis
Most owners want to know the rate of return on
their equity investment. For-profit organizations re-
turn on equity is measured by relating pretax and
aftertax cash flows for a particular year to the
owner's down payment, commonly known as inirial
equity inLvstrrent E However, for a nonprofit organi-
zation, the aftertax approach is disregarded for the
nonprofit organization (e.g. assume a tax rate of 0).

The cash-on-cash return analysis uses the data
compiled in the fixed cost approach described ear-
lier. In order to compute the cash-on-cash (COC) re-
turn ratio, annual cash flow data and initial equity
must be available. The ratio is computed by dividing
the initial equity investment into the cash flow
value.e The equation is:

COC=q
I

where:
COC = cash-on-cash return

C = cash flow
I = initial equity investment

Table V illustrates the pro forma cash flow stat€-
ment for this project in Year One.

TABLE V

Pro Forma Cash Flow Statement at
957e Occupancy Rate

Year One

Milit8ry
Deparfiietrts

Number of Properties

Artr\y
Nrw*
Air Force

Tlotsl

Acreage (Millioru of Acres)

Arqv
Navy
Air Force

Totsl

Llnit€d
St&tes

U.S. Territories
and Possessions

r,260
604

2,027

l5
l8
24

s77
63

661

Forergt
Aress

1,701

.462

.246
I.743

2.450

DoD
Totll

2,242
686

2,771

6,698

12.098
3.962

10.926

26.986

3,781

I1.619
3.636
9.167

24.4I I

67

.017

.082

.026

.125

'liot : NarT iglres imlode Mrrine Corps

Hampshire., was the first to actually cease opera-
tion, and this did not happen until April 1, 1991.

The pace of base closings has not moved very
rapidly due to time-consuming logistical details and
foot-dragging related to political sensitivities. His-
torically, when closed bases have been acquired at
minimal cost by local governments or private busi-
ness, they are converted to office and industrial
parks or used to house educational institutions (pri-
marily vocational-technical schools or community
colleges). Many of the air bases have become munici-
pal or general aviation airports.

In April 1991, U.S. Defense Secretary Dick Che-
ney issued a revised list of 31 U.S. bases targeted for
closing. This list included such well-known posts as
Fort Ord in California, Fort Dix in New Jersey and
the Philadelphia Naval Shipyard in Pennsylvania.
(See Table 2 for listing.) Cheney also suggested clos-
ing 12 minor installations and reducing or transfer-
ring forces at 28 other sites.

The secretary's suggestions went to an indepen-
dent, eight-member panel empowered to add or sub-
tract sites from the list. When the panel completed
its work, the list went to the President, who could
only choose between rejecting or accepting the list
in its entirety. The President accepted the list as did
Congress. The Department of Defense published an'
other list of bases destined for closure or realign-
ment in March of 1993. By June, the hesident has
to accept or reject that list as the process continues
of down-sizing the military.

Following presidential and congressional ap-
prolal of the bases to be closed, several steps remain
before the properties are arailable for non-military
use. Base-closing legislation requires that military
property first must be offered to other Department
of Defense organizations, with highest preference
given to the body willing to pay so called "fair

market value", as determined by the use of the prop-
erty or facility on December 31, 1988. However, be-
cause opportunity costs are igrrored, the DoD's idea
of fair market value is not consistent with an econo-
mist's or real estate appraiser's idea of fair market
value. After offering the site to a DoD group, the
DoD secretary then must consult with the governors
of each of the states affect€d and with their respec-
tive state and local government heads before mak-
ing other arrangements to dispose of the property.a
Normally the properties are sold for a nominal
amount to the state or local governments; in effect,
the properties are given away.

It is quite likely that thousands of acres-some
in very attractive locations-will be transferred to
state and local governments for a small fraction of
their opportunity costs. Many military installations
are located in or near some of the country's most
valuable commercial properties. To sell that land
based on the value of its use in 1988 is not consistent
with the base closing motivations of economic elfi-
ciency and deficit reduction. A good example of a
property that is cited for closing is the Presidio, a
base nestled within Golden Gate Park in San Fran-
cisco. Under a 1972 law, when the Presidio is closed
it must be sold to the Interior Department and be-
come part of the Golden Gate National Recreation
Area. No doubt the addition of 1,416 acres will en-
hance the park, but there also will be monumental
opportunity costs foregone in terms of development.
This acreage is quite likely some of the most valu-
able urban property in the United States. Stephen
Roulac, a noted real estate analyst, estimates the
Presidio value as raw land is approximately $1 bil-
lion, assuming it was developed as condominiums or
as a mixed-use luxury project.s Even if the recre-
ational value of this land constitutes "highest and
best usej'it is not clear that all the land is needed
for that purpose. By not requiring the Interior

l4

t2

l0

I
6

1

2

0

Profit

Gmss Possibl€ lncme (t400 x 12 x l2)
\Lcrncies (3X)
IbtEl Achrl Couections

0perati4 EryeDses
Crfh Ardlable lor Setaice Debt
ks$ Debt Service
Cash Flos

3 116,200
(6,700)

100,440
(40,644)
69,?06

(66,1l0)
I 4,080

Total

The initial equity investment is $194,500. From
here, the equation is applied, glving a COC of 2.4Vo,
based on a 9570 occupancy rate (23 units).

2.4Eo = $4'680
$r94,500

Knowing the cash-on-cash return ratio, sensi-
tivity analysis is applied to determine how far the
occupancy rat€ could tlrop and still generate a prede-
termined minimum COC return.ro The following
equation is used to solve for the required occupancy
rate to reach the previous specified COC return of
2.47o:

COC = r x 12 x u x R)-e-d
I

Fixed Costs &-Servict

0610 16
ApsrtrDent lltit8

-Serles 

I serteo 2

20 25

Series 3
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For instance, if the complex wishes to generat€ a
profit of $1,000 per month, then the occupancy rate
must be 100.17o, or more than 24 units.

l00.l7o - $4,137+$4,593+$1,000
$9'600

This rent price is obviously too low for the project to
be profitable. Therefore, a higher price is necessary
for the complex to be profitable and survive.

The formula is shown in lbble II.

TABLE II
Break-Even Chart

T2
Gross Possible Lrcome (t) (Thousands)

l0

Break-Even Point Profrt

Gross Income +

Service Debt

Operating Expenses

0 20 40 60 80 100 r20
Occupancy Bet€ (%)

- 
Series I s€ries 2 series 3

By plotting occupancy rate on the horizontal axis
and groas effective income on the vertical, the range
of occupancy rates is illuetrated tr cover operating
expenses, debt service and profit.

Yariable And Fixed Cost Appromh
Discussion so far has treated all costs as frxed.
However, while the facility would incur costs in this
fashion, another approach is provided here to accom-
modate the objectives of the apartment complex.

As noted earlier, the purpose of the facility was
to help newly-disabled veterans adjust to their in-
jury. One problem is that tenants may not be able to

meet their expenses. It may be necessary to estab-
lish a policy whereby management pays certain util-
ities. Considering the occupants, such a policy would
enable the veterans to remain focused on recovery
and gaining independence.

If this policy was implemented, then a different
approach could be taken. While most of the costs
remain fixed, some would change to variable costs.
According to Barronb Real Estate Handbook, some
costs can be identified as variable.6 That is, as the
occupancy rate increases, eo do certain costs. Fixed
costs remain the same regardless of the activity
level. The unit rentsl price will have to be adjusted
to cover the additional expenses paid by the organi
zation. The original price will increase by the total
unit variable costs not accounted for in the fixed cost
method. Here the traditional cost-volume-profit
analysis formula can be applied. The basic principle
underlying the formula is that the difference be-
tween the unit sales price (in this case, the rental
rate) and the unit variable costs must cover the total
fixed costs.? Stated in equation form:

R a

p-b
where:

R = occupancy rate (units)
a = fixed coets
p = unit rental price
b = unit variable cost.

Ihble III separat€s costs into fixed and variable
costs.

TABI,E III
Monthly Fixed and Unit Variable Costs

l'ixed Costs Ttrtal

TABLE 2

Selected Bases Scheduled For Closing

Army
Fort Sh€ridan, flighland Parlq IL
Fort H, Seaside, CA
Fort Beqian n Harrison, Indisnlpolis, IN
Fort Delrrs, Ayer, MA
Presidio of San Francisco, San Francisco, CA
Xapaloma Military Beservation, Hswaii, HI
Sacram€nto An\y Depot, Satramento, CA

TOTAT

Navy

Philadelphia Naval Shipyard, Philadelphia, PA
Philadelphia Nsyal Ststion, Philadelphia, PA
Naval Weapons Station, Yorktown, Il{
Narrl Construction Battalion C,enter,

Davisville, RI
Naral Air Station-{hase Field, Beeville, TX
Puget Sourd NalBl Ststion, Seattle, WA

TOTAL

Acrrage Marine Corps

696
28,0r6

2,60r
t0,672
I,416

87
486

48,772

Acreage

I\rstin Air Station, El Toro, CA

Acreage

1,709

TOTAL I,709

904

10,624

900
9,633

27r

Acreage

3,916
6,627
I,r80
6,225
4,782
3,267

28.6I4
ll,l16
2,825
2,927
3,998
s,428
3,972

Air Force

Eaker AfB, Blytheville, AB
Lowry AFB, D€rver, C()
Grissom AFB, Peru, IN
Wurtsniltlt AFB, Oscoda, MI
Williams AFB, Chandler, AZ
CastJe AFB, Merced, CA
Etrglsrd AfB, Alexandria, LA
Loring AlB, Limestorc, ME
BichardeGebauer ARS, Belton MO
Rickenbecker AGB, Iockbourne, 0H
Myrtle Beach AFB, Myrtle Beach, SC
Carswell AFB, Fort Worth, TX
BeEBtrom AIB, Austin, TX

TOTAL
GRAND TOTAL

22,854 81,946
160,281

8

6

Department to pay opportunity costs for the land,
there is no safeguard to insure that an eflicient al-
Iocation will occur.

Other bases scheduled for closing also contain
property that would be quite valuable if developed
for alternative commercial uses. A few examples
include:

r Fort Ord, California, 28,000 acree, located on the
Pacific Ocean, Mont€rey Peninsula;

r Philadelphia Naval Base, 1,426 acres on the wa-
terfront, where the Schuylkill and Delaware
Rivers meet;

a Fort Devene, Massachusetts, 10,572 acres, located
about 30 miles west of Boston with rolling green
hills and two lakes;

r Fort Sheridan, Illinois, approximately 695 acres,
located just north ofChicago on the shores of Lake
Michigan;

r Naval Construction Battalion Center, Davisville,
Rhode Island, 900 acres, located on Narragensett
Bay about 21 miles eouth of Providence.

The bases listed in Thble 2 represent a diverse
group of sites with regard to size, improvement and
location. Each property has unique characteristics
for several types of non-military use. The only accu-
rate way to know the aqgregate lalue of these prop-
erties is to place them on the market and offer them
to the highest bidder. A proxy of the property values
might also be determined by allowing professional
real estate appraisers to conduct 'trighest and best
use analysis" on the sites. Neither of these
procedures are currently utilized by the Pentagon
when disposing of obeolete bases. Nevertheless, it is

possible to arrive at a lower bound estimate for the
revenue potential the federal government could real-
ize through competitive auction of these bases.

In 1989, the DoD valued its 27-million acres of
base installations and improvements at a replace-
ment price of $460 billion.6 This suggests that, in
the aggregate, the value per acre is $17,037. Obvi-
ously this is a very crude technique for placing a
value on any given acre of property. However, using
this frgure, the estimated lalue of the 150,281 acres
contained in those bases scheduled for sale would be
$2.56 billion. Since the idea behind base closings is
that the land is worth more if used otherwise, this
$2.56 billion is viewed as a lower bound for subse-
quent analysis. Casual empiricism suggests the true
value to be much higher.

Application of Optimal Thx Theory
Since the mid-1970s, larious authors have attempted
to estimate the marginal tax burden on the U.S.
economy. The idea is that incremental dollars of tax
or borrowing revenues involve disincentives for work
and investment in addition to transferring those dol-
lars from the taxpayer to the government. Per dollar
of revenue at the margin, this excess burden has
been estimated recently at between $.05 to $.50,?
although other estimates range higher8 Thus, when
the marginal excess burden ofadditional revenues is
coupled with the $2.56 billion figure already sug-
gested, the federal government forgoes $2.94 to
$3.84 billion of revenue when it gives away obsolete
military bases.

Another source of inefficiency in the process
concerns the efficiency with which the former bases
are allocated to other uses. If we assume a lack of

4

2

0

Msna{ement Fee
Other AdminishatiYe Expenses
Building Servicts
Other Operating Expenses
Security
Grouds Maintenance
Maintensnce-Repsirs
PaintinX@ecorating
0ther T&rFee/Permit
Irsurance
BecreationaVAmenities
Other Palmll
Total

Variable Costs

Electricity
Gos
Heating
llhtrr/Sewer
Totel

t 300
600
r20
136
110
200

1,000
r60
326
230
r86
730

t3,936

Unit Cost

$ 36
1l
I6
l6
79$

Source: Income/Expense Anallsb: Aportments, 1990
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ext€rnalities, a standard model of competitive mar-
kets predicts that the sale of the land to the highest
bidder would result not only in the highest revenues
to the government, but also in allocation of the land
to its highest ralued use. The reason for this is sim-
ple: the bidder envisioning such an allocation has
the most to gain from acquiring the land and, there-
fore, is willing to submit the highest bid.

Unfortunately, when the federal government for-
goes the option to Bell the land in favor of the option
to give the land to local governments, the presump-
tion ofeffrcient allocation no longer prevails. In prin-
ciple, an equivalent result would occur if the local
governments turned around and sold that land,
using the resulting revenues to replace other reve-
nues raised from less efficient sources. In practice,
however, the story is likely to be quite different. Tb
start, there is the "fllpaper effectl's based on the
empirically validated proposition that money tends
to "stick where it hitsl' In this case, were the bases
to be sold, the proceeds would not return to the tax-
payer but would rather expand the size of govern-
ment. Since voters have yet to choose this option,
this expansion can be presumed ineffrcient.

Just because the federal government chooses to
divest itself of the land does not mean that Iocal
governments will follow suit. It is more likely that
local politics would preclude sale of some of the land,
and preclude sale of the balance to the highest bid-
der. Interest groups or the well-connected may have
their own ideas about using former bases. In this
case, the inefficiency of the federal government for-
going a revenue source is compounded on the local
level by their inefficiency in use of the former site.
While there is little opportunity empirically to esti-
mate this effect since it depends on local political
choice, it certainly adds to the estimated costs.

Figure 1

Value of Excess Bases

NIC

T\IR

Figure l uses a simple cumulative function to
convey the idea of selling bases in order of the most
valuable to the least raluable. If the federal govern-
ment auctions the bases in this order to the highest
bidders, it obtains the revenue schedule of '"IVFR,"
or total ralue to the federal government of the reve-
nues it would receive. "TVECI' referring to the total
value to the economy, adds to TVFR the savings in
excess burden from forgoing additional taxation or
borrowing.

Symbolically,

TVEC = (1 + e) * TVFR, where O refers to the
marginal excess burden of federal revenues.

A value for O of 507o was used since, even
though this may be at the upper end of the plausible
scale, we are not including any cost of inefficient
land use that could result if the auction process is
not used. "TVLR" is the value of revenues received
by local governments if the land is given to them.
This is arbitrarily assumed to be one-half of
"TVFRI' While that may not be the exact fraction,
we know that even if local governmenta were to auc-
tion off all the property, they would match but not
exceed ''TVFR." In reality, much property can be
expected either to remain in the public sector or
transferred to private interests at less than full mar-
ket value. Consequently, while Figure 1 does not
purport to provide a precise empirical estimate, it
does convey some possible orders of magnitude that
can be expected to occur

Perhaps the most striking aspect of Figure 1 is
the tremendous opportunity for effrciency gains if
military bases are auctioned rather than given
away. Iocalities would cumulatively value the bases
in an amount equal to the crosshatched vertical dis-
tance, as illustrated in Figure 1, plus any use value
of lands retained in the public sector. The oppor-
tunity cost to the nation's economy would equal that
crosshatched area plus the solid and diagonally
striped areas, for an order of magnitude triple the
value to the localities. Thus, the cost of buying local
acceptance of base closings through land giveaways
comes at a cost of roughly triple the value received
by the localities.

Indeed, the addition of the property to the local
tax rolls increases the local tax base. If this increase
is not offset by local services expect€d by the pro-
spective property owners, it will result in a lowering
of the revenue potential to the Gderal government
and an increase to the localities of revenues net of
costs. l,ocalities may also gain in other ways from
base closings by enacting zoning and land use re-
strictions over the property previously denied by fed-
eral jurisdiction.

Localities face both pluses and minusee from
base closings.ro According to a study conducted in
early 1990 by the Pentagon's Offrce of Economic Ad-
justment, most communities losing bases have little
to fear even when the bases close.rr Regarding the
100 base closings over the pa6t 30 years, the initial
short-term economic pain ordinarily was offset by
positive long-term economic adjustments. Thus,

from the Institute of Real Estate Management. The
data select€d was strictly for low rise buildings lo-
cated in the Ios Angeles metropolitan area, and it
relates specifically to federally-assisted complexes
such as the subject project.3 Tb describe the data, the
sample size for each income/expense item ranges
from zero to seven. Anytime the sample size for a
specific operating cost is less than five, the value
should be used with caution.

The costa are estimated based on the average
apartment unit being 6?5 square feet for a total of
16,200 square feet of rentable space. The common
area was 3,800 square feet and the total complex
land area is 20,000 square feet. In order to calculat€
expensee from the income/expense analysis, the cost
per Bquare foot values were totaled for each income
and expense item which were then computed to a
per/apartment unit baais.

Tb determine the effect of setting an appropriate
rental rate to apply, the technique of break-even
analysis was used baeed on two possible competitive
rental rates of $400 and $500. In order to fully un'
derstand the economic consequences and effects on
the project from choice of the rental rate, an incomey'
expense analysis was conducted to provide a compre-
hensive study of the potential risks involved in the
"investment capital" for this project over the life of
the inve8tment.

Breakeven Capital Budget Analysis
Rental property normally does not incur variable
costs.a Whether the complex is fully utilized or not,
the cost of operating real estate does not materially
change, except for physical depreciation. Ae a result,
the first step ofthe study will treat all costs as fixed.
Income properties det€rmine the break-even point,
or default point, only in terms of the occupancy rate.
This rate is calculated by dividing monthly gross
possible income into the sum of monthly operating
expenses and debt service.6 Here in Equation 1, this
is defined as:

R=e+d
GPI

where:
R = break-even occupancy rate (7o)

e = operating expenses
d = debt service

GPI = gross effective income (after vacancy
charge).

Assuming the rental rate is $400 per apart-
ment, the gross effective income is $9,600 ($400 x 24
units). The operating expenses total $4,137 and the
debt service is M,593 (see Thble I).

By inserting the values in Equation l, the
breakeven occupancy rate wes found to be 90.97o.

90.97a = $4,137 + $4,593
$9'600

Therefore, in order for the project to break-even
(meaning no profit or loss), 22 units must be occu-
pied. If this level is not achieved, then management
must "seek" additional tenants.

TABLE I

Low Riee Buildings-Ioe Angeles, California
Ivlonthly Median Income and Operating Costs

Income Tbtal Square Feet

Bsnts (24 Udts @ 1400/.[tonrh)
Other Incom (7)
Gro8s Potantisl Income
\hcancics/Bcnt Inss (7)
lbtEl Colkions (7)

07

.03

t 9,600
I,100

10,?00
600

10.200

300
600

800

56Supplies (6)
Heating Frel-CA onvr( l)
Ehcricity- CA (hty*(z)
Wht€r/Sewer - CA 0n\ (7)
Gas-CA Onbr(8)
hitding Senices (6)
Other Operstiry Exp€nses (2)

Subtotal Exp€ls€s (7)

Security ( I )
Gm[nds M8inteoElc€ (7)
Msitrt€rsrcFBepsin (7)
Psindng/Decoreting ( 7 )
Subtotsl Meintrnsnce 7

Oth€r lhxitee/Permit (6)
Iasoruce (7)

S tntal Tex & Iasurstrce (7)

BecreationaVAnenities ( 13)
ftlrr Pryroll ({)

.02

.17

.19

325
230

.u

.00

.28

.10

.02

.09

.10

t.72

.08

.16

.74

.ll
1.08

.10

.64

30
10
32
l6

120
136

467

ll0
200

1,000

160

1,460

556

186
?30

E

Totd Exp€ns6 (7) I {,13?

Net Income ( 7) t 6,063

t: California Onty-indic8trs connron areas otrl}

O: Figure in psr€nttr$es irdicates sa.ntph size

Sourte: Incorne/Expense Atu L!6is: Apartments, 1990

Another concern for management is to generat€
additional funds from the tenants to cover unex-
pectd costs and keep the project financially sound.
Therefore, a nominal profit should be generated.
This will modify the original equation by including
a profit. The revised equation is:

t 3 5 7 9lllBtSl?l92t
Exms Beses

Ir$rd
TIXC = Tdllral[(mtuermml
TlfR - Total ldue to tln [ederal go?rmtnt 0f rtt?nurs
filf, = Total ralue of loctl rettnues where:

6 = profit
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R=e+d+1T
GPI

t6

Exp€nfeg

M8nsgement Fee (?)
Ottrer Mminiff&tive (?)

Subtotal Artninisrative ( 7)



SHORT RUN
BREtrK.EVEN
ANALYSIS EOB
REAL ESTATE
PBOIECTS

1f, ost-volume-profit analysis for real estate proj-
I - ects is a new aoolication of an old but trust-
Y worthy accounti;g analysis technique. Thrs
article describes this technique by citing a
congressionally-chartered nonprofit service organi-
zation which was going to build an apartment com-
plex specifically designed for veterans with a
traumatic spinal cord injury. The model is also ap-
plied to for-proflrt organizations, under the assump-
tion that taxes will be paid, to further demonstrate
this method for short run analysis.

Facts Of Project And Analysis
A $1,936,400 loan funded by the U.S. Department of
Housing and Urban Development (HUD) will be
used to construct and maintain a 24-unit apartment
facility. A down payment of$194,500 is planned. The
loan is expected to be at 9.257c fixed interest for 40
years. The federal government will subsidize 707o of
the annual loan amount.r The monthly payment, or
debt service, is $15,310. Since 707o of the payment
will be subsidized, the organization will be responsi-
ble for $4,593 te.g. $15,310 x .30) per month for debt
service.

The analyses contained in this study were based
on assumptions relevant at the time of this report.
When the complex is actually opened, other costs are
likely to be incuned. Since the facility will be de-
signed for physically-handicapped citizens, addi-
tional costs peculiar to this project will be necessary
(e.g.,transportation, aid and attendance, and
recreation).

Management must maintain accurate account-
ing records. Depreciation was not included in the
analysis, since as a not-for-proht organization, there
will be no taxable income. The question of deprecia-
tion in nonprofit organizations is an issue that con-
tinues to draw controversy.2

It is wise to establish operational-accountability
reporting procedures for this frxed expense. Any ex-
cess funds should be transferred to a separate ac-
count for future expenditures. These excess funds
should be utilized for periodic maintenance, im-
provements and unexpected costs.

All incomey'expense data implemented in this re-
port were compiled utilizing 1989 statistics obtained
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even if we accept that reparation to local residents is
a valid political objective, the magnitude of repara-
tions required to achieve this objective is likely to be
insignificant relative to the potential economic gain
from base auctiong.

Conclusion
This article highlighted the inconeist€ncies in the
public poiicy toward "disposing" of surplus military
bases. Specifically, the objectives are federal budget
deficit reductions and economic efliciency. However,
these objectives are abandoned when bases are effec-
tively given away to placate local communities. Ex-
isting information was presented on the bases
involved and theoretical results pertaining to the
marginal effrciency of taxation to arrive at a rough
order of magnitude for the revenue loeses and effr-
ciency costs associated with this policy. The order of
magnitude is quite large, equalling one-tenth of one
percent of Americab gross domestic product for the
prospective base closings selected in this study. Add-
ing additional base closings and the disposition of
other bases already closed would increase this al-
ready substantial amount.
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The cash-on-cash return ratio is used to
analyze the short-term question "What if? ".

by Lawrence F. Sherman,
Jae K. Shim and Mark Hartney



THE IMPACT
Of PUBLIC
HOUSING:
A NEW
PERSPECTIVE

Scattered site publi.c housing does nat
reduce property tnlues in surrounding
neighborhaods, and it may increase tnlues
by improuing abandoned or neglected
structures in inner city areas.

by Mittie Olion Chandler,
Virginia O. Benson and
Richard Klein

f his article examines how the use of existing
I structures for public housing affects surround-
- ing residential property values. The Cuyahoga

Metropolitan Housing Authority (CMHA) in Cleve-
land, Ohio, has, for several years, administered the
Acquisition Housing Program (AHP), which uses, as
public housing units, existing houses in neighbor-
hoods dispersed throughout the city. This scattered
site approach is considered a preferable alternative
to conventional public housing developments that
concentrate low-income and usually minority house-
holds in the poorest city neighborhoods.

Since the late 1960s, government policy-makers
have favored dispersed public housing locatione
rather than concentrated, high-density develop-
ments. For example, high-rise structures associated
with such ignoble developments as Pruitt-Igoe in St.
Louis (which fell to the wrecking ball 20 years after
being built) now are deemed unsuitable for family
housing.

Some previous research has focused on the resis-
tance that the location of public housing encounters
from prirate home owners.r Opposition here stems
from the beliefthat property values will decline once
public housing is placed in their neighborhoods. In
spite of considerable research contradicting this as-
sumption, resistance to the placement of public
housing has not abated.

Research findings regarding the impact of sub-
sidized housing on surrounding neighborhoods have
been mixed.2 In all cases, property value changes in
public housing neighborhoods either were consistent
with control (non.public housing) neighborhoods or
slightly to moderately higher when compared to con-
trol neighborhoods. Data indicating a negligible
negative effect of public housing on property values
also reveal that having some public housing (less
than 9.3Vo of all existing housing) was associated
with higher property values.3

Investigations of other subsidized housing pro-
grams, such as Section 8, Section 23, Section 236
and Section 221(dX3), similarly found that the loca-
tion of federally assisted housing did not produce
differences in home sale prices in test and control
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8. financial, Iegal and engineering feasibility of con-
veying water to distant locations where its eco-
nomic value is higher.

These inquiries tlpically take months and can
take years for complex water acquisitions. Moreover,
some potential buyers seek state approval for a
transfer of the right to the buyers intended place
and purpose of use before closing on the acquisition.
The state approval process typically takes six to
twelve months in Utah, Colorado, Arizona, and New
Mexico. See Colby et a1.26 and MacDonnell2T for a
discussion of state procedures to review and approve
changes in the place and purpose of use of a water
right.

In addition to the lengthiness of reasonable ex-
posure, water markets often deviate from markets
for other real property in their "competitiveness,"
and this needs to be taken into account when eval-
uating fair market value. Water markets are typ-
ically "thin," meaning there are only one or two
major water buyers in a region and there may be
only a few potential sellers. It is not unusual for a
water market to involve the one large city in an area
as a buyer and a few farmers or a single irrigation
district as potential sellers.2s In some areas, a water
right acquisition may only occur every few years,
while in active areas there are several transactions
a month.

The "undue duress" clause in the definition of
fair market value also needs to be carefully inter-
preted with regard to water right transactions. Wa-
ter acquisitions nearly always are motivated by
some form of duress. Water utilities seek to acquire
rights in order to prevent water shortages within
growing service areas, to improve water quality so
as to comply with state and federal regulations, or to
replace water supplies that were lost or restricted
through endangered species or other environmental
litigation. Municipal, state and federal agencies, as
well as environmental organizations, acquire water
rights to preserve fish and wildlife habitat and wet-
lands.2e Drought motivates water users to purchase
senior water rights that are less vulnerable to dry
year shortages. Water use and management are
heavily influenced by state and federal regulations
and by litigation. For instance, a California court
ruling in the mid 1980s (the Mono Lake Case) re-
quired [,os Angeles to find alternative water sources
so that its diversions from the high mountain
streams feeding Mono Lake could be reduced in or-
der to restore the ecological balance of the lake and
environs.30 This precedent-setting decision paved
the way for further administrative and judicial deci-
sions that affected access to water sources and rights
for agriculture, cities and other offstream water
users. Water right acquisitions in the west also may
be stimulated by litigation over Native American
water claims which sometimes are satisfied by fed-
eral acquisitions of water rights. In short, water ac-
quisitions are typically linked to some regulatory or
judicial requirement and therefore are seldom en-
tirely free of duress.31

The self-interest motivation included in the defi-
nition of fair market value also requires careful in-
terpretation. Financial profit frequently is not the
primary factor motivating a water acquisition. Many
buyers are public utilities which do not earn profits,
or are environmental groups or government agencies
with fish, wildlife, water quality or hydropower re-
sponsibilities that must be satisflred. Where water
acquisitions are made by businesses for investment
purposes, profits tend to be based on a long term
return, rather than realized in one or two years.32

Real estate professionals frequently must assess
the value of water rights, either as a portion of the
overall value of real property, or as a separate asset
that is bought and sold apart from land.33 Water
right appraisals require understanding of the
unique characteristics of the regional market and
prudent application of fair market value concepts.
Water rights have a longer period of "reasonable ex-
posure" on the market than other real estate and
water markets typically are less active and less com-
petitive than land markets. Moreover, transactions
seldom are free of duress. Water rights acquisitions
are heavily influenced by regulation and litigation
and a profit motive may be absent. State and federal
agencies and courts frequently make decisions
which affect the sources and types of water rights
available to water users and their actions motivate
water acquisitions by the private and public sectors.
These important differences between water markets
and markets for other real property influence eval-
uation of fair market value for water rights.
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neighborhoods. The research reported a slight posi-
tive impact in some cases.a

None of the foregoing studies, however, consid-
ered the impact of dispersed public housing on sur-
rounding properties. This article expands upon the
existing research, which concentrates on multi-
family developments, by assessing the impact ofone-
or two-family scattered site housing units. The arti-
cle reports on research that compared market trans-
fer prices of surrounding properties before and after
the acquisition of neighboring older homes by the
public housing authority. The subject cases were 12
census tracts in Cleveland that fell within eight
larger urban planning districts called strategic
planning areas (SPAs).

The Cleveland Housing Market
During the 1980s, the city of Cleveland underwent
considerable reinvestment in its downtown area.
However, its neighborhoods continued to lose popula-
tion to the suburbs. Efforts to revitalize city neigh-
borhoods and to provide new housing had minimal
results. Although suburbanization has been a fea-
ture of most American cities, Cleveland's population
loss was intensified by public perceptions that the
quality of the public schools had declined, crime had
increased, public services were inadequate and local
banks were not interested in making loans for new
housing construction in inner city neighborhoods.

According to the 1988 Sellers of Single-Family
Homes Report,s more than twice as many house-
holds were leaving Cleveland as were moving in. For
every household moving into l}:e city, 2.2 households
moved out. The report indicated that outward move-
ment occurred in all neighborhoods and that the city
had not been able to retain residents because of dis-
satisfaction with schools, security and neighborhood
conditions.

Public Housing Location And Site Selection
Public housing in Cleveland began in 1937 when
units were built on inner-city land that had been
cleared of slum housing. Initially, public housing de-
velopments were racially homogeneous, in keeping
with the tenor of the times and federal policy. l,egis-
lative changes in the 1960s prohibited racial seg-
regation in public housing. During the 1960s and
1970s, however, regulatory amendments that re-
quired non-poor families to move out of public hous-
ing units and population outmigration turned public
housing units intn the habitat of low-income, pre-
dominantly black households with limited options
elsewhere. By 1971, the cumulative effecLs of public
housing site selection decisions were evident in
Cleveland. The sites chosen for public housing were
clustered in areas where little or no resistance to
their construction had been encountered. In 1971,
therefore, CMHA operated 10,588 units concen-
trated on the east side of Cleveland. In contrast,
little public housing had been built on the west side.

Tbday, 707o ofpublic housing in the city remains
concentrated on the east side. Forty years of site
selection decisions are virtually impossible to re-
verse; however, federal court rulings currently pre-
vent CMHA from introducing new public housing in
the same neighborhoods.

The Acquisition Housing Program
A 1982 Federal District Court order governs the
placement ofhousing by CMHA. The order prohibits
the placement of additional dwelling units in areas
with already high concentrations of public housing.
Areas of the city have been grouped into three cate-
gories: those where CMHA is enjoined from obtain-
ing any new units (prohibited areas); those where
CMHA is enjoined from obtaining more than one-
third ofits new housing units and more than 25 new
units in any one area (restricted areas); and those
where CMHA is enjoined from obtaining less than
two-thirds of its new housing units (target€d areas).

The district court order requires CMHA to im-
plement an affrrmative marketing plan to encourage
and promote the integration of CMHAs new and old
housing units. It further directs CMHA to use fu-
ture development monies received from the U.S. De-
partment of Housing and Urban Development
(HUD) to develop housing in all areas of its metro-
politan housing district, both within and outside the
city of Cleveland.

AlfP is intended to promote the dispersion of
public housing and socioeconomic integration for its
residents. AHP's desigrr carries out the district court
order in the selection of sites; it places two-thirds of
the one- and two-family structures in targeted areas
and one-third in restricted areas.

Between 1984 and 1985, AIIP acquired and re-
paired 156 units at a cost of $58,000 per unit. The
cost of rehabilitation alone averaged 926,000. Many
of the structures were vacant prior to their purchase
by CMHA; most were located in middle income
areas on the west side of Cleveland-
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Cleveland's Cuyahoga River traditionally has
been the dividing line between the east side and the
west side of the city. Population of the east side is
predominantly black; the west side is predominantly
white. Most eastsiders who relocated to the suburbs
in the 1970s and 1980s moved to Cleveland's eastern
suburbs, while west side white ethnic groups mi-
gxated to western suburbs. Many of the remaining
residents of the city were hxed-income elderly peo-
ple. Until the late 1980s, no new housing had been
constructed in Cleveland for 50 years. Some new
household formation currently is taking place in
spite of the paucity of new housing.

Since the above-mentioned factors affected the
city as a whole, the researchers assumed that their
impact on the specific neighborhoods in this study
would be fairly comparable. Also, although the
neighborhoods in the study had some differences,
they were similar in most characteristics that influ-
ence property values, such as age of housing, income
of residents, level of home ownership, vacancy rates
and general maintenance of individual properties.
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In previous research concerning the effects of
Cleveland's AHP program, Chandler found that less
than 307o of the neighbors were aware of the AHP
property in their neighborhood.6 Owners were not
likely to react negatively to the proximity of public
housing if they were unaware of its presence.

The following additional observations were
made by the researchers regarding AHP properties:

1. Public housing units were indistinguishable from
other homes in the neighborhoods. Hence, the
change in neighbor behavior was expected to be
lower than the change in behavior resulting from
the intrusion of new, different and incompatible
buildings.

2. Some units r./ere vacant prior to CMHA acquisi-
tion and renovation; improvements in the proper-
ties may have had a positive impact on the
neighborhood's confidence level and property
values.

3. By design, public housing units comprised a
small percentage of structures in any one neigh-
borhood. The dispersed placement was expected
to reduce possible negative reactions to public
housing among neighbors.

The AHP communities differed from neighbor-
hoods in which conventional public housing was 1o-

cated. In the AHP areas, home ownership, median
income and property values were somewhat higher,
while poverty rates were lower.

Research Design
In order to assess the impact of AHP scattered site
housing on property values in the city of Cleveland,
12 census tracts were chosen with the highest con-
centrations of AHP units. Standardized measures of
these residential parcel transfers were compared at
census tract level and at the larger SPA level. (SPAs

contain several census tracts that have been aggre-
gated by local planning offrcials based on their sim-
ilarity and congruity.) The 12 subject tracts were
located within eight of these SPAs.

Computerized sales and property tax data for
triennial assessment periods (1981, 1984 and 1987),
which track individual transfers in these areas,
were provided by the Housing Policy Research Pro-
gram at Cleveland State University's Urban Center.
The benefits of using such parcel level data in urban
research were enumerated by David Prosperi ?

The comparison employed the price to market
value ratio (MVR), a measure used by Benson and
Kiein in published studies of the impacts of historic
districting and nursing home location on property
values.6 The MVR was used to standardize the prop-
erty value data, and it represented the relationship
between the tax assessor's value (adjusted for the
fact that the property is assessed at 3570 of its value
in Cuyahoga County) and the actual transfer price
upon sale. An MVR greater than one indicated that
the transfer price was greater than the assessor's

expectations; an MVR less than one indicated the
transfer price was less than expected.

Researchers controlled for the more general fac-
tors that correspond to the housing market by com-
paring the MVR from the study tracts with the
MVR of the contiguous SPA, the easUwest bisection
and the city as a whole as an aggregate measure of
market conditions (see Table 1). They expected this
comparison to detect any localized nuances of the
housing market, e.g., sales activity, high-risk lend-
ing and other lending activity.

Findings
Table 1 shows the mean market value ratios of the
tracts and the SPAs that contain them before and
after AHP acquired units in the tracts. In most
cases, the change in the mean MVR was negligible
for both the tracts and the SPAs. (A decline in the
mean MVR during the period is reflected by a nega-
tive sign.)

SPA Results. Half of the eight SPAs showed de-
creases in value prior to AHP acquisitions. After
AHP units were in place, seven SPAs had increased
mean MVRs, and MVRs had declined in four of
these seven SPAs in the previous period.

Tro.ct Results. Eight of the 12 tracts exhibited
drops in MVRs during the period before AHP acqui-
sition. After AHP acquisition, eight tracts showed
increased mean MVRs. In six of the eight cases, the
areas had decreased MVRs in the earlier period. In
three instances, the mean MVRs dropped, but in
only one of these cases was the decrease signiflicant,
revealing a reversal in direction over the previous
period. This is the only documented case of a nega-
tive effect from AHP acquisition on its neighbor-
hood. In one case, there was no change.

In 11 of the 12 cases, observed trends indicated
that the program did not have a detrimental effect'

Conclusions
The findings of this study revealed no measurable
adverse effect by placing scattered site housing units
in the areas studied; the changes in property values
followed the same pattern in the SPAs and the AHP
census tracts. The findings therefore suggested that
fears of local property owners were unwarranted.

If the scattered site housing units were truly
detrimental to the tracts in question, negative ef-
fects would have been evident when the change in
the MVR of the smaller tract was compared against
the change in MVR of the larger SPA. Those differ-
ences would have been even greater between 1984
and 1987 as the impact of such housing development
was being felt in the neighborhood. The data indi-
cated this was not the case. In fact, the MVR in-
crease in six census tracts was greater than that of
their SPAs in 1987; the differences in MVR in other
SPAs and tracts were negligible. These results sug-
gested that scattered site housing actually may have
improved the marketability of some neighborhoods
after 1984.

In summary, the researchers found that the lo-
cation of scattered site public housing units did not
have a demonstrable negative impact upon housing
values in their neighborhoods. The use of existing

Arizona. In 1984 the city of Scottsdale purchased the
8,400 acre Planet Ranch, with an estimated yield of
13,500 acre feet of surface water rights, for about
$900 per acre foot. The city hopes to transport w€ter
Iiom the BilI Williams River to the CAP aqueduct,
which would then carry the water to Scottsdale.ls A
series of acquisitions by real estate developers oc-

curred in the 1980s, with prices ranging from
$550-$950 per acre foot.

In 1986, the city of Phoenix purchased 16,000
acres in the McMullen Valley of western Arizona, for
slightly over $30 million. The city estimates that
between six and seven million acre feet of recover-
able groundwater are in the aquifer underlying tt'e
lands. The city plans to transfer approximately
30,000 acre feet of water per year to the city starting
in the year 2005.rs Since the McMullen Valley lies
outside of Active Management Areas, legally Phoe-
nix is free to pump as much water as it wants, so

long as the water is being put to "heneficial usel'
However, under Arizona law, in principle, groundwa-
ter exporters can be held liable to pay damages to
third parties who demonstrate that the export of the
water is causing them harm.2o

Gila-San Francisco Basin, New Mexico
The Gila and San Francisco Rivers drain the south-
western corner of New Mexico. The Gila-San Fran-
cisco Basin is sparsely populated, but Silver City, a
town of about 20,000 people, is located just on the
other side of the Continental Divide. The Gila-San
Francisco Basin effectively has been closed to addi-
tional groundwater appropriations since the Iate
1960s. New groundwater wells may still be devel-
oped, however, by converting a surface water right to
a groundwater right and changing the point of di-
version to the desired well location.2l Since the
1960s, as changes in land use have created demands
for water distant from old irigation ditches, many
surface water rights have been retired and ex-
changed for groundwater rights.22 Water rights in
the siate of New Mexico are under the jurisdiction of
the state engineer. Any change in the point of diver-
sion, purpose of use or place of use of a water right
must be approved by the state engineer.

Rights to the Gila and San Francisco river sys-
tems were adjudicated in the early and mid-1960s as

a result of the settlement of the Colorado Basin 1aw-

stil, Arizona v. California.2s Approximately 30,000
acre feet of Gila and San Francisco River water may
be used in New Mexico's Gila-San Francisco Basin.
Until the mid-1960s, agriculture was the major user
of water in the Gila-San Francisco Basin. The pat-
tern of water use changed substantially in 1968,
when a large mining company acquired land and
approximately two-thirds of all the water rights in
the Gila sub-basin. Developers and other buyers also
have entered the market to acquire water rights.

Water rights purchases by area mines have con-
stituted the largest volumes of water transferred
during the 1970s and 1980s. Prices from these trans-
actions are difficult to document, because min-
ing companies generally are unwilling to disclose

information on their purchases and sales and prices
for water rights are not a matter of public record.
Data on private sales to the mines were made avail-
able from area realtors and sellers. The typical
price for an acre foot for water rights ranged be-
tween $1,500-$1,800 in the early 1970s, Prices re-
mained fairly constant until the late 1970s, when
they rose to a range of $2,000-$3,200 per acre foot.
Prices declined in the early 1980s to a range of
$1,100-$1,400 per acre foot and rose again at the end
of the decade to $1,800 per acre feet in 1991.

Summary of Market DescriPtions
As these five examples illustrate, regional markets
for water differ substantially from one another in
terms of numbers of transactions, quantities of wa-
ter traded and prices. Markets are heavily influ-
enced by state laws which govern changes in water
use and by conflict and litigation over water rights
of Native American tribes, water for endangered
species and water quality concerns.

Water Markets And The Definition Of
Fair Market Yalue
One defrnition of fair market value used in the ap-
praisal profession is: "The most probable price, as of
a specifred date, in cash, or in terms equiralent to
cash, or in other precisely revealed terms, for which
the specilied property rights should sell after rea-
sonable exposure in a competitive market under all
conditions requisite to fair sale, with the buyer and
seller each acting prudently, knowledgeably, and for
self interest, and assuming that neither is under
undue duress'.24 There are several concepts included
in this definition which require a careful interpreta-
tion when applied to water rights, and which must
be adapted from their typical application to real
estate.

First, in many areas of the west, the time period
of "reasonable exposure" for a water right is one to
three years. Potential buyers need time to satisfy
themselves as to the legal and hydrologic charac-
teristics of the water right. This often involves hir-
ing an attorney and an engineering firm to assess:

1. the priority date ofthe right relative to neighbor-
ing water claims;25

2. its susceptibility (ifany) to forfeiture or abandon-
ment findings under state law;

3. ambiguities (if any) regarding title (title com-
panies in some areas routinely exclude water
rights from their policies);

4. the firm yield of the right during dry years (that
is, the amount of water that can be used under
the right when streamflows are very low);

5. the typical yield of the right during years of nor-
mal streamflow;

6. the probable quantity of water that could be
transfened to new locations and uses (usually
based on historic consumptive use);

7. threats to the exercise of the right stemming
from litigation involving the stream or aquifer
that is the water source for the right, endangered
species, Indian water rights, Clean Water Act re-
quirements, and so on;
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over $2,400 per acre foot since 1978. Prices rose
sharply in the period preceding and immediately
after IPP's purchases in 1980, but leveled off to be-
tween $300 and $500 per acre foot in 1985 and 1986.

Northern Colorado Water Conservancy
District, Colorado
The Northern Colorado Water Conservancy District
(NCWCD) lies north of Denver and east of the Rocky
Mountains. Urban centers include Boulder, Fort Col-
lins, Loveland, Longmont and Greeley, Irrigation is
extensive but has been declining in the face ofurban
growth.

Surface water supplies originate as snowmelt
and runoff from the Rocky Mountains. Natural sea-
sonal flows are erratic and highly variable. The ma-
jority of water supplies comes from surface water
which ie stored and then delivered by water supply
organizations. The Colorado-Big Thompson (C-BT)
project is the largest single supplier in the area, but
does not operate local distribution systems. Instead,
a large and sophisticated aray of diversion, storage,
distribution and treatment facilities are owned and
operated by a variety of mutual water stock com-
panies, municipal water systems, water districts and
water user associations. Although the C-BT project
originally was developed as a supplementary water
supply for irrigation, approximately one-third of
C-BT allotments now are in municipal or industrial
ownership.l2 Water is used to offset fluctuations in
natural surface water flows. C-BT annual releases
range from 155,000 to 310,000 acre feet. In dry
years, the NCWCD will release more C-BT water,
and less in wet years.

Water right transfers in Colorado must be ap-
proved by a state water court. This procedure can be
time consuming and expensive but generally is un-
necessary in the case of water stock transactions
within the service area of a water district.l3 Water
rights represented by company water stock therefore
are very marketable rights. The larger the company
service area, the larger the area over which the wa-
t€r may be marketed without formal proceedings.
The high value attached to C-BT water is because
the project functions as a mutual stock water com-
pany, with the largest service area of any such orga-
nization in Colorado. Water rights controlled by the
Colorado-Big Thompson project (represented by
shares, or "unitsj'each one entitling the holder to
U310,000 of the water delivered by the project in a
given year) may be used or transferred anywhere
within the NCWCD.

Deliveries of C-BT water started in the late
1950s. In 1961, C-BT units sold for about $97 each.
Assuming a long-term average yield on C-BT units
of about 0.75 acre feet per unit, that price was equal
to about $130 per acre foot. Prices per acre foot rose
tn $440 in 1965, $920 in 1970, $1,090 in 1975, $2,540
in 1977, $3,050 in 1979, and peaked at about $3,600
in 1980. Since 1980, the real price of C-BT water had
fallen. In the mid 1980s it stood at about $1,500 per
acre foot. However by 1992 the price had increased to
$2,200.

Southern Arizona
In Arizona, several distinct types of water rights
have been purchased by real estate developers and
municipal interests in the Tucson and Phoenix Ac-
tive Management Areas (AMAs).ta Active Manage-
ment Areas were created by state law in 1980 to
regulate groundwater use in regions where declin-
ing water levels were a concern. These include agri
cultural groundwater pumping rights that can be
converted to nonirrigation uses, nonirrigation
groundwater rights, groundwater rights originating
outside of the AMAs, surface water flows and re-
claimed sewage effluent. Unlike some other stat€s,
Arizona prohibits purchase of irrigation rights with-
out simultaneous purchase of the farm land to which
they are appurtenant.rs

Within the Tucson AMA, the market for agri-
cultural groundwater pumping rights is dominated
by the city of Tucson. Tucson has been purchasing
and retiring irrigated farmland in the neighboring
Avra Valley since the early 1970s. Assuming that
the land has no value apart from the water rights
(not an unreasonable assumption in remote areae of
the desert), and based on a transferable quantity of
three acre feet of groundwater per irrigated acre,
prices for Awa Valley water have increased from a
range of $400-$500 per acre foot in the early and
mid-1970s to a range of $650-$1,000 per acre foot in
the late 1980s.

Numerous purchases of agricultural groundwa-
ter rights for conversion to urban uses have occurred
in the Pinal and Phoenix AMAs. The city of Mesa,
located in the Phoenix AMA, purchased over 11,000
acres of irrigated farmland, located in the Pinal
AMA, generating about 30,000 acre feet of water
that can be converted to nonirrigation uses. A
Phoenix-area development group purchased farms in
the Phoenix AMA with over 8,000 irrigated acres.
The irrigation water rights are convertible to nonir-
rigation uses with a yield of over 20,000 acre feet
per year. These and other transactions in the mid
1980s occurred at prices ranging from $1,000-$1,500
per acre foot.16

Tlpe II groundwater pumping rights are held by
golf courses, mines, power plants and businesses
which obtain supplies of groundwater independently
of municipal water service organizations. In contrast
to other water rights in Arizona, Type II nonirriga-
tion groundwater rights are transferable without an
accompanying land acquisition, to other locationg
within the same AMA.I? The supply of Type II
rights is limited, and it constitutes only a small
proportion of the total water rights in Arizona's Ac-
tive Management Areas. Demand for Type II water
rights is limited mostly to independently supplied
nonagricultural water uaers and to new water ser-
vice organizations. Typical prices in the Tucson and
Phoenix AMAs have ranged from $500-$2,000 per
acre foot between 1984-1991.

Numerous purchases ofgroundwater and surface
water rights have taken place in Arizona outside of
the Active Management Areas, mostly in western

TABLE I
Changes in SPA,/Tract Mean Market Value Ratios (MVR)

Mean MVR
1981

Mean MVR
l9E4

Mean MVR
1987

MVR Change
1984-87

MVR Change
lgli l-84

SPA 1

llatt la
SPA 2

Tlact 2a

SPA 3
ltect 3a
Ilsrt 3b

East Side

SPA 4
Tract 4a
ltact 4b

SPA6
llact 6a
Ttsct 6b

t.24
1.17

r.36
r.08

1.17
1.23

Lr9
l.l7
1.21
r.09
1.16

1.14

1.02
1.06
0.86

0.99
t.24
0.96

1.07
l.0l

l.1t
0.93

l.l8
1.07

1.06
1.08
0.99

r.30
1.15

-0.06
0.07

0.r3
0.23

1.41
r.30
l.l6

l.l I
1.19
l.l0
t.t2
l. r7
l.4l

0.t2
-{.09

0.02
-{.06

-.0.1I

-.0.09
4.13
4.24
-{.13

0.07
-.0.46

0.04
{.08
4.0?
4.02

-{.02
-0.01

0.02

-.0.06

-.0.07

0.r6

0.01
0.00
0.09

0.06
4.32

0.l l

I
I

g2

40

1.30

1.03
1.06
0.95

1.06
0.92
1.07

0.03
0.14

Ll4
r.07

l.l I
1.09

1.12
0.53
I.00

1.26

0.09
0.66
0.16

0.20
0.21
0.01

SPA 6
lt8ct 6s

SPA 7
Tract 7a

SPA 8
tsct 88
llort 8b

West Side

Citlride

r.00

r.18

1.06

l.l t
1.09

l.l3

0.06
0.04

0.03
-{.04
{.02

0.04

0.02

t
I
0

I
I
I
I
I

06
06

03
07
0t

06
03
99

structures reduced the adverse reaction that neigh-
boring residents might have had to public housing of
the conventional, institutional style. Scattered
placement of the public housing units also reduced
the possibility that concentrations of such units
would pose problems in a community and create ten-
sions between the residents and their neighbors.
AHP structures (and their occupants) producd the
optimal consequence: their presence in the commu-
nities went largely unnoticed and had no negative
reaction in the housing market.

Sales activity did not increase appreciably after
AHP units were introduced which indicated their
was no "backlash effect." This frnding, in particular,
has important implications for local home owners
and investors in the central city residential market.
It should allay concerns about the possible loss of
value in inner-city neighborhoods and, in fact, sup-
port the view that neighborhood property values
may improve as a consequence of the acquisition and
rehabilitation of existing residences by public hous-
ing authorities.
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A CtrSE FOR
MARK.TO.
MABKET
RESIDENTIAL
MORTGAGES

The resi.d,ential mortgage market is taking
a second look at mortgage pass-through
securitics.

by Robert J. Hartl

f he residential mortgage market has expanded
I tremendously over the last decade-and-a-half.

- Although the market's annual gro'*'th rate has
slowed recently, it still equals or exceeds that of any
other major debt market over the past 15 years, in-
cluding U.S. Treasuries. Without question, a major
contributing factor for this phenomenal growth is
the advent of Mortgage Backed Securities (MBS).

Also referred to aa mortgage pass-through secu-
rities, the l"alue of these instruments has increased
at a much faster rate than even the overall residen-
tial mortgage market. From a bare 2.87c of out-
standing residential mortgages in 1975, MBSs now
account for al:rr,:l" 42?a of the overall market.t While
MBSs have contributed to the residential mortgage
market in many ways, their primary contribution to
housing finance has been to turn a localized finan-
cial marketplace into a national credit market. The
improvement in liquidity and market exposure has
resulted in lower mortgage rates and a more effr-
cient allocation of financial resources than other-
wise would have been possible.

The development of the MBS market has not
been a bed of roses. It has progressed because of
agencies such as the Government National Mortgage
Association, a few creative underr.riters and many
courageous mortgage lending institutions. Nev-
ertheless, this market is not without problems, pri-
marily in the prepayment nsk facing investors in
fixed rate MBS. While not unlike mortgage prepay-
ment risk in general, MBS prepayment risk has re-
ceived much publicity in recent years.

Mortgage Prepayment Risk
Investors in mortgages and mortgage back securi-
ties are forever in doubt on the timing and size of
their cash inflows. Timing uncertainty is due to a
number of factors. As market rates fall, large num-
bers of homeowners move aggressively to refinance
their mortgages in an attempt to trim monthly pay-
ments. Others who are unable to refinance at the
lower rate still make accelerated payments with
funds taken from current income an&or the curent
lower yielding savings accounts. The extent of the
prepayment movement depends on interest rate ex-
pectations, the shape of the yield curve and even the
work load at mortgage lending institutions. Nev-
ertheless, one expects to see a noticeable increase in
mortgage prepayment activity when interest rates
are falling.

The vagaries of turnover in the used housing
market also plays havoc with the timing of mort.
gage prepayments. This would not be a problem if
borrowers were required to maintain their loans

tubeft l, Hdrll eomed a Ph.D. in firutnce at thz UniLersi' of
Arhansos. Presentl! fu is an associale professor of finante
al the Uniucrsit! of Southern Ind.iana. He has also hel.d

fuultJ positioni at Indiano Stolz Uniwrsit! and Woshburn
Uniwnity of Topeha. Hartl h{.s wittcn b@hs and artiabs
on finance. Hk cuftenl research prcject itlahps real estate
ituxstnE nt and fi ianci ng.

lLuckee Basin, Nevada
The Tluckee River flows from Lake Thhoe in the
Sierra Nevada Mountains into Pyramid Lake in the
northwest Nevada desert. The Carson River flows
just south of the Truckee Basin. Water from the two
river systems is used conjunctively in the Tluckee-
Carson Irrigation District (TCID), located down-
stream and about 50 miles to the east of the Truckee
Meadows. The cities of Reno and Sparks form the
core of a rapidly expanding regional population in
the Truckee Meadows. A federal water master over-
sees the administration of the Tluckee River in com-
pliance with the Orr Ditch Decree. Transfers of
surface water and groundwater rights are subject to
approrul by the Nevada State Engineer.

The majority of water used in the area is pri-
mary flow or storage from the Truckee River. Rights
to the Tluckee River were adjudicated under the Orr
Ditch Decree of 7944.2 Reno and Sparks receive wa-
ter from a privately owned utility, and Washoe
County provides some water service to outlying com-
munities. Irrigators are supplied with T?uckee River
water delivered by private ditch companies. Lake
Tahoe and other reservoirs serve as storage facilities
for the Tluckee River.

Up to 300,000 acre feet per year of Truckee
River water flows into Pyramid Lake.3 The Pyramid
Lake Indian Resenation and the Tluckee-Carson
Irrigation District are the major Truckee River wa-
t€r users located oulside the Reon-Sparks area. In-
dians, irrigators and municipal users of the Truckee
Biver have been locked in continuing litigation over
.r ater resources since the early 20th century.a
Gro*'th of the Reno-Sparks area has brought in-
creasing numbers of developments and other enter-
prises which are willing to pay for water.

Prbing History
Until the late 1970s, almost all transfers of surface
water rights involved the sale of irrigation rights to
the regional water utility. By 1979, urban interests
became aware that water rights were not being ac-
quired fast enough to keep up with the growing de-
mand for service.s Increasing awareness of the
scarcity of wat€r has driven prices up more than
twenty-fold since 1979 and has brought many new
participants into the market. A precondition for pro-
ject approlal is that real estate developers acquire
Ttuckee River watcr rights and then must dedicate
them to the cities of Reno and Sparks. Rights ac-
quired by the local governments through dedication
are leased for 99 years to the water utility at $1,500
per acre foot.6

Prices paid for water rights averaged about $100
per acre foot between 1946-1959, rose to over $150
per acre foot between 1960-1964, fell to $140 per acre
foot between 1965-1970, and fell again to less than
$75 per acre foot by 1979. Price offers by the re-
gional water utility rose to over S100 per acre foot in
the early 1980s, but higher offers from other buyers,
primarily real ..,stat€ developers, left few individuals
willing to sell at that price.

Tfu Market For Water
Since early 1985, the cities of Reno and Sparks have
been soliciting urban owners to sell their old irriga-
tion rights. The price offered of $422 per acre foot is
set by joint agreement of Reno, Sparks and Sierra
Pacific, the private utility. The low offer price is in-
tended to reflect the high transactions costs, primar-
ily the title search, involved in transferring small
quantities of water rights for lands which often have
been subdivided and changed hands.T

Several private water brokers operating in the
Truckee Meadows have been outbidding the cities.
Typically the prices offered by the brokers range
from $600 to $800 per acre foot, less a brokering fee.
The brokers assemble several small water rights
into a larger package for resale to a local real estgte
developer. Prices for these larger packages of urban
water rights have exceeded $2,000 per acre foot.8

The market for water has been heavily inllu-
enced not only by policies of the state of Nerada and
local governments, but also by tribal governments
and the federal government for a national wildlife
refuge in the area. Litigation over water needs for
the environment and for indian tribes has contrib-
uted to upward pressures on water prices. Senior
water rights are selling for $2,600 per acre foot.s

Lower Sevier Basin, Utah
The Sevier River Flows north from the high plateaus
of southwestern Utah, terminating in the Sevier De-
sert 140 miles southwest of Salt Lake City. Four
mutual stock irrigation companies-Delta, Melville,
Abraham and Deseret (the DMAD companies), con-
trol virtually all surface flow rights on the lower
stretch of the river Until recently, water delivered
by DMAD was used exclusively for irrigation. In
1980, the Intermountain Power Project (IPP) bought
207. of DMAD company stocks, thousands of acre
feet of privately held groundwater rights and 807c of
the water stock in another ditch company upstream
of DMAD. The total package of water rights, with a
yield of 45,000 acre feet per year, cost approximately
$2,400 per acre foot. The water was acquired for
cooling a new coal-fred power plant which began
operations in the late 1980s. The projected size ofthe
power plant operation was reduced after IPP had
already purchased the water rights. Consequently,
about half the water rights are not needed for power
plant operations and IPP rents unused water to irri-
gators and plans to continue this practice.ro

The last majority of water transfers in this ba-
sin are seasonal water rights rentals among irriga-
tors. Studies conducted between 1948-1964 indicate
that there has been no long-term upward or down-
ward trend in the real price of surface water.rt Short-
term price fluctuations, documented since the 1940s,
have followed the hydrologic cycle of the river-
rental prices are higher in dry years and lower in
wet years. Over the last several decades, rental
prices have varied between $7 and $75 per acre foot.
Sales of mutual water company stocks (nearly al-
ways for irrigation) and groundwater rights pur-
chases have generated prices ranging from $300 to
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FIGURE T

Selected Market Regions in the Western U.S

after the property is sold. However, this seldom is
the case. The fact that housing turnover often coin-
cides with falling interest rates tends to magrrify
the prepayment problem. Accordingly, MBS inves-
tors are holders of variable maturity instruments
and all the associated problems of reinvestment deci-
sion, transaction costs and income taxes.

To make timing matters worse, there is the issue
of cash flow size to consider. Simply put, residential
home mortgage borrowers universally are obligated
for the book values of their loans in the event of
prepayment. Unlike corporate debt instruments,
mortgages are not burdened with prepayment pen-
alties, i.e., call. This is quite problematical for mort-
gage investors during periods of falling market
interest rates.

When interest rates are low, the market values
of outstanding fixed income securities should rise to
their discounted cash flow equivalents unless they
are callable at a lower price. Such is the case with
home mortgages whose prices are restricted on the
upside by their book value prepayment provisions.
As book value-based cash flows rise, the investor's
yield falls. Unfortunately, investors seldom are able
to profit during periods of rising interest rates, be-
cause most mortgagees find it in their best interests
to decelerate prepayment activity. This one-way
street is a potential source of trouble to MBS inves-
tors and a valuable call option for borrowers. Efforts
have been made to correct the prepayment risk prob-
lem, most notably by collateralized mortgage obliga-
tions. However, the collateralized mortgage
obligation medicine has not been able to cure the
prepayment disease.!

There are two interest rates critical to investors
in frxed rate mortgage securities: term yield and call
yield. The term yield is the compound rate of inter-
est that equates all scheduled installment payments
to the purchase price of a mortgage or mortgage
security. This is the promised rate of return and the
figure used by investors when making investment
decisions concerning fixed income securities. It is
expressed mathematically as:

Where: Y" : call yield

m : prepayment period

C = call price

r : reinvestment rate

As the call yield formula indicates, an investor's
realized rate of return is determined by the call
price (C) and reinvestment rate (r). At call prices
equal to market value and subsequent reinvestment
at market rates, a call yield can be produced that is
equal to term yield. At any payoff price below mar-
ket value, mortgage investors earn less than the
term yield and vice versa. It follows that only a
payoff at market value produces the all important
term yield. As noted previously, however, all mort-
gage prepayment activity is done at book lalue call
prices. While most MBS investors would like to earn
the term yield, this is almost impossible tl achieve
with the way mortgage investments currently are
structured.

Investors have two additional problems with
prepayments: calls made at prices different from
book values could generate unplanned taxable gains
and losses; holders are forced into a reinvestment
scenario along with its associated costs.

Mortgage prepayment at book value is no acci-
dent. The federal home lending authorities long ago
required nationally chartered and./or insured lend-
ing institutions to structure residential mortgages
with this provision. State regulatory bodies did like-
wise. As a consequence! the book value mortgage
prepayment provision has become a standard fea-
ture. Thus, mortgagees have had the benefit of al-
ways knowing their payoff amount in the event a
prepayment takes place. Furthermore, some bor-
rowers have taken adrantage of interest rate de-
clines to the detriment of mortgage investors, while
being subsidized by home owners who cannot avail
themselves of this opportunity.

Investors And Mark-Tb-Market Mortgages
Mark-to-Market Mortgages (MMM) are residential
home loans that are structured to be continuously
and unfailingly payable at market determined
values.s Mortgages designed with the mark-to-
market feature and MBSs that are comprised of such
mortgages are free from prepayment risk. They may
not eliminate cash flow timing uncertainty, but they
will completely correct for cash flow size problems.
That is, there will be no threats to a mortgage inves-
tor's "t€rm" yield due to early mortgage redemption.
As one might expect, the benefits to MBS investors
of MMM are not without costs. And, herein lies the
appeal of such mortgages to loan customers. Inves-
tors must be prepared to accept lower int€rest rates
on the underlying mortgages in exchange for the
reduced prepayment risk. They are also forced to
forego book value prepayments that are in excess of
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regions are briefly described in this article. Figure 1

identifies the hve market areas which are located in
Nevada, Utah, Colorado, Arizona and New Mexico.
Price observations have been made as comparable as
possible allowing for time and market areas. Prices
have been adjusted, using the Gross National Pro-
duct (GNP) price deflator, to 1986 dollar values. In
addition, several conventions have been adopted to
compare different water rights in terms of common
units of measure. Water rights may be transferred
in perpetuity (sold) or temporarily (leased). Unless
otherwise noted, transactions described in this
study are for sales rather than leases.

Water Has Rights, lbo
In quantifying water rights, it is important to dis-
tinguish between diversion rights and the consump-
tive use portion. Diversion rights refer to the
maximum quantity of water which may be with-
drawn per unit of time from a water source. Con-
sumptive use refers to the portion of that diversion
right which may be removed permanently from the
hydrologic system through evaporation, transpira-
tion or other means. The difference between diver-
sion and consumptive use is the "return flow," or the
portion of the diverted water which returns to the
system and is available for appropriation and use by
others. In many areas, transfers of water rights are

limited to the consumptive use portion of the water
right. This limitation is enforced to protect other
water users from having their own water rights ad-
versely impacted as a result of the transfer.

If the water purchased is transferred completely
out of the hydrologrc system of origin, or if the rate
of consumptive use differs between the original use
and the new use, the quantity of divertable water
that the seller of a right gives up in a transfer usu-
atly will not be the same as the quantity of water
that the buyer is able to use. Unless otherwise indi-
cated, all descriptions of transfers refer to the quan-
tity of water that may be diverted for use by the
buyer.

Buyers of water rights need to be concerned with
the capacity of the water resource to satisfy their
rights. If the hydrologic capacity of the water re-
source varies significantly over time, or if many
other water users have a senior claim to rights from
the same water resource, then the yield of a particu-
lar water right may not always be equal to the full
amount of the right. Consequently, the actual long-
term average yield of a water right often is less than
the maximum amount specified in the water right.
Unless otherwise indicated, all water transfers in
this article are quantified according to their long-
term average yield, in acre feet per year.

D- I - I -rt+Y.rl tl+Yr)2'
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Where: P = purchase price of mortgage security

1 = periodic installment payment

n = time remaining to maturity

Y. = term Yield

The call yield takes into account mortgage prepay-
ment. The term yield differs from the call yield in
that the latter is influenced by the prepayment
amount (i.e., call price) and reinvestment of same in
replacement mortgages. The call yield formula is
written as follows:
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market values. The former sacrifice is clearly docu-
mented in the corporate bond literature.a As for the
latter cost, one need only cite the numerous occa-
sions when mortgage borrowers sell their homes in
an environment of high interest rates.

Therefore, the benehts of MMM to mortgage in-
vestors are two-fold, The main advantage concerns
the almost complete absence of a prepayment risk,
at least in terms of the all-important cash flow size
issue. A subsidiary advantage is the lower transac-
tion costs as the frequency of prepayments decline
due to a lack of incentive on the part of borrowers to
prepay voluntarily. Mortgage investors can be ex-
pected to reward borrowers for these benef-rts.

Borrower And Mark-Ib Market Mortgages
At least three individual groups of residential bor-
rowers could benefit from MMM: permanent home
buyers, interest rate speculators and payment sensi-
tive borrowers.

Permanent home owners are defined here as
those families who plan to live in a particular home
for many years, conceirably up to and beyond the
maturity ofthe mortgage. These individuals foresee
little likelihood of forced mortgage prepayment
since they have no plans to sell the house. Many
have little hope for falling interest rate8 that would
lead to refinancing. Among this group of borrowers
many would be willing, if given the choice, to accept
a reduced frxed interest rat€ in exchange for a mark-
to-market clause in their loans. They would do this
because the rate discount is more than adequate to
offset the greater interest rate risk exposure.s It is
difficult to even approximate how large the rate dis-
count might be under these circumstances, given
the paucity of empirical research in this area. How-
ever, in all probability, the savings are likely to
prove considerable once mortgage investors are al-
Iowed to compete for these loans. A 17o point reduc-
tion, for example, on an 117c - $f00,000 - 20-year
mortgage would produce a monthly savings of
$67.16.

The second group of bomowers to benefit from
the MMM are intcrest rat€ speculators. Although
admittedly a small segment of the home buying
market, these adventuresome individuals seek to
capitalize on what they perceive to be a low interest
rat€ environment. By taking out frxed rate, long-
term mortgages, they hope to gain from rising mar-
ket rates. The gain would show up as an increase in
market determined net worth. Whether this is a Ii-
nancial strategy that individuals should embark
upon is not clear. The fact remains, however, that a
truly free financial market should provide this
possibility.

The final group of interested parties consists of
payment sensitive borrowers. A commonly held,
though seldom tested, hlpothesis states that many,
if not most, consumer borrowerg focus on monthly
payments as opposed to interest rates. Such people
are cash flow-oriented rather than net worth-
oriented. If this is true, then a further case is made
for MMM. Simply stated, MMM permits a payment

sensitive home buyer the luxury of knowing that his
monthly loan payments will not be affected by inter-
est rate movements no matter how many changes of
residence occur over time. Thke, for example, the
case of a person who purchased a home for $100,000
in 1985 under the following terms: zero down pay-
ment, zs-year maturity, l07c interest rate and a
monthly payment of $908.71. Let's assume that the
home is sold in 1990 for Sf00,000 at a time when
equivalent market rates are 129o. The MMM payoff
would amount to $82,528 (as opposed to a book value
of $94,167). Should this individual acquire a re-
placement home for $100,000, the original monthly
payment does not have to change. By combining
the $17,472 equity from the old home sale
($100,000-$82,528) with a new L2Vo,20-year mort-
gage of $82,528, the monthly payment can remain
at $908.17. Thus, even though the cost of the financ-
ing is greater for the second home, this individual's
monthly payments are unaltered. Should market
rates become lower in 1990, the financial situation
may be reversed, but the results would be the same
(i.e., an inflated loan is exactly offset by a lower
interest rate).6

Conclusion
An elimination of the prepayment privilege is not
being called for here. Nor does the author want to
see all residential mortgages structured with a
mark-to-market feature. The goal simply is to free-
up mortgage lenders so they voluntarily offer MMM
to their customers along with the standard
mortgage.
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APPLYING TAIR
MtrRKET
Vf,LUE
CONCEPTS TO
WATER RIGHTS

lI arket acquisitions of water rights are in-
III .."u.,r,g,y common rn regrona y/nere exrsrrng
ItI water s"upplies are futly ippropriated and del
velopment of new supplies is costly. Both market
acquisition and development encourage new water
users to bid water away from current right holders,
Urban growth, environmental disputes and Native
American claims to water all create incentives for
acquisition of wat€r supplies. While water right ac-
quisitions olien are essential to real estate develop-
ment, they also are the subject of controversy in
state and federal courts, Iegislatures and adminis-
trative agencies.

Water use and transfer is carefully scrutinized
and highly regulated in most western states. Within
this conflictual environment, water rights valuation
has become an important task. Such appraisals pro-
vide essential information for potential buyers,
many of whom are real estate developers and city
governments seeking supplies for growing popula-
tions. Appraisers may aasess fair market value for
the courts to award compensation for damages or
takings of water rights; for public agencies who sup-
ply water to farms, cities and business; and for con-
servation organizations who acquire water for
wildlife refuges, wetlands and streams.

This article reviews several markets for water
rights in the western U.S. and discusses the applica-
tion of fair market value to water rights and how
this differs from other real property in several criti-
cal ways.

Background On Water Markets In The
Western United States
The markets where water rights are traded vary by
region, water source and types of buyers and sellers.
Tfaditionally, a market is defined as a set of ar-
rangements where buyers and sellers are brought
together by the price mechanism. For water rights
appraisal, it is the interaction of individuals who
exchange water rights, water supplies associated
with land and water-related infrastructure for other
assets, such as money.l

A transaction that involves both land (and im-
provements) and water may still be considered a wa-
ter transaction if the acquisition was motivated
primarily by the desire to obtain water supplies.
These transactions are common in Arizona where
water transactions often include land acquisitions,
due to specihc provisions in state law. In Colorado,
New Mexico, Utah and Nevada, water rights can be
(and frequently are) bought and sold separately
from land.

Information on major water aourcea and uses,
transactions and prices for five water market

Ronnie G. Colbu, Ph.D., is associale professor of agricultural
and resource ecorwmbs aa thc Unizlsit! of Arizona where
fur u,orh focuses on thc wlu2 of unler rights, recrealion sites
and, etuironfiihtal ossets in th2 uestzrn stotes. During tfu
last ten tcaB sfu has beea inwlLed in numerous project$ b
dzterminz the whE of tloler righk and u,ollr-ftloted assets
in Arizona, New Maiq Colorodo, Utah and Nerrldo.

Fiue reginnal m.arhpts for waler illustrate
haw stale luts, geographic location,
cultural influenres and enuironmental
concerns affect changes in water use.

by Bonnie G. Colby
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have expertise in the construction process so they
can set up controls for cost, quality and schedule.

If the landlord undertakes the buildout work in
accordance with a workletter, he is responsible for
completing the work on a timely basis. The lease
term commences upon completion of the work. If the
tenant accepts a cash allowance instead, it is neces-
sary to negotiate how long he has to complete the
work before rent commences. This is almost always
a contentious part of the negotiations, as the land-
lord wants the construction period to be as short as
possible while the tenant wants it to be as long as
necessary to complete the work. Nothing is more
unpopular to a tenant than paying rent before bene-
ficial occupancy. Other issues surrounding tenant
work are the approval of plans and alterations, the
tenant's right to select his own contractor, and use of
building systems such as construction lifts, rubbish
removal and temporary electricity. Failure to ad-
dress these issues can be very costly to the tenant.

Strategb Rights Conrerning Spau Needs
long-term planning in most companies is based on
3-to-5-year projections while leases run for 10 to 20
years. Most prospective tenants, therefore, have
enormoua dilficulty assessing their needs over a
lease term, Strategrc rights to add space or decrease
space, to extend or cancel lease terms are often criti-
cal to allow tenants the flexibility they need to deal
with future uncertainty. While rights to add or mod-
ify space commitments give flexibility to tenants,
they are major hindrances to landlord leasing pro-
grams, and are highly controversial and hard
fought. Nevertheless, rights to acquire additional
space during the term of the lease or to modify com-
mitments are usually obtained by tenants taking
more than one floor or occupying more than 40,000
square feet of space. If the landlord is forced to pro-
vide such options, the agreement is usually subject
to constraints on the amount of space, timing and
flexibility. It is usually not diffrcult for a tenant to
secure the right to extend or renew a Iease at fair
market value. The right to cancel is more diffrcult to
obtain and is usually subject to sigrrificant penalty
payments.

Equally important issues are the rights to sub-
lease or assigrr the lease. The right to sublease is
strategcally important to tenants while its limita-
tion can be enormously valuable to landlords. It is
always best to confront the issue and work out an
arrangement that is satisfactory to both parties.
Other strategic rights include the ability to name
the building, the right to appropriate signage and
the right to restrict other tenancies that the tenant
deems not to be in its best interest.

Other Inducements
Equity
When a prospective tenant would be the major occu-
pant in a property, it is not uncommon for the land-
lord to make a portion of the equity or cash flow
available to the tenant. Landlords always ask that a
tenant pay for an equity position, but under certain

market conditions an equity position may be ob-
tained at no cost. There are no fixed rules as to the
amount or nature of tenant participation, but one
common formula is to grant the tenant 7Vc of the
equity for each ZVc of t}:,e space it has under lease.

Rent Abatemcnt
Another inducement for tenants is a rental abate-
ment at the commencement of a long-term lease.
This is in addition to the period of free rent meant to
cover the construction of the tenant's premises. A
common procedure in soft markets is for the land-
lord to maintain the asking rents while granting
generous free rent periods at the beginning of the
term. This feature is often treacherous for t€nanta
who take the short-term benefit but find themselvee
saddled with non-competitive rents in the later
years of the lease. This situation is referred to as
"mortgaging" a firm's future. Recent changes in ac-
counting rules have discouraged this practice.

Liability Issues
Liability issues include pereonal and corporate guar-
antees, condemnation, fire damage, inability to per-
form, defaults and so on. AII issues in a lease have
an economic impact and should be aseessed on this
basis. However, liability issues are generally negoti-
ated by counsels for the landlord and the tenant.

This brief summary is not meant to be an all-
inclusive list of key issues in a landlord./tenant nego-
tiation. It does, however, highlight some of the main
issues vital to the tenant's welfare that must be ad-
dressed if the tenant is to be properly represented.

Conclusion
The theme of this chapter has been to demonstrate
that the interests of tenants in offrce buildings are
usually very different from the interests of the
building owners. The battle to gain strategic advan-
tage with respect to rent and other lease terms is
continual. This diversity of interests and rapidly
changing market conditions have created a situation
in which more tenants are seeking the best possible
real estate advice and counsel. They are no longer
willing to settle for representation by the building
agent or a broker who may not achieve the best
possible terms for them. More and more over time
tenant representation will become a separate disci
pline. Agents will represent owners, tenant repre-
sentatives will represent tenants, and both will be
paid by their respective clients. In this next decade,
real estate firms will have to confront this issue and
adjust accordingly.
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COUNSEI.OBS' PERSPECTIVES

Some Personal Career
Reflections
by John R. White, CRE

In 1945 I started working in investment real es-
tate, so this is my 47th active year in the busi-
ness. I must say that life was simpler and less
complicated in those days. There was little or no
inJlation. Rent barely inched ahead and racancies
were low There were never any headlines about
credit crunches or oversupply. Residential rent
control was accept€d as essential to provide hous-
ing at affordable rents. It would have been incon-
ceivable to think that in 1993 it would still be in
effect in New York City. The 1946-1960 Tluman-
Eisenhower Era was one of economic and price
tranquility. Real estate values were rock solid and
not yet charact€rized by the surging appreciation
which followed.

Property sold for an 87o free and clear return.
Mortgage money for new construction was easily
available for 75Vc of the appraised value at 67r
interest. We could easily afford to pay 27r, annual
amortization and still earn 87o and twice as much
on our actual cash investment. Balance sheets
were real and not inflated with wildly optimistic
estimates of real estate market ralue.

Career l}ack
I started as a rent collector and division manager
for a Bronx real estate company owned by my
father-in-law who had built many five-and-six
story walk-ups. The lure of Manhattan, however,
proved irresistible. After a year of really grass
roots management work, I became an appraisal
assistant and occasional broker with Byrne, Bow-
man & Forshay. I stayed there for eight years. For
the following nine years I was with Brown,
Harris, Stevens, Inc. I started its counseling ser-
vices department and became a director of the
company as well as a CRE (Counselor of Real
Estate). The major move of my life was in 1963
when I became associated with CREg Jim Lan-
dauer and Peter Haeffner at Landauer Associates.
I remained with Landauer for 27 years, eventu-
ally serving as its president, chairman and chief
executive officer.

Real Estate In The lg60s
Looking back, it was really not until the early
1960s that as realtors we became more sensitive
to the economic base ofthe city, the national econ-
omy and those underlying conditions which aflect
rents and prices. My frst memory of a significant
office oversupply was in 1963 when the Pan Am
Building, with its 2.5 million square feet of space,

was completed. The industry built about 6.5 mil-
lion square feet that year, a record for Manhattan,
and it was not absorbed easily. Rents in prime
midtown locations, in a softened market, were be-
tween $8 and $10 a square foot. Those same origi-
nal 20-year leases in the Pan Am Building were
renewed in 1982-1983 for up to $40 a square foot!

T$o other signihcant events occurred during the
1960s. First, the transitory weakness in the offrce
market was accompanied by the beginning of an
intensive decentralization movement out of Man-
hattan. I recall General Foods moving to White
Plains and CB Laboratories moving to Stamford.
Many other companies bought land in anticipa-
tion of an ultimate move. It was our first realiza-
tion that not all Fortune 500 companies would
remain hrmly entrenched in Manhattan. Decen-
tralization flourished thereafter, as dozens of com-
panies eventually moved in the 1960s and 1970s
to Greenwich, Stamford and elsewhere.

The second profound event of the 1960s was the
sharp increase in inflation. The change from price
stability to aggravated inllation resulted from the
way President Johnson chose to frnance the extra-
ordinary cost of the Vietnam War, by borrowing
rather than taxing. This sad and painful conflict
provoked increasing budget deficits and was pri-
marily responsible for a more volatile economy
with higher real estate rents and prices and, ulti-
mately, higher risks of ownership.

The inflation rate had been tnder 2Vc for most of
the period from 1946-1965. It simply was not a
factor in investments. However, between 1965 and
1970 the inflation rate skyrocketed to 69c. A
roller-coaster movement began in our cost of liv-
ing that led to successively higher peaks and val-
leys until 1980 when consumer prices achieved a
high of almost 169<. Interest rates rose symp-
tomatically as well. Iong-term Treasury Bonds at
49o in 7965, tose to lqa in 1970-71, ultimately
reaching almost 147o by 1980.

Despite some ebbs and flows after 1965, the na-
tion would experience 15 years ofdistinctly higher
living costs and higher interest rates. This nega-
tive trend was broken by 1982 through the tight
money policies of Paul Volcker, then chairman of
the Federal Reserve Bank. Volcker succeed in re-
ducing the 14% living cost to the 49r level over the
next two years, but at the expense of two
recessions-a mild consumer induced six-month
recession in 1980 and a longer recession in
1981-82.

,lo/nn R. Wii e, CRE, had been with l-andaae," Associcr€s
for mare tfurn 25 yearc serutng und2r LYrt,olts titles as
chairman, presi,t:lent, chizf uecuttw offrrer and director
He currcntl! is chairman of The ll,hite Group, New
Yorh, a natiorwl compan! spcializing in a.sset ntrnage-
nEnt, portfolio supentisian, otqtisitions and disposi-
tions. White is a Wst presidznt of tha CounrelDrs of Reol
Estale.
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The 1970s-A Decade Of Problems And
Successes
The 1970s was a perilous decade fraught with nu-
merous problems including an oil shortage; esca-
lating liying costs and intprest rates; a severe
recession; the termination of the Vietnam War
and the near fiscal demise of New York City.

This period of distress resulted in many of the
large New York metropolitan area insurance com-
panies abandoning Manhattan as a place for
mortgege and equity investments. Many other
large-scale investors also turned away from the
city. There was considerable justification for feel-
ing insecure about Manhattan. From 1974 to 1979
there was virtually no new ollice building con-
struction as the market struggled to absorb about
68 million square feet of space built between 1967
and 1973, an historic pace of construction never
before equalled and never likely to be exceeded. It
was the early German and English investors, fol-
lowed by Canada's Olympia & York, who demon-
strated their faith in the ultimate recovery of
New York with widespread investments in Man-
hattan properties at low prices.

Rockefeller Center
Despite the adverse events of the early to
mid-1970s, this decade was the happiest and most
fulfrlling of my career In 7972-73I negotiated for
Rockefeller Center, Inc., the lessee, the extension
of the original 4O-year ground lease in a pro-
tracted series of negotiations with Harry HeI-
msley, who represented the lessor, Columbia
University. The agreement on the ground rent
was made possible, without resorting to the un-
certainties of a third man arbitrator. After count-
Iess meetings, Mr. Helmsley conceded that a tract
of 512,000 square feet in a presumed sale would
have to be discounted to realize a sale as one
parcel or as subdivided over an extended period
where time discounting would lower the aggre-
gate value realized. The lease provided that de-
spite the marvelous buildings on the site, the land
value was to be appraised as if vacant, unencum-
bered and unimproved as one parcel. Obviously
the land, under that presumption, did not have a
square foot ralue that was even half, for example,
of what a 40,000 square foot parcel would sell for.

Columbia Uniuersity
We also recast substantial portions of the lease to
provide more freedom for the Rockefeller interests
in mortgage financing of the leasehold and to per-
mit distribution of the net operating income to
the proliferating Rockefeller heirs. A proud mo-
ment for me occurred years later when I was
asked by Columbia University, as the landowner,
to represent them in revaluing the land in antic!
pation of a possible sale to the Rockefellers. (In
the interim, Rockefeller Center had purchased
Cushman & Wakefield and could no longer use
my service.) I always wanted to attain a totally

professional reputation and, with my engagement
by Columbia, I knew I had finally reached my
goal.

St. Peters Luthcran Church and Citicorp Center
In the mid-1970s, I was engaged by the vestry of
St. Peter's Lutheran Church to represent them
with Citicorp in the possible sale of the church
property at the southeast corner of l,exington Av-
enue and East 54th Street in Manhattan. The
church property was the key parcel in a land as-
semblage being undertaken by Citicorp under the
masterful direction of Donald Schnabel of Julien
J Studley & Co. I was able to negotiate a sale for
$9 million of the 15,000 square feet of land, and
simultaneously, negotiat€d a condominium inter-
est for the church in the totaily new project which
the church would erect on the very same corner
with the proceeds of the sale.

Why would Citicorp pay a top market price for the
land site and then permit St. Peters to return to
the same site? The answer lay in Citicorp's utili-
zation of the excess floor area ratio beyond the
church's new building requirements. Except for
the church's sanctuary, most activities would take
place several floors below grade. Sub-surface
building uses do not count as part of the FAR.
Thus, Citicorp was able to use about l7ll8s of the
permissible floor area for its own dramatic tower.
At the same time, St. Peters was able to remain in
the same location and offer an expanded religious
and cultural program, including its jazz ministry
in the space below ground, and yet have a dramat-
ically visible sanctuary above ground.

A heartwarming postscript and a surprising turn
of events occurred when the same Donald
Schnabel, a masterful strategist representing Cit-
icorp, asked me for Landauer's assistance in ob-
taining the essential parcel to complete the
assemblage. Schnabel said he had not made any
headway in persuading the doctors group, who
owned the stock in Medical Chambers, Inc., to sell
their East 54th Street nine-story medical build-
ing to Citicorp. I undertook the assigrrment with
misgivings because I knew from prior experience
that a group of doctors would be diffrcult, if not
impossible, to unify and satisfy.

After meeting with the leading doctors, it was
evident they were more upset about the capital
gains tax aspect of the sale than with the offered
price. I hit on the idea of offering them stock in
the giant Citicorp in exchange for stock in the
doctors' corporation. I explained this would be a
tax-free exchange and that ultimate payment of
the tsx could be deferred until they sold their
Citicorp shares, in part or in whole, over an ex-
tended period. This critical tax deferral made
good sense, and the transaction took place shortly
thereaft€r. Now the basis for Citicorp Center was
firmly in place.

ducts having a total of 3,000 square feet, so the
usable area is 37,000 square feet. This numb€r is
then multiplied by a factor of 1.25 to obtain a rent-
able area of 46,250 square feet. Measuring tech'
niques and the definition of rentable area have
become a major point of contention in many lease
negotiations.

Area To Be Leased
The size, shape and location in the building of a
tenantt premises all are subject to landlord./tenant
negotiation. In most high-rise buildings landlords
command a premium rental rate for upper floors.
The tenant's principal concern is tn lease space that
works well for his operation and proposed tenant
installation. Tbnants also want the best views, adja-
cent to elevators and contiguous floors. On the other
hand, the landlord's concern is to be certain that any
space in the building not leased by the tenant is still
marketable at projected rental rates.

Lcase Term
Most leases vary in duration from 5 years on a short-
term lease to 25 years on a long-term lease. The
ideal lease for a landlord is long term with periodic
increases at f-rxed rates or adjustments to market.
American tenants have resisted these one-way ad-
justmenta, favoring leases with fixed rates and the
right to cancel at year 10 or 15 for an agreed-upon
penalty payment. Smaller leases usually run for
shorter terms and have no cancellation rights. The
length of the lease has a strong influence on the
amount of capital dollars contributed by the land-
lord; shorter leases have a smaller contribution be-
cause of the abbreviated amortization period.

Escalalinn CLaases
Virtually all leases contain provisions for increases
in operating expenses and real estate taxes known
as escalation clauses. In addition, landlords in favor-
able markets often want to include a Consumer
Price Index (CPI) or other index, or a portion of the
index, to further adjust rates upward so that the
capital portion of rent is not diluted. Capital index-
ing has never been fully accepted by most American
tenants and CPI clauses tend to appear and disap-
pear in leases depending on market conditions. Real
estate advisors are often able to eliminate CPI
clauses, but never escalation clauses. It is the real
estate advisor's task to see that these clauses are
fairly and properly tlrawn.

Operating expense escalation clauses are calcu-
lated in one of two ways: (1) actual operating
expense increases, or (2) increages in accordance
with an index, usually the Porters' Wage. A properly
drawn actual operating expense clause requires
careful definition of expenses that can be included
and expensee that are excluded such as leasing
costs, capital improvements and executive salaries.

Porters' Wage clauses originated in New York
and were common 10 to 15 years ago, but they have
become increasingly controversial and are not gen-
erally used throughout the country When the clause
was firet conceived in the early 1950s, porters'

average hourly wage was basically the same as the
cost to operate the building expressed in dollars per
square foot. A penny for penny increase was fair and
generally was accepted by tenants. With the passage
of time, however, landlords used this clause as a hid-
den profit center by increasing the l( for lq tn 79, for
1.59 or lg for 2C. In addition, in New York City the
Porters' Wage (including fringes) is more than dou-
ble the average operating cost of a building, result-
ing in distorted increases favoring landlords. In
addition, some landlords have made extremely ag-
gressive assumptions regarding the calculation of
fringe benefits included in the Porters' Wage index.
Therefore, an appropriate lease clause should specify
the method used to calculate these benefits. Most
well-represented tenants insist on an actual operat-
ing expense clause or an index that is equitable.

The tenant must be concerned about two impor-
tant issues in real estate tax clauses: (1) to be cer-
tain that the base year is a full assessment, and (2)
to avoid dramatic increases in taxes if the building
is sold during the term of the lease. Many munici
palities give partial assessments during a building's
lease-up period. The first year of a lease term, there-
fore, is not necessarily an appropriat€ tax year on
which to base increases. The resolution of this prob-
lem is complex and often very technical, but well-
negotiated leases place the burden of a stable base
year on the landlord and not the tenant. In addition,
tenank have to protect themselves if major improve-
ments are performed during the lease term, or sale
of the building or another capital event precipitates
a large increase in taxes. This has become one of the
most contentious areas in lease negotiations.

Construction
Landlords tlpically frnish the base building includ-
ing the core area on tenant floors with electrical and
mechanical systems ready for distribution in the
tenant area. The balance of the floor is left unfin-
ished so it can be customized for each tenant in
accordance with the tenantt plans. Most leases pro-
vide for the landlord to do a certain amount of ten-
ant work (workletter) or to make a cash contribution
toward work undertaken by the tenant. In new pro-
jects, the amount of the contribution usually covers
the bulk of the work. Workletters provide for parti-
tioning, doors, floors, ceilings, lighting lixtures,
HVAC and electrical distribution, telephone and
electrical outlets, and miscellaneous other items
such as structural reinforcing and stairwells.

The value of the workletter or the cash al-
lowance fluctuates dramatically - from $15 to $100
per square foot depending on market conditions and
such variables as the condition of the space, the
rental rate, the length of the lease term and the
strength of each party's negotiating position. Nego-
tiation for workletters is therefore a complex under-
taking and requires the real estate advisor and the
space planner to be fully familiar with costs, differ-
ent operating systems and the pros and cons of dif-
ferent building standard materials and systems. It
is also invaluable to the tenant for his advisors to
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tlpically is asked to assist in developing an internal
consensus and resolve to enter negotiations to imple-
ment the selected alternative.

Now the real estate advisor begins the process of
negotiation with the selected owner, keeping the cli-
ent apprised of his progress to ensure that all terms
and conditions remain consistent with the client's
objectives. As negotiations progress, he furnishes
the client with updated financial projections reflect-
ing terms currently under negotiation, together
with revised stat€ments of the current status of the
transaction terms. He coordinates the negotiations
and preparation of budgets with the project team, to
ensure that the terms relating to tenant work and
other features are handled correctly. He works with
the planner to review costs to ensure that these ei-
ther are dealt with in the transaction or are under-
stood by the client to be part of their expenditures.

As the terms under negotiation begin to con-
verge upon those he believes are acceptable, he be-
gins to prepare a memorandum of understanding
among the parties setting forth the precise t€rms
and conditions that will subsequently be committed
to documentation. This memorandum is carefully re-
viewed by the client and serves as the focus of nego-
tiations by the parties as the transaction nears
resolution.

When an agreement has been reached, the real
estate advisor arranges for the detailed memoran-
dum of terms and conditions to be signed by all
parties or transcribed into a letter of intent if re-
quired by counsel. As documentation proceeds, he
works with the client and its counsel to resolve any
issues that arise and ensure that the documents ac-
curately reflect the bargain struck during negotiation.

Implementotinn
With the signing of the lease documents, re-
sponsibility for the project implementation shifts to
the owner and the other advisors. The real estate
advisor continues to be available to the client to
ensure that the other parties live up to the terms
and schedules that were negotiated- Often he is
asked by his clients to attend project meetings, re-
view budgets, change orders, and other project mem-
oranda, and counsel them throughout the
implementation process. Typically, his involvement
continues through the move into the completed
space and a review of the initial cycle of rental esca-
lation billings.

Principal Issues For Negotiation
Terms and conditions vary from transaction to
transaction, but the main elements in contention
between the landlord and the tenant are:

1. Rent
2. Area to be leased
3. Lease term
4. Provision for increases in operating expenses and

real estate taxes (escalation clauses)
5. Amount of cash or construction items that the

landlord will provide to the tenant

6. Strategic rights to increase or decrease space, to
cancel or extend the lease term, and to sublet

7. Other inducements which may be offered by, or
extracted from, the landlord

8. Liability issues

Rent
The annual rental rate is typically quoted in dollars
per square foot multiplied by the rentable area of
the premises. This rate is usually expressed in dol-
lars per annum, but in some cities it is quoted as
dollars per month. Rates historically have been
quoted in gross dollars, that is, the rate includes
base operating expenses and an agreed-upon real
estate tax base. However, in larger leages rates are
often quoted in net dollars, with each t€nant paying
his proportionate share of operating costs and taxes.

From the end of World War II to the mid 1970s,
most rental rates were fixed over a long term of 15 to
20 years. This worked well in a period of low infla-
tion, but the high inflation rates of the late 1960s
and the 1970s led most owners and landlords to frx
ratee for shorter periods and to increase them at
programmed intervals, e.g., in years 5, 10 and 15 ofa
long-term lease. Today, landlords attempt to provide
for an increase in rental rates in year 10 or 15 of the
lease to the greater of current rents as escalated or
fair market value. However, tenants oftcn resist this,
preferring to have known rates and to take advan-
tage of favorable market conditions. Ratcs are the
primary point of negotiation because most t€nants
use rat€s as a meaaure to compare their lease trans-
action to those of friends and competitors. Conse-
quently, many landlords, while trying to achieve
higher total dollar rents, artificially "push" rates
down by adjusting the rentable area of the premises.

Rentable Area
The aggregate total rent is calculated by multiply-
ing the dollar rate by the rentable area. Measure-
ment techniques have therefore become extremely
important as owners and landlords have "grown'
buildings dramatically over the last 15 years.

Perhaps the only space measurement in an of-
hce building universally agreed upon is the gross
floor area, which is obtained by measuring from the
outer dimensions ofthe building with no deductions.
Before World War II office building rentable area
was defined as the area inside a tenant's demised
premises, but after World War II, with the evolution
of the modern office building, rentable areae were
calculated by measuring the gross area, deducting
vertical penetrations and then adding back a propor-
tionate share of common facilities such as air condi-
tioning and electrical rooms. This technique is still
recommended by the Building Owners and Man-
agers Association International (BOMA), but many
cities prefer instead to use "add onl'factors. This
number is obtained by calculating gross floor area,
deducting elevators and stairways to get the usable
area of the floor and then multiplying that number
by a common area factor of1.15 to 1.25. For example,
a gross floor area is 200 x 200 or 40,000 square feet.
From this is deducted elevators, stairs, risere and

5

In the mid-1970s New York City underwent a
wrenching reconstruction of its debt after many
years of fiscal mismanagement. The city sought
to finance its needs with short-t€rm notes in spite
of sigrrificantly increasing interest rates. Thanks
to Felix Rohalton and other business leaders,
the city achieved a firm fiscal basis through the
Municipal Assistance Corp. and The Financial
Control Board. The real estate recovery started
modestly in the mid-1970s and continued through
1978 as the industry took advantage of initially
moderate interest rates. The recovery gathered
enonnous inflationary steam thereafLer, even as
interest rates rose dramatically and prices
reached what were considered to be unattainable
levels.

The Pan Am Building
In 1977, I approached James H. Maloon, the
newly appointed senior vice president of finance
for Pan American World Airways, to inform him
of Jim Landauer's key role in completing the
building following the tragic death of Irwin Wolf-
son, chairman and part owner of Grand Central
Properties, Inc. I had also heard that Pan Am was
considering a sale of its leasehold interest, or al-
t€rnat€ly, a purchase of other minority leasehold
interests. This proved to be premature at the
time, but we did launch a series of studies for Pan
Am on the value of the property and the quality
and efficiency of the building's management and
operation.

The upshot of these analyses was to recommend
to Mr. Maloon that Pan Am purchase the fiac-
tional leasehold interests of the Wolfson Estate
and of William Zimmerman, Esq. which we were
successful in accomplishing. We then waited a
year until the landowner, the Penn Central Com-
pany, emerged from bankruptry. Within days, we
purchased the land for a very inexpensive price,
encumbered as it was with an unprofitable lease-
hold rental. Now Pan Am controlled 1007c of the
land and improvements.

Concurrently, three officers of Landauer-
Marilyn Weitzman, Glenn Rufrano and John
Weyer-were developing a comprehensive new
software program. With the assistance of Herb
Herman, a software programmer, the program
provided for a painstakingly detailed analysis of
every business detail of every lease and all operat-
ing expenses. Also built into the program were
time-discounting techniques which enabled us to
estimate with accuracy the probable net operat-
ing income over an extended period, as well as the
values.

Previously, we thought that the real estate was
worth no more than $250 million. The new pro-
gram led to the conclusion that the Pan Am
Building was worth at least $350 million based
on the lease renewal potential. Fifty percent of

the original 2O-year leases were coming due in
1982-83, with another 207o due in 1988.

As a direct result of these studies, and based on a
comprehensive offering prospectus which pro-
vided pre-qualified prospective buyers every con.
ceivable fact about the property, the Pan Am
Building was sold in mid-1980 by Landauer to
Met Life for $401,026,000. It was an electrifying
price at the time, and it really captivated the
market. It was difficult for many investors to
fully grasp that the building, with a current re-
tr]In of 2.8Vc on the equity over a S50 million
mortgage, could justify a $400 million price tag or
$160 per square foot. In fact, the real estate was a
bargain for Met Life. Our studies indicated they
would receive, over time, a minimum l47c intnr-
nal rate of return.

The 1980s-A Go Go Decade For
Real Estate
The 16 months of recession during 1980-81 never
completely stopped the growing inllation in rents
and increases in occupancy, despite spiraling in-
t€rest costs. The market temporarily cooled down
in response to extraordinarily high interest rates
in which long-term bonds peaked at 147c. How-
ever, the market was only positioning itself for a
spectacular burst of freray after 1982, which con-
tinued until the obvious warning from the stock
market crash of October 1987. Even then, the lin-
gering effects of a boom psychology were still felt,
especially by commercial bankers who, along
with the savings and loans, appeared to be the
last lenders in the marketplace to realize the
dance was over.

GM Building
In 1981, I was fortunate to obtain from General
Motors, as a consulting intermediary, the assign-
ment to sell the GM Building leasehold at 767
Fifth Avenue for $500 million. This was a magnif-
icent structure with impressive views of Central
Park to the northwest. Our initial sales effort was
thwarted by the high price, high int€rest rat€s
and concern over the economy. With the capable
help of Martin Lipton, a partner at Wachtel, Lip-
ton, Rosen and Katz, who supplied a critical brief
on the alternatives to sale, we structured a fi-
nancing where GM would borrow $500 million on
a promissory note, unsecured by the real estate,
at l07o interest, a very low rate at the time. In
return, the lender would receive an option to pur-
chase the real estate in 10 years.

If the option was exercised, the note would be
canceled. If not exercised, GM would have to pay
the Corporate Property Investors (CPI) lending
group the $500 million. Since the note issued was
unsecured, there was no mortgage recording tax
to pay. GM also avoided a capital gains tax by
financing rather than selling. These savings were
sigrrificant and came at a time when GM was
experiencing a cash stringency. As we now know,
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since those who know me would automatically
dismiss such a reckless accusation.

The real losers were the impoverished and cultur-
ally deprived people who would have benefitted
from the ground rent generated through the
terms of the lease negotiated with Mr. Ronson.
Only a major illness in 1983-84 stopped me from
continuing the fight for St. Bartholomewt.
Site For Thc Saturn Plant
In the mid 80s, I was involved in two diverse but
equally interesting assignments. The first was
leading a Landauer team of 12 professionals on a
systematic search to determine the best area for
the site of the proposed new Saturn automotive
plant. General Motore was about besieged by
property owners, chamber of commerces and rar-
ious public and prilate development groups, all
interested in attracting GM to their property or
to their state or city.
GM was particularly concerned about quality of
life considerations for its employees, many of
whom would be transferred from other GM
plants. We devised a list of 100 quality of life
factors, and these were divided into nine catego-
ries stressing education, affordable housing, cli-
mate, convenience to recreationals and political
stability. The board of Saturn Corporation and
GM's realty division, Argonaut Realty, unani-
mously agreed with our recommendation of the
Nashville, Tennessee area. Ultimately Spring
Hill, 30 miles south of Nsshville, was selected for
the site. The new plant is now producing the pop-
ular Saturn car.

More Worl.d Trade Center
In negotiating the GM $500 million loan early in
the 1980s, I met Courtney Jones, who at the time
was an assistant treaaurer of the company. About
1986, Mr. Jones, who now was with Merrill Lynch,
asked me to represent Merrill Lynch in a series of
relocation and sub-leasing moves following the
company's decision to lease almost 4 million
square feet of offrce space in the World Financial
Center.

The result of our studies led to the assignment to
sublet one million square feet in Olympia &
York's World Financial Center. Over the next 15
months we negotiated firm letters of intent or
signed leases on about 600,000 square feet. For
various corporat€ reasons, Merrill Lynch decided
to Iease back the entire one million square feet to
the developer in exchange for the surender of
Merrill Lynch's equity ownership in the complex.
Tb their great credit, Merrill Lynch nevertheless
paid us a very substantial fee for our services
even though not all the leases were completed.

The 1980s- In Perspective
The 1980s provoked excesses in development and
financing that leave me troubled about our capac-
ity to learn from experience. Intense capital com-
petition forced a decline of underwriting

steps or go into as much detail. It is the role of the
real estate advisor to determine the level of service
necessary in a specilic situation.

Formation Of Thc Real Estate Aduisory Team
The real estate advisory team usually consists of: (1)

a senior executive or principal who overseeg the as'
signment and typically engages in the real estate
negotiations; (2) a project executive whose principle
job is to ensure that all of the required tasks are
undertaken, set up meetings and schedule events,
and manage the day-to-day tracking of the project:
(3) a financial executive who prepares estimates,
budgets and long-term projections; and (4) if neces-
sary, a junior associate who carries out market re-
search, conducts tours and performs the small but
necessary tasks associated with a major transaction.
Outside the real eetate advisor's firm, other team
members who need to be put in place normally in-
clude a programmer/space designer, real estate
counsel, engineers, a construction consultant and
perhaps a telecommunications consultant.

Progmmmalb And Struttural Issues
The real estate advisor prepares a short list of firms
specializing in space programming and design for
the client's consideration and revieq and screens the
firms on the client's behalf He assists the client in
interviewing the candidates and making the final
selection.

The advisor prepares, with input from the cli-
ent, a detailed statement of tasks for the planner. He
also prepares a schedule and a set of contractual
terms and conditions for the planner's employment.
The real estate advisor tlpically negotiates the con-
tract t€rms and conditions with the selected planner,
and reviews the tasks and timing of the project with
him, to make the best use ofhis involvement and the
information he has been hired to develop.

The real estate advisor also meets with the cli-
ent to gain a full understanding of its Btrategic and
economic objectives. He advises the client on the
costs and benefits of the various transaction struc-
tures that may realistically be obtained, including a
straight lease, a leaae with equity, a joint venture,
an outright purcharle, a lease with cash flow partici-
pation, a condominium interest and other alterna-
tives. He then integrates the objectives and
expectations expreesed by the client into the trans-
action structures he believes to be achievable, and
assists in deciding on the preferred type of transac-
tion to be pursued.

Marhct Reuieu.t And Solicitatian Process
Upon being retained by the client, the real estate
advisor begins to prepare a complete inventory of
space arnilable in the market that he believes would
meet the client's needs. Thia compilation includes
all existing buildings with the necessary space, sites
upon which a building may be developed, and pro-
jects that are already under development. For each
alternative, he prepares a profile that includes an
asseeBment of the appropriateness of the facility,
a review of the owner/developer of the project, a

summary of the terms and conditions being quoted
and an assessment of what terms and conditions he
believes may be obtained through negotiation.

The real estate advisor reviews each alternative
with the client and planner to determine its appro-
priateness in terms of layout; floor size; clear spans;
mechanical, electrical and structural characteris-
tics; ratios of usable, rentable and gross areas;
amount of usable and rentable space per person; and
other characteristics. He then eliminates those al-
ternatives that are clearly inadequate or deficient in
key respects, and develops a short list of options that
can be implemented successfully.

Armed with his detailed statement of space
needs and criteria and the short list of buildings,
sites and projects that may meet the client's require-
ments, the real estate advisor prepares a detailed
memorandum setting forth the economic and strate-
gic terms and conditions he believes will provide a
successful solution for the client. This document
servea as the basis for a proposed strategy and for
the negotiations that are subsequently undertaken.

F i na ncia L P roj ec ti.ons
The client is provided with detailed financial projec-
tions based on the terms stated in the memorandum.
The real estate advisor meets with the client and
tlaically makes a formal presentation of the terms
and projections he has detailed. After a thorough
review and client input, the real estate advisor
makes any changes necessary

For each short"listed alternative, he provides the
client with a further refined set of financial projec-
tions based on (1) the "asking" terms and conditions
set forth by the owner, and (2) the terms and condi-
tions he believes can be achieved. After the client
has approved this, the advisor prepares a detailed
Request for Proposal (RFP) for the buildings, sites
and projects on the short list, setting forth the pro-
posal format, time frame and type of transaction he
would like to pursue.

Se lec t ia n A nd. Ne gotiat inn
When proposals have been received from the short-
listed parties, the real estate advisor prepares an
analysis of the economic and strategic features of
each proposal for review with the client. He fur-
nishes the client with long-term (i.e., 20 year) pro-
jections of the occupancy costs they may expect to
experience under each proposal, including rental ex-
pen8e, escalations for increases in operating ex-
penses and real estate taxes, the cost of amortizing
any tenant work not funded by the other party, and
the cost of expansions which may reasonably be ex-
pected over time. These projections take into account
the benefits that may accrue to the client by virtue
of any equity, cash flow or other type of participation
that may be proposed as a part of each transaction.

Based on this analysis, the real estate advisor
then recommends that one or several of the pro-
posals be pursued as a "preferred" option, with one
or more backup alternatives. He meets with top
management to present his recommendations and
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the option was exercised and the property has
passed to CPI. The frnancing was closed on New
Yeart Eve 1981. I couldn t imagine a better holi-
day gift. There was inevitably a public outcry
about tax elasion, but the loan structure was sim"
ply good business. The financing method relied on
tax avoidance, but this was perfectly }egitimate.
Nevertheless recordation laws thereafter were
tightened as a result of this transaction.

The World Tro.d.e Center
In 1982 the Port of New York Authority asked me,
through Landauer, to analyze the value of the
World Tlade Center in consideration of offering
the giant 10 million square foot complex for sale.
We assigned at least six professionals to the job of
restructuring the revenue, expenses and net oper-
ating income so this information would be more
readily understood by any institutional invest-
ment group. This was no easy task. After study, it
became apparent that the value was in the $1
billion range.

I was ecstatic about the prospect of realizing ice
hockey's equivalent of the "hat trick" by selling or
financing three outstanding properties within
three years at an aggregat€ price of $2 billionl
But, this did not happen. We had progressed in
our sale plans through brochure preparation and
even an audio visual featuring Peter Goldmark,
Jr., the executive director, when a high level deci
sion at the bi-state gubernatorial levels appar-
ently quashed the stalfs recommendation of a
sale. In retrospeet, a sale would have allowed the
Port Authority to use the proceeds for equity pur-
chases of transportation equipment, bridge and
airport rehabilitation and modernization. Also,
the World Trade Center would have responded
well to private ownership and direction.

St. B art holomew's C hurc h
My career in the 80s was marred only by a dis-
tressing series of experiences surrounding my
representation of St. Bartholomew's Church on
Park Avenue in Manhattan. After careful study
and consultation with many experts, I was con-
vinced than an offrce building could be artfully
desigrred on the sit€ of the existing parish house.
This would not only preserve the front courtyard
but would also preserve the church to full view in
all directions.

After almost eight years of effort, it appears the
church, for all practical purposes, lost its case
when the U.S. Supreme Court, on constitutional
grounds, refused to hear its chalienge of the land-
marks legislation. The issue has aroused bittcr-
ness and resentment between the parties
involved. At one point, the president of the Munic-
ipal Art Society, a foe of the plan, accused me in
the society's publication of being in league with
Howard Ronson, the designated developer. I chose
to ignore the accusation rather than refute it,



military basic training, this experience is hard to
get through but can never be replaced.

While there is no better way to become known in
the marketplace than by cold calling and knocking
on doors, other forms of self promotion can prove
valuable. Joining business associations, doing chari
table work, attending social gatherings, joining col-
lege and school associations all provide a basis for
talking about one's work, listening to the problems of
others, and perhaps discovering an opportunity to
provide real estate advisory services. In the past,
making one's experience known was sometimes
enough to get a major assignment. However, in most
markets today numerous brokers and real estate ad-
visors are competing fiercely for the same assign-
ments and most prospective tenants find themselves
overwhelmed by would-be real estate representa-
tives offering similar services.

Getting The Assignment
Thirty-five years ago it was common to acquire as-
signments at the country club, and being in the
right place at the right time was sometimes all that
was needed to secure a major assignment. In those
days, the difference between a favorable deal or a
bad deal was 259 to S1.00 per square foot with a
long-term fixed rental rate. Today rents are seldom
fixed over a long term, and usually escalate either
on a stepped basis or subject to some form of index.
Sometimes the difference between an average and a
well-negotiated transaction will determine whether
a firm can make a profrt or remain in business.
Numerous firms in recent years have folded because
ofbadly conceived and negotiated office space leases.
Proper real estate representation has gotten to be
very serious business indeed. No longer are o{Iice
leases assigned to o{Iice managers, to be signed and
blessed by senior executives only upon completion.
Top management now routinely is involved in major
oflice lease decisions and is instrumental not only in
deciding by whom and how they will be represented,
but also in the process of negotiating terms.

To obtain an assignment, brokers and real es-
tate advisors must contact the prospective tenants.
In large brokerage firms, numerous canvassers and
brokers continuously call every logical tenant.
Smaller brokerage firms do some canvassing but
rely more heavily on networking. Whatever means
is used, the real estate advisor can only obtain an
assignment when he knows which tenants are in the
market. The real estate advisor must tell his story,
differentiate himself from the many others seeking
the business and explain why he or his firm will
achieve the best possible results for the client. If he
is persuasive, he has an excellent opportunity to
make the short list-usually two to four firms-
asked to submit a detailed proposal or make a for-
mal presentation to a real estate committee or se-
nior management. Formal presentations and
proposals are a fairly recent phenomenon in the real
estate advisory business, and are a further indica-
tion that major lease and occupancy commitments
are taken seriously at the highest levels of
management.

Often the selection of a real estate advisor is
based not only on his qualifications, but also on the
chemistry between the advisor and the client. Cl!
ents hire people with whom they feel comfortable.
After the presentation has been made, no feeling is
more exhilarating than being asked to return to
discuss contract terms. Real estate advisory con-
tracts tend to be short and to the point. They should
specify the amount of compensation and terms of
payment, termination and a clear description of the
tasks required and the tasks not covered in the
agreed-upon fee.

Interinr Architects, Plantwrs, Engineers And
Other Consultants
When a tenant relocates to new premises, he must
evaluate his space needs for the present and the
future. A relocation is an opportunity for the tenant
to evaluate how his business is organized, to analyze
work flow, spatial and circulation requirements, ad-
jacencies, communication relationships and proposed
project standards, i.e., the size and function of olfices
and work stations. ?his work is almost always car-
ried out by an architectural or space design firm,
because a relocation to new premises requires con-
structing a building within a building to the exact
specifications of the incoming tenant.

Most space planners work directly with the ten-
ant, although their efforts are closely coordinated
with the real estate advisor and the real estate at-
torney. While the architect is the main advisor in
this phase of the work, he is often assisted by me-
chanical, electrical and structural engineers; con-
struction managers; special consultants for such
things as acoustics, lighting and telecommunica-
tions; as well as relocation advisors who coordinate
the actual physical move. The space planner works
closely with the real estate advisor in analyzing the
cost of building the tenant's premises and allocating
these costs to the owner/developer for a cash pay-
ment or customized work letter. This project cost
analysis is extremely important, as the capital cost
of a relocation can be very expensive.

Real Estate Attornqs
The real estate attorney is usually retained early in
the process to give the prospective tenant insight
into the legal problems that might emerge and to
respond to the lease documents initiated by the
owner's attorney. The lease documents should reflect
all the terms, issues and agreements of the lease
negotiation, and any legal issues that should be
settled prior to the final agreement ofterms, such as
liability, subleasing rights and guarantees. Other
clauses such as bankruptcy, condemnation, fire dam-
age and user rights are usually left for negotiation
after the first draft of the lease has been submitted.

The Tbnant Reprcsentation Process
The following section sets forth the process of tenant
representation, describing how the various advisors
carry out their roles and how these roles are coordi-
nated to achieve the best possible results. For pur-
poses of illustration, the process described is
comprehensive. Not all transactions have so many
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standards to dismally low levele. Previously hard
earned real estate appreciation has been wiped
out by oversupply, increasing vacancies, declining
effective rent, declining prices and insupportable
financing. Weakness in our financial systems has
created doubt about the rate at which real. estate
can recover because of the relative absence of
financing from bank and insurance companies.
We are facing the inevitable over-reaction to a
troubled banking system's caution on resuming
lending to finance any recovery

New York City continues to face extraordinary
problems in the 1990s. Its current fiscal crisis is a
nagging cloud overlaying multiple problems of
real estate oversupply and seemingly insolvable
socio-economic ills. Meanwhile, white collar em-
ployment in New York continues to decline as
more and more companies decentralize at least
portions of their operations to widespread loca-
tions where there is an improved quality oflife for
their employees. A particularly worrisome note is
the recent tendency for large scale service com-
panies, mainly insurance and finance, to locate
elsewhere. Previously service companies, of neces-
sity, remained in the central business district.
I choose not to lament about the difficult years
still ahead, but rather to foresee a cyclical recov-
ery for real estate. I firmly believe there is a new
era ahead where some, if not all, of the prior ex-
cesses can be eliminated. The real estate industry
can re-establish itself as a premium investment
by earning a rate of return over an extended pe-
riod of time that will compete with all other forms
of investment. However, future real estate invest-
ment will be more concentrated in smaller cities,
at the expense of the nation's large cities.

Real estate has been exceptionally kind to me
over the past five decades; I am grateful for my
destiny. I strongly believe real estate's dominance
will be reaffrmed iate in the 1990s, and I am
totally confident about an ultimate recovery.
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To the best of my knowledge, I dorit know of any-
thing written on becoming a partner, what to ex-
pect and how partnerships typically work. There
are no courses to attend or exams to take. The
only exam is experience. Based on my experience,
I thought it worthwhile to describe in this article
my observations on partnerships gleaned from 30
years in the business.

\pically people become owners of firms because,
over time, they have done something right. They
have been noticed by others who think they will
be a proper "frt" in the ownership of the organiza-
tion. In the past, ownership was driven partly by
the "old boy network" however, today a partner
has to earn his right of passage. Often this pas-
sage comes with the creation of a new company
based on a commonality of interests, or people
pulling together for the common good with a very
specifrc set of goals and objectives. One of the
most successful real estate firms in Boston was
Leggat, McCall & Werner, founded in 1965. Their
objectives were followed closely, and in 1986 the
company sold its basic business of real estate bro-
kerage at a great profit.

There is only a 50/50 chance that a partnership
wili work as evident by the number of people
changes taking place within the industry. Some
of the worst performers are older frrms. Here the
self-centered characteristics of individuals and
the underlying lack of common interests cause
these firms to weaken or fail.

Service firms in the real estate industry need to
recogrrize that when it comes to a partnership,
one plus one must equal three. Not only must the
partner offer his client added value, but inter-
nally he must produce a profrt for his firm in
order to justify its existence. When a frrm fails it
is often because the partners have lived off the
underlying asset; a firm succeeds when it is able
to expand on the basic assets already in place and
create growth.

Structure Of Ownership
I have been a partner under three ownership
structures - corporation, Subchapter S corpora-
tion, and partnership. The basic structure of own-
ership is not what is important, but rather the
trust on which the structure is built. When part-
ners are observed "doing their own thingj' this is
when a partnership comes apart. Partnerships
that work have a basic structure driven by writ-
ten guidelines and understandings.

Partnerships Of The 1990s
Where, typically, partnerships in the 1970s were
built on trust, partnerships in the 1990s must
have a solid, written business plan requiring
partnerships to act with acuity, agility and speed.
[,et there be no mistake, the 1990s are a time of
brutal competition where new business ventures
are needed to keep a partnership functioning.
Business is becoming very impersonal. Those who
do a good job are rewarded, and those who don't
cannot continue within the organization.

New Skill Factor
The work place has changed; more flexibility is
required and a near-crisis atmosphere exists.
Nothing is constant. Now more than ever before,
real estate service firms are far more compiicated
to manage. Gone are the days of one-man at the
top with an iron frst approach. This is one of the
reasons many firms have failed.

To succeed today, firms must be driven off produc-
tion. The focus must be first on marketing to
bring in business followed by compieting the as-
signment. Tb handle assignments, I find the team
approach is very effective. I do nothing alone. I
bring in staff to handle the prob)em or even to
solve it depending on the assignment. Often mul-
tiple assigrrments are in various stages of comple-
tion at the same time. While the offrce can be
chaotic, the assignments get done, and we move
on to the next.

Broad skills honed by experience and training
must be applied if the client is to be well repre-
sented. I often refer to that "fat tire in the middle'
which must be removed. Here the objective is to
give younger people increased responsibility so
they do not get mired at an intermediate level.
This is the "up and out approach", whi.ch requires
fair dealing at the partner and non-partner level.

Fair Dealing
Without exception the basis of a partnership is
fair dealing. Sharp, sudden changes within a firm
cannot take place without commensurale benefit.
Over time, change occurs; it is continuous and
individuals must adapt. This is how solid, iong-
term relationships are built. For example, part-
nerships are not built the day the papers are
sigrred, but rather they are built over time.

Individual fifedoms are not partnerships. They
are only accommodations which includc the shar-
ing ofoffrce expenses. Individual greed, where the
focus is making money off the backs of others, can
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by many frrms who rely on building owners for ar-
chitectural and engineering services and use in-
house counsel. For larger transactions a more exten-
sive team is normally required. The remainder of
this chapter focuses on larger tenants who need
more comprehensive services.

Over the past 45 years the vast majority of ten-
ants have used open agency brokers ("brokers') as
real estate advisors. Brokers act as middlemen to
bring together a willing buyer and a willing seller
They give advice and counsel to the tenant, but in
almost all real estate markets in the United States
they are paid by the owner of the offrce building. A
broker gets his authority to offer properties from the
owners of properties under consideration. This au-
thority entitles him to offer all properties to the
prospective tenant whom he in fact represents. The
brokerb payment is contingent upon successful com-
pletion of a transaction, at which time the broker is
paid a commission as the procuring cause. The defi-
nition of "procuring cause" is enormously compli-
cated and varies from jurisdiction tojurisdiction, but
in general, the broker must produce a tenant and
propose terms which may be modified but usually
are acceptable to both parties.

At one time, brokerage commission rates were
set by local real estate boards, but the U.S. Attorney
General stopped this practice in the 1970s. Commis-
sion rates now are proposed by brokers and are sub-
ject to negotiation. The Attorney General had
assumed that an open market would drive rates
down, but his ruling has had the opposite effect in
markets where brokers determine the success or
failure of buildings. Open market brokers set rates
where they want and usually prevail because they
have become powerful market forces. Their ranks
include such legendary figures as Charles F. Noyes,
Leon J. Peters, Robert Byrne, Joseph Bernstein,
John Dowling and John Cushman.

Thc Broher's Conflict On Representalion
Historically, it has always been paradoxical that
tenants' interests were represented by brokers who
were paid by the parties they negotiated against.
This issue was seldom confronted head on in periods
when market pricing and terms did not vary dra-
matically from building to building. With the rapid
escalation and following de-escalation in rental
rates and the diversity of lease terms over the past
15 years, however, more and more tenants have en-
gaged brokers or consultants as their advisor to
obtain the best representation and to avoid any con-
flict of interest. Even more serious is the situation
where the tenant is not fully informed about how
the broker gets paid or the total amount of the pro-
posed commission. It is essential that all parties to a
lease transaction identify their allegiances at the
outset.

The alternative to the open agency broker is the
real estate consultant or tenant representative
("real estate advisor"). Real estate advisors are paid
by the prospective tenant-a practice common in
other international jurisdictions. This practice was
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pioneered in the United States 35 years ago by
James D. Landauer, and until the mid-1980s the
Landauer firm was the principal tenant advisory
group in the country. Other major advisors who fol-
lowed Landauer were Henry Hart Rice, Peter Pat-
tison (the author), and in recent years, brokers
turned tenant representatives such as Julien
Studley and John Cushman.

Real estate advisors are compensated in various
ways, but usually they are paid an agreed-upon
monthly retainer for a stipulated period with a bo-
nus payment upon completion of a successful trans-
action. Because the bulk of the fee is usually certain
and a smaller portion is contingent, compensation
tends to be significantly less than a brokerage com-
mission, usually 257o-50Va of the customary broker-
age fee on large transactions. In the case of smaller
transactions the fee is comparable to a commission
because most real estate advisors calculate the time
and effort involved and price their services accord-
ingly. It often takes as much time to do a 20,000
square foot transaction as it does to do a 100,000
square foot transaction.

While historicaily brokers have performed the
bulk of transactions, since 1980 the number com-
pleted by real estate advisors has increased steadily.
Today most major transactions are handled by real
estate advisors. In addition, investment brokerage
firms have started to offer real estate advisory ser-
vices on a fee basis, and major real estate brokerage
firms now offer tenant representation services as an
alternative to commission work. It seems likely that
the future will see more and more transactions un-
dertaken by real estate advisors, with an increasing
number of brokerage firms performing an advisory
role.

Qualifiratinns And Expericnce For Real Estate
Aduisors
A good real estate advisor must be experienced in
the real estate marketplace. This experience begins
in many ways-as a canvasser, at a listings desk, in
building management, in appraisal. Whatever the
genesis, most real estate advisors go through an ap-
prenticeship that centers on exposure to market con-
ditions and negotiating smaller transactions.
Getting to know the market is fundamental to giv-
ing good advice. Some markets can be iearned in a
relatively short period of time (6 months to one
year), while other markets (major cities such as New
York) require many years ofexperience. Historically,
most good real estate advisors begin their careers by
cold calling and knocking on doors, talking to poten-
tial users, learning about their needs and trying to
match them with existing inventory. With persis-
tence, the advisor completes a small transaction,
then another. Suddenly the neophl'te has a few suc-
cesses behind him and he is ready for the new chal-
lenge of larger space users or more complicated
transactions. The path is arduous-2O turndowns for
each sympathetic listener or prospective client.
However, most successful real estate advisors would
not trade this experience for an easier path. Like
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Mr. Pqttison presents hzre Chapter 19 of the just re-
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contact the Counselors of Real Eshte, 430 North
Michigan Axnue, Chbago, IL 60611, 312.329.8431,
Fat 312.329.8881.

Introduction
This chapter looks at the offrce building from the
perspective of the tenant and his adyisors-a view-
point signilicantly different from that of the group
of real estate professionals who are called upon to
maximize the value of the property.

Owners and developers buy or build offrce build-
ings and in doing so they take two sizable risks: (l)
the control and management ofthe development pro-
cess and related costs to completion; and (2) the
marketing or leasing risk. Owners take these risks
with the expectation of achieving the highest rental
rate and best terms possible-the maximum profit.

OIfice buildings are produced for tenants who
need business housing. Next to personnel costs, oc-
cupancy costs are the biggest expense most busi-
nesses incur. Accordingly, users want to pay the
least amount possible and extract the most favorable
terms,

Owners are usually highly experienced, having
produced offrce space year in and year out. The ten-
ant, on the other hand, is usually inexperienced
since a relocation typically occurs only once in a
senior executive's career This is a compelling rea-
son for most prospective tenants to seek the best
possible counsel to help them work through the
many pitfalls of leasing or purchasing space.

Ibnant Advisors
Because of the complex issues facing prospective
t€nank, typical large transactions require a com-
prehensive group of tenant advisors to help the ten-
ant through the myriad of questions, contrarJr facts,
market assessments and programming issues with
which he is suddenly confronted. These advisors can
be divided into three broad groups:

l. A real estate advisor who may be an open agency
broker or a tenant representative. A real estate
advisor deals with the lease negotiations and the
real estate market.

2. Interior architects, space planners, programmers,
engineers and other consultants whose task is to
deal with how the tenant functions in the prem-
ises and the resulting physical layout.

3. Real estate attorneys.

Real Estate Ad.uisors
The primary advisor for most t€nants in their con-
sideration of leasing or purchasing office space is the
real estate advisor. In smaller transactions, a real
estat€ advisor is often the only outside help required
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misfire in any partnership. Rather partnerships
are long-term and change only when the underly-
ing basics of the business are effected.

Perhaps the best real estate example involves
syndicators who fundamentally were wiped out by
the 1986 Thx Act. An entire division of the Na-
tional Association of Realtors closed its doors.
This was the result of a fundamental change in
the industry.

Partnering
Once you have made your deal, you live by it. This
is partnering, and it can be for life. When the deal
is changed, the partnership can come apart. This
does not necessarily me&n everyone has to be
equal; for example, there can be a huge discrep-
ancy of income. Presidents do not necessarily
have the income of the producers. However, presi
dents are responsible for having their hands on
the tiller, and typically their money is made from
the wlue of their atock and the profit of the firm.
Successful partnerships are a balance of those
who produce and those who preserve, each with a
clear understanding of how this works and with a
commitment to a common goal.

Ethical Standards
Any discussion on partnerships is not complete
without mentioning ethics. Partnerships typically
go through phases. At the beginning there is the
euphoria of one's new status and then typically
stumbling and bumbling can follow if "the deal"
is not clear. In a good partnership, this results in
open discussion and the "put back together" of the
structure.

From my experiences, one of the biggest problems
in a partnerahip is when someone'B hat grows too
big. Many stories circulat€ in the real estat€ in-
dustry, and when I hear one partner 8ay to an-
other, "You could not carry my lunch pail," this is
a sure sign the partnership is coming apart.

How Do You Handle Misrrpresentation By
A Partner?
"Loose cannons" cannot exist within a partner-
ship. Once an agreement is reached, it must be
lived by. In simplest terms, you cannot promise
what cannot be delivered. The biggest misrepre-
sentation I have observed is in the financial area.
The mismanagement of funds is a guaranteed
trip out the door.

Also, mierepresentations which appear minor at
the oneet can become major. The largest minor
misrepresentation I have observed involved deliv-
ery times. When reports or commitmenta are not
kept, clients will not return.
When a mistake occurs, it must be addressed up
front and not buried. hompt correction and con-
tinuoue monitoring is required to make sure mis-
representations do not reoccur. Everyone makes
mistakes, but they must be kept to a minimum so

business, like Ivory Soap, remains "99 and
,14,400ths 7c pure."

Working With Weaker Partners
The true test in a partnership is how one works
with weaker partners. Not everyone is equal and
when there is a weakness, it requires prompt
correction.

Here my view is not to kick out weaker partners.
Ifa partnership is strong, it can bring up to speed
weaker partners for the good of the frrm. People
are important commodities; they are the basic
strength of a frrm.
Heart-to-heart talks are important. People should
be lived with and worked with so their confidence
is rebuilt and rejuvenated. If the person previ-
ously was good enough to be elected aa a partner,
he most certainly is good enough to save. The only
time a partner should leave is when the partner-
ship just is not working. Tb illustrate, I served as
an outside director of a real estate company
where it was necessary to demote the president in
order to properly steer the company. Even here it
was done only as a last resort. What weaker part-
ners must realize is that to become strong re-
quires hard work and far more effort than was
applied when first starting off in business.

How You Tbrminate A Poorly Producing
Partner
From my experience, poorly producing partners
just do not manage their careers intelligently.
They fail to recognize that they are in charge of
their own life, and instead they just sit back and
hope for the best. They become lulled into a eense
of comfort which does not exist. These partners
typically are in the over 50 age group, and they
can no longer handle their jobs. This creates in-
ternal stress both within the firm and among the
partners.

One way we have tried to work around this prob-
lem is to require that each person needs a busi-
ness plan. Ifthey can not live up to the plan, they
know they must leave. January 1 of each year
typically is the time when partners move in or
move out. Partners who are having trouble meet-
ing established goals are given considerable lead
time. When their day comes, they are told to pack
their belongings and leave. Typically this is han-
dled by a managing partner. Under our partner-
ship agreement the managing partners "have the
authority to engage and dismissl'

Tbrms of Partnership Agreements
My firm's partnership agreement has 11 carefully
drafted pages with 31 sections of which frve are
most important:
1. Restriction on transfer
2. Valuation
3. Tbrmination
4. Voting rights
5. Capital contributions
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Restrictions on transfer are standard. They call
for internal buy-backs of ownership and prevent
partners from mortgaging or pledging their inter-
ests in the firrm. Each year, as of January 1, the
partnership is valued internally and tlpically it
is based on the relationship to the capital actu-
ally invested in the firm or the quality of the
income that is generated. Where income is high
risk, I have seen annual values at two-tn-two-and-
one-half times earnings. If there is a more stable
stream of income, t;aical internal multiples are
three-to-four-times earnings.

Voting rights are critical and if "push comes to
shovel' this is how decisions are put in place.

Termination upon leaving or retiring is based on
a pay-out schedule. The partnership has a right to
buy out over five years at a prime rate of int€rest.
If a partner leaves voluntarily to go into business
at another firm, he receives 907r' of the value of
their ownership.

Capital contributions can take multiple forms.
The contributions can be in cash or interest bear-
ing notes. If additional capital contributions are
required and a partner does not meet the capital
call, then a formula exists for dilution of owner-
ship. Today, far more capital is required for part-
nerships due to the need for computers, research
centers and other support services.

How Tb Convince Older Partners Ttr Retire
Ttr Make Room For Younger People
Large, broadly-based partnerships tlpically are
run by management committees. They operate by
fiat, and when a large producing younger person
comes on the scene, that person is tapped on the
shoulder and invited into the partnership.

Under the present brutally competitive market
conditions, older partners often are needed. If
they are high producers, they can continue in any
Iirm. If they lose their edge, they are asked to
retire. We have had partners who still produced
and were well into their 80s, while other have
retired in their 50s or 60s. High producing part-
ners might first reach their peak when they are
60 or 70 years old. One very well known CRE
(Counselor of Real Estate, member of the Coun-
selors of Real Estate), made a career change in
his 70s and now is in a leadership role moving his
new firm forward.

This is the main point: In a properly functioning
partnership, there aren't any roadblocks for ad-
mitting new, high producing partners, and if
roadblocks exist, the partnership will have a
short life span.

Philosophy Of The Firm
No greater change has taken place in the real
estate industry than what has occurred during
the past 20 years. We have seen the nation's two

oldest real estate firms essentially go out of busi-
ness because they could not change. We have seen
start-up companies succeed because of clear-
sighted visions, systems, structure and objectives.

Most successful real estate firms are built around
a few top people who bring in the business and
then "team" with younger people who do much of
the leg work. Where firms run into trouble is
when there is a fat middle layer of quasi manage-
ment where leverage does not exist. This layer
typically costs the firm money, particularly in the
area of administrative time which takes away
from basic production.

In structuring firms, the age of partnerships is
important. There must be a spread so that when
the top people move into retirement, the slots are
hlled by younger people. In my firm, one-quart€r
of the partners are over 55 years old and one-
quarter are 30-35 years old.

Incentive Compensation
Proper incentives must always be in place. If in-
centives are taken away, "rainmakers" will leave
the firm and this will damage future perfor-
mance. Securities houses are well known for in-
centive performance systems that can result in
six figure cash bonuses at the year's end. This
same type of incentive is needed in real estat€
firms.

Having everyone on equal footing in ownership
and compensation does not work. Performance
must be recogrrized and compensated accordingly.
This can be in the form of cash or increased own-
ership percentages.

Long-Tbrm Goals
In real estate firms, long-term goals are chang-
ing. When I first moved out of the insurance com-
pany hierarchy to the private sector, the real
estate business was equivalent to a joint venture
with producing employees. We had the expression
in our offrce that "the business went down the
elevator every night."

This no longer is the case. Fundamental and un-
derlying structural changes are occurring. The
top firms within the industry are going to a sal-
ary and bonus basis. This enables them to take
two or three people, target them to provide service
to a particular major account, and work on that
account four to five years before resulk occur. I
can guarantee you that when this happens, they
can be huge.

In the old days it was the individual that pro-
duced business. In a way this still is true. I have
only been referred businees twice because of the
firm. However, this is changing. Under the team
approach, the frrm must produce business and the
individuals must provide the service. Remember
client-based frrms always win.

Economic grox.th in the fourth quarter of 1992
was up a strong 4.87a, the highest rate of annualized
growth since 1987. Despite the rapid economic
growth, prices barely edged up at an annualized rate
of2.97o. Bill Clinton deserves aa much credit for this
as he does for the last full solar eclipse - none. But
my attitude is, so what? If it makes people feel good,
maybe they spend a few more dollars because Bills
in, George is out, the news is good so what the heck!
Hey, if it works, who are we to criticize. Whether
Clinton is responsible for the good news or not, Peo-
ple seem to be feeling better since the election and
eventually that pays ofl. Consumer confidence is an
important component of a growing economy. I am all
for any'thing that makes conaumers feel good.

Since the late 1970s when former president
Jimmy Carter appointed Paul Volcker to become the
chairman of the Federal Reserve Board, it was Vol-
cker who would eventually stem the tide of the
1970's inllation spiral. Every president since Herbert
Hoover has tried to grab the credit for doing this,
but we're not fooled, it was Volcker. Simple truth is
federal reserve boards control money supply, not
presidents. International credit markets watch our
fiscal policies and Central Bank policies to influence
the flow of capital and credit and the int€rest rateg
they command. Since taking o{fice earlier this year,
long-term interest rates have fallen nearly 100 basis
points during the Clinton regime. Everything from
long-term U.S. Tleasury bond yields to mortgege
rates have fallen to 20 or even 3O-year lows. Home
buyers and other borrowers are bound to be encour-
aged to spend and borrow more by these historically
low rates. Another good sign for the economy, an-
other incredible example of Clinton's masterful eco-
nomic helmsmanship?

Let there be no mistake, however, as historically
low interest rat€a are added to growing consumer
confidence with even modest national job growth,
things really do start to improve. Deserving or not,
Bill Clinton will get the credit, and we will be
happy to give it to him and wish him continued
SUCCeSS.

Finally, let us all take a moment and thank our
president for something he hasnlt done. He hasn't
proposed any changes within the real estate indus-
try which might send us down for the frnal count. He
hasn't proposed limited home mortgage interest de-
ductions, significantly limited depreciation Btan-
dards for commercial or residential real estate,
forgotten his passive-loss relief plan, nor proposed
terminating mortgage revenue bonds or low income
housing credits.

All in all, Bill Clinton hasrit done much for real
estate other than leave it alone. And for that, we
should be grateful. For that matter, maybe if he
would do the same for the rest of the U.S. economy,
we would all be better ofr and he can have all the
credit.
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NEITHER
IRIEND NOB
rOE Of THE
REAL ESTATE
INDUSTRY

f, uring the election campaign last Fall, l, along

lJx;*,ll"J:"l""J"ll"."Hi;,"l","lllil"i,i,i'i*
nomic plan to carry us into the 21st century. As it
turned out, I didnt think much of Clintonomics. But
to be perfectly fair, I thought less of Bushonomics,
whatever his plan was supposed to be. The Bush
message never wari very clearly articulated.

I didn't like Bill Clinton, but not because I
disagreed with his modest economic program. My
reason was much simpler. I have a good memory,
and I remembered what happened the last time the
American people elected an inexperienced, well-
intentioned Southern Democrat to the White House.
I now have the advantage of approximately 90 days
of insight to assess our new president and his eco-
nomic proposals. And whether you like it or not,
support his proposals or not, the early signs are
encouraging.

Presidents are notoriously self-absorbed in their
ability to provoke change through the wisdom of
their leadership and morality of political philosophy.
Of course, the rest of us realize full well that this
attitude is just so much "bunk" and that presidents
dont have any real power anyway. They can't pass
laws, cut spending, invoke taxes or control the Fed.
In fact, other than make a lot of noise and puff
around a bit, there is little a president can do. So
before we give too much credit to Bill Clinton,
George Bush or any other recent White House resi-
dent, lets be sure to keep these presidential limits in
mind. Only Congress and the Fed have any real
power, and in recent years Congress doesn't seem
predisposed to use it very wisely. However, we can
thank our lucky stars for the masterful leadership of
Paul Volcker and Alan Greenspan at the Fed.

Partners In Play
Finally, the main concern facing real estat€ ser-
vice frrms is when partners are put in play. In our
firm, Norman Kenny joined C.W Whittier in 1918
and retired only upon his death in 1981. People
used to stay in firms for life. Tbday people leave
when the philosophy of the firm changes, when
partners cannot "pull on the same oar," when
partners cannot perform or when the firm's com-
petitiveness declines.

In my judgment to let good people "escape" is
stupid. Great sensitivity is required in a partner-
ship. One partner cannot be played off another.
What has happened in the marketplace is that
strong real estate firms have been built out of
former partners who have been put in play. This
also has resulted in the creation of new firms.
Sometimes the over-control of existing partners
can take away creativity which is so important.
In our particular case, I was allowed to create an
"instant officd' in another city to meet the market
demand. As our partnership was not overly con-
trolled and the freedome and incentives were in
place, this was an extraordinarily successful
venture.

Conclusion
Some 10 years have paased since I moved from one
partnership to another. I knew where I wanted to
go and walked into the offrce of C.W Whittier in
Juty of 1982 and a deal was cut in 10 minutes.
However, it took eight months of refusal on my
part to give up on the existing partnership to
cause the mutual decision for me to leave.

I look back fondly on these psst t€n years at C.W
Whittier. From Day One, my partners and I have
lived by partnering, by the deal that waa cut at
the time. I guarantee there is no finer experience
that to be in a partnership built on such positive
guidelines.

YI Counselors Perspectives u
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Creating An
Urban Real Estate
Market In Russia
by Olga Z. Kaganova

The a hor eapresses her deep ap-
preciation to John K. Rutledge,
CRE, for his useful discussions
and editorial assistance in prepa-
ralian of this article.

continuing Soviet law (until super-
seded), state enterprises and joint
ventures may obtain a revocable
right of use for an indeterminate
period.

Under the Land Code, transfer
of title of a nonresidential building
also results in the transfer of the
underlying land, either as heredi-
tary life tenure (citizens only) or
traditional right-of-use tenure. In
the case ofa single family dwelling
where both land and building are
held in full ownership, title to the
building is transferred directly
and the land is first purchased by
a local government agency and
then sold to the new owner.

Two sources of law govern
property ownership and the pro-
cess of land reform: laws adopted
by the Supreme Soviet (Russian
Congress) and presidential de-
crees. Decrees of Marcho and JuruT
1992 provide that Btat€ enterprises
undergoing privatization may ac-
quire full ownership of their sites,
citizens who previously obtained
land for private enterprise may
now register full ownership, and
municipalities may auction land
for development to newly pri-
vatized, former state firms.

T}re Law on Mortgages8 per-
mits mortgaging any type of pri-
vat€ property and leasehold ten-
ure, but it is unclear if privately
owned land can be mortgaged to
any lender or only to the newly
created state Land Bank.

Thxation for land and
buildings
Land and buildings are taxed sep-
arately under different laws. The
law on taxation of prirate property
of natural personse establishes the
tax rate on buildings at 0.170 of the
"inventory value," a term defined

not in the statute but in the imple-
mentation order as the depreciated
replacement cost. Based on the
most recent indexation of construc-
tion costs (1990), the average de-
preciated cost for Moscow resi-
dential buildings is 18.8 rubles
per square foot. The conesponding
figure in St. Petersburg is 10.4
rubles. Actual values in May 1992
were 35 times higher in Moscow
and 75 times higher in St.
Petersburg.

The law on taxation of build-
ings owned by legal personslo calls
for the tax rate to be set by re-
gional authorities at not more than
0.57c of inventory value.

Land taxes are governed by a
1991 lawlt which requires tax pay-
ments by natural and legal per-
sons who own land or have right-
of-use. The statute sets the rate for
each of 12 economic regions, vary-
ing according to the quality of ag-
ricultural land or the size of city.
Multiples of the basic rate are ap-
plied to resort areas and cities
with "developed socio-cultural po-
tential." Local authorities may
vary rates and offer incentives or
concessions provided the average
citywide tax is unchanged.

The average land tax is 1.25
rubles per square foot in Moscow
and .98 rubles in St. Petersburg.
The tax rate for agricultural land,
private garden plots, and land un-
der the housing stock is set by stat-
ute at 37 of the rate for nonresi-
dential urban land. Inflation is not
addreesed.

l,essees pay a negotiated rent
as documented in the lease. For
rural land, it cannot exceed the
tax rate. The law also introduces
the concept of "normative land
pricd' to govern transfers of land to

Military Base Closings: Thrifty,
Objective Spendthrift Process
J.D. Timmons and R.A. Collinge

Across the United States, obsolete military bases
are being targeted for closing. This article brings
together valuation estimates by the Department of
Defense of bases to be eliminated and estimates by
economists of the excess burden of taxation. It
explains the sigrrificant waste that exists and the
loss in revenue to the federal government under the
current practice of offering the bases to state and
local governments rather than to private sector
bidders.

29
The Impact of Public Housing:
A New Perspective
Mittie Olion Chandler, Virginia O. Benson and
Richard Klein

Since the 1960s government policy makers have
favored dispersed, rather than high-density public
housing development. Previous research on such
developments has focused on multi-family
structures. This article reports the findings of a
study of one and two-family houses managed by
the housing authority in Cleveland, Ohio. The
authors provide new perspectives on the effects of
public housing on neighboring residential property
values.
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33
A Case for Mark-to-Market
Residential Mortgages
Robert J Hartl
Hartl offers and substantiates a partial solution to
MBS prepayment risk. The solution involves the
frequent use of mark-to-market residential
mortgages in MBS mortgage pools or loans that
have been structured so they are continuously and
unfailingly payable at market prices.
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CORRECTION
In Table 2 of "Rates of Return in Hotel Invest-
ment" (Real Estate Issues, FalVWinter 1992,
p.48), the number listed under the heading
Total Property Yield for thc First Class Hotel in
Buckhesd, Georgro, should be 13.87c, not 3.87o as
listed.
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Following the collapse of the So-
viet Union and the failure of its
commun i st/soci al ist system,
Russia is groping its way toward a
market economy. State ownership
eliminates the need for numerous
public and private services and in-
stitutions taken for granted under
capitalism and without which pri-
vate ownership cannot flourish.

Legislation for land and
buildings
Soviet law abolished the concept of
real estate (land and all improve-
ments thereon) in 19221 and new
Ruseian Federation law treats land
and buildings separately. The
Property Law2 permits full owner-
ship and leasehold tenure for
buildings by any natural or legal
(corporate) person including for-
eigrr citizens. The Lato on Priualiz-
atinn of Housing! provides for fam-
ilies to acquire their state-owned
apartments, and fully paid cooper-
ative apartments are privately
owneda.

Land ownership is governed by
lhe Land Code6. Hereditary life
t€nure can be obtained for the land
under a single family house or ga-
rage (apartment dwellers must
store their cars off-site) and for
gardening and entrepreneurial
purposes, but these plots cannot be
sold or leased. Russian citizens can
buy or sell land on which to build a
single family house, but it cannot
then be leased for more than five
years. All natural and legal per-
sons may lease land from the mu-
nicipality for up to 50 years with-
out the right to sublet. Under
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I
Tbnant Representation by
Advisors and Brokers
Peter E. Pattison, CRE

As stated in the introduction, the author "looks at
the olfice building from the perspective of the
tenant and his advisors - a viewpoint significantly
different from that of the group of real estate
professionals who are called upon to maximize the
value of the property." Read for information on
t€nant representation from the perspective of
tenants, tenant advisors, real estate advisors,
brokers, space planners and attorneys. This chapter
is an excerpt from the just released book "THE
OFFICE BUILDING From Concept to Investment
Realityj' a joint venture of the Counselors of Real
Estate, the Appraisal Institute and the Society of
Industrial and Offrce Realtors Educational Fund.

8
Applying Fair Market Value
Concepts to Water Rights
Bonnie G. Colby

Beal estate professionals increasingly are asked to
assess water rights which are bought, sold and
leased in the western United States. The diversity
of 5 dillerent regional water markets is described
along with their respective price trends. Also
included is a fair market value definition for water
rights and a detailed discussion on fair market
value concepts.

t5
Short Run Break-Even Analysis
for Real Estate Projects
Lawrence F. Sherman, Jae K. Shim and
Mark Hartney

The use of break-even analysis is a useful
technique for short run analysis of real estate
development projects on a for-profit and nonproht
basis. The technique is explained with a short term
analysis of an apartment construction project.
Appropriate formula and data are presented that
illustrate the feasibility analysis of a project using
break-even analysis and available industry data.

2t
Real Estate and Moral Hazard,
Bowen H. "Buzz" McCoy, CRE

The author presents the conclusions of his work, to
date, as chairman of the Credit Task Force of the
Urban Land Institute. Why isn't credit available at
attractive rates to real estate? In part because of
the unintended consequence of new, risk-based
capital rules and mark-to-market accounting;
partially because of a degeneration of valuation
methodology and terminology and the deterioration
of a reliable database. Also addressed is how
Counselors can make a difference.

private ownership, transfers by
gift or inheritance, and mortgage
financing. The normative price is
50 times the rate of the promul-
gated land tax. In Moscow, the av-
erage normative price is 62.7
rubles per square foot, with a max-
imum of 383.7 rubles in the Cen-
tral Business District. This is less
than 2Vo of market land values for
corresponding locations in l.os An-
geles and New York, based on an
exchange rate of 100 rubles per
dollar. (The exchange rat€ as of
December 31, 1992, was about 415
rubles per dollar.) The laws do not
indicate an intention to move to-
ward a market value assessment
proce88.

Real estate privatization
policies of Moscow and St.
Petersburg admi nistrations
Before the reforms were launched,
all land in Russia was state-
owned, and fewer than half of ur-
ban land users held documents evi-
dencing their right of occupancy.
TMay, land privatization is part of
a much broader problem which re-
quires documentation of ownership
and occupancy rights. In general,
legal privatization of urban land
and nonresidential buildings is
only at the threshold.

Title records and a system for
regrstering land transfers did not
exist under state ownership. Non-
residential buildings were all
state-owned and managed and dis-
posed of by municipalities and
ministries. Housing was state-
owned or cooperative, except for
privately owned, single family
homes. Construction of private
houses in major cities was banned
in 1961 and the existing stock was
actively demolished. In 1991, pri-
vate housing represented only
7.4Vo of the total housing floor
space in St. Petersburg. Coopera-
tives comprised L4.29c of floor
space and 16.97o of the total num-
ber of apartments. St. Petersburg
has about 1.5 million apartments,
967o of which are in buildings over
two stories high. Moscow has even
fewer single family houses, and the
proportion of cooperatives is about
the same.

The privatization process oc-
curs in three sectors: apartments,
nonresidential buildings, and land.

procedure issued by the mayor of
St. Petersburg, Anatoly Sobchak,
provides for no competitive bidding
and no public access to information
about the transaction. Five com-
mittee approvals (including For-
eign Economic Relations) and
about 35 permissive signatures are
required, along with an indetermi-
nate number of coordinating ap-
prolals. The terms of the sale are
not fixed, and title passes only af-
ter construction is completed and a
special state commission issues an
occupancy permit. While this pro-
cedure initially may indicate a
lack of market experience, the re-
ality is a desire for control and an
open channel for private profit
through cormption.

For example, the Moscow Exec-
utive Branch promoted a develop-
ment joint venture, contributing
646,000 square feet of prime down-
town land valued at $4.5 million.
Profits will be remitted to a spe-
cial hard currency (not ruble) joint
venture account, but only the Ex-
ecutive Branch can withdraw
funds. This removes it from control
by the City Council and prevents
its inclusion in the city budget.

However, procedural improve-
ments are being made as offrcers of
the Property Foundation, a body of-
ficially empowered to lease and
sell municipal property, estimate
that it now supervises over half of
these transactions, up from 107r in
1991. Improved legislation and
President Yeltsids decree combat-
ting corruption also have helped.
Some recent major transactions by
the Executive Branch, in violation
of regulations, have been canceled-

Some notes on the housing
market
The Soviet Union had no legal
housing market, but the black
market was always present and
still continues today. One may ille-
gally purchase a municipal flat by
buying domicile registration which
entitles the buyer to an "indefinite
right of occupancy"r2. In St. Pe-
tersburg the domicile registration
costs 10% tn 207c less than legally
purchased full ownership rights. A
second option provides for families
to legally exchange flats. However,
the accompanying payment for dif-
ferences in size, location, quality,
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The pace is governed by specific
legislation for each sector and by
the attitude and commitment of lo-
cal administrations.

Apartmcnts
Federal law permitted privatiza-
tion of apartments beginning in
the summer of 1991, but municipal
officials took until winter to make
the necessary organizational and
financial decisions. By August
1992, about 150,000 Moscow flats
and 11,000 St. Petersburg flats had
been privatized, and the process
was underway in cities across
Russia. About 390,000 more fami-
Iies in St. Petersburg have applied
for title to their flats. The question
of title to the underlying land has
not been considered, although the
residente will be expected to pay
future land taxes.

The privatization of urban
land and nonresidential buildings
in Moscow and St. Petersburg has
featured chaos and conflict, and a
leading Russian business journal
features reports of scandal almost
weekly. Numerous author i ti es
claim the right to develop land
strategy and privatization policy.
as well as the right to dispose of
municipal property. The primary
opposing forces are the elected city
council and the executive or
m ayor's office. C ompeti ng
branches, which are analogous,
also exist within administrative
subdivisions or districts of these
cities, and yet more conflicts arise
within different executive depart-
ments of city government.

C ommerc ial a nd res ide nt ial
property and land
The city councils are responsible
for funding city budgets, formerly
financed by state allocations. They
are well aware that municipal real
estate sales and leases could gener-
ate substantial revenues, thus
their understanding of real estate
and market forces has evolved
quickly. Within a year, prevailing
opinion shifted from a leasing ori-
entation to competitive sale of
commercial property and dilap-
idated residential buildings need-
ing renovation, as well as the un-
derlying land.

The Executive Branch policy,
however, calls for privately nego-
tiated transactions. A Spring 1992



etc., is illegal. Third is the semile-
gal Ieasing of rooms or entire
apartments by occupants of munic-
ipal housing. Privatized apart-
ments and fully paid off coopera-
tives are private property, and in
1991 a market for such housing ap-
peared. While legal, however, this
market is not financially func-
tional. Up to 80% of sellers de-
mand hard currency, illegal until
only recently. Brokers in Moscow
and St. Petersburg stress that
ruble and hard currency markets
are distinct, but prices are compa-
rable at the black market currency
exchange rate. Evidence suggests
that many brokers have mastered
mixed hard currency/ruble sales.

Official data on legal apart-
ment sales is unavailable because
there was no system for publicly
registering or recording transac-
tions. In Moscow, an offrce for reg-
istering apartment sales was es-
tablished in March 1992, and legal
sales by August were estimated at
5,000,ls but St. Petersburg still
has no such offrce, and sales ap-
pear to be definitely fewer

In St. Petersburg, most sellers
are emigrating families of which
about 807c demand hard currency.
The average price between July
1991 and May 1992 was about $25
per square foot, about 4,275 rubles
by written order (bank transfer), or
3,350 rubles cash. Somewhere be-
tween 50Vo-957c of the buyers are
corporations which pay by written
order Severe restrictions limit con-
version of corporatp bank funds to
cash. Consequently, a ruble in cash
is worth about 1.3 rubles in the
bank. Corporations apparently buy
flats for their managers and high
ranking offrcers, but brokers esti-
mat€ that 207r of flats purchased
in St. Petersburg are used as of-
fices or guest apartments.

Prices in Moscow between July
1991 and May 1992 were higher at
about $48 or 6,500 rubles (written
order) per square foot. Until
Spring 1992, demand for flats far
exceeded supply, and auctions were
a common form of sale. More re-
cently supply has exceeded solvent
demand. Moscow brokers report
declining prices in massive apart-
ment buildings developed during
the 1960s-1980s in the peripheral

areas; prices of larger downtown
apartments have strengthened.

Housing development is nearly
nonexistent because pri vate
builders have no access to land, al-
though some entrepreneurs have
acquired unhnished housing from
insolvent enterprises. A few mu-
nicipally financed pilot deals have
occurred, and new housing seems
to sell for about the same ruble
price as recently privatized units.

Current prices preclude devel-
opment of a maas market. A stan-
dard two-room flat of about 540
square feet sells for about 1.8 mil-
lion rubles in St. Petersburg and
2.5 million rubles in Moscow. In
June 1992, the average monthly
salary in St. Petersburg was offr-
cially estimated at 2,000 rubles.
With two parents' salaries plus
children grants, monthly family
income did not exceed 5,000
rubles. Thus the average price of a
typical flat is about 30 times the
average annual family income. Al-
though real incomes are somewhat
higher than official estimates,
prices are clearly an obstacle to
the development of a mass market.

Brokerage in rral estate
Brokers have always worked the
b)ack market, receiving commis-
sions in cash. The first oflicially
chartered corporate brokerage
hrm appeared in late 1990, and to-
day more than 100 firms and nu-
merous individuals practice in St.
Petersburg, with even more in
Moscow. Most combine brokerage
with totally unrelated activit ies.
Brokerage work is concentrated in
privat€ apartment sales which rep-
reaent over 807. of St. Petersburg
transactions. The balance is ga-
rages, private suburban houses,
and summer homes. Less than
ZOs( of the brokers also work in
apartment leasing.

Nearly all nonresidential prop-
erty is state- or municipaily-
owned, and legal brokers rarely
deal with it. Such transactions
represent less than lVo of their ac-
tivity. These sales are connected
with illegal privatization and are
handled by major black market
dealers associated with corrupt ad-
ministration officers, according to
St. Petersburg brokers and some
deputies of the City Council.

Brokers are neither licensed
nor regulated and have developed
their own procedures and forms of
documentation. Typically, the only
other outside participant in a deal
is a notary. Without benefit of in-
struction, brokers have created a
form of title research and have de-
veloped escrow procedures. Buyers
and sellers who have found each
other independently usually en-
gage a broker to close the transac-
tion because they consider the
broker to be a guarantor against
deceit. Commissions range from
27c to lUVc and usually are added
to the purchase price as a charge
to the buyer.

Brokerage is now a rapidiy de-
veloping and evolving industry.
Brokers are creating ways of deal-
ing with different tlpes of transac-
tions, and they are seeking new in-
terrelationships. In June 1992, a
constituent congress of the Rus-
sian Association of Realtors was
held, and subsequently, regional
associations have appeared. They
want to establish uniform docu-
mentation and a professional code,
create an information exchange,
and gain access to privatizing non-
residential property.

Obstacles to real estate
market development
The first block of obstacles centers
on legislation; laws passed by the
Supreme Soviet conflict with Pres-
idential decrees. Laws to support
the development of a market infra-
structure are inadequate, espe-
cially regarding the registration of
title and transactional data and
accesa to the resulting market in-
formation. Separate laws concern-
ing land and buildings must be co-
ordinated or unified. Restrictions
on transfers must be lifted. Cur-
rently, full ownership of land is re-
stricted. Further, only munici-
palities are authorized to lease
land, eliminating the possibility of
leasing privately owned land. Sec-
ond is the incompetence or lack of
commitment by city administra-
tive offrcials toward the process of
privatizing land and nonresiden-
tial property. Clear cut and open
procedures are essential. Finally,
the immature system lacks a mar-
ket infrastructure. Long term
mortgage hnancing does not exist,
professionals in related disciplines

TIIE
PBESIDET{T
SPETIIS

THE
COUNSELORS
AT 40:
A TIME OT
CHtrNGE

I n anniversarv is a time to rellect on where we

A huu" been ani where we are going. The Amer-
I I ican Societv of Real Estate (the Counselors of
Real Estate) wai founded in 1953 as the Society of
Real Estate Counselors by a group of outstanding
Realtnrs who met in Miami to address the needs of a
changing industry. When we meet in Miami this
November, we will return to a very different
challenge.

Many of the decisions of the founders are still a
living part of our culture, in particular our invita-
tion process and the standard of excellence by which
prospective members are measured. The require-
ments for membership have changed over the years,
recognizing the emergence of new forces in the real
estate world. A Counselor in 1953 was the head of
his firm, had many years of experience and probably
never had seen a computer. TMay, our members rep-
resent all facets of the industry, from the single
practitioner to the institutional department chiel
Also, our membership now is international.

Our world is changing. Real estate still is a lo-
calized business, but the players are frequently
global. The emergence of the pension funds as major
investors has created new funding, even as the sav-
ings and loan and banking crisis removed many tra-
ditional lenders from the market. The depression
which plagued the oil producing states and now is
affecting even "Golden California," has created a
new level of caution among owners and investors.

Regulation has become a fact in the 1990s. As
Counselors, we are not as directly affected as the
appraisers or bankers, but the losses in portfolio
value, the increasing amount of litigation and the
consciousness of potential regulation have made
most clients aware ofthe need for careful evaluation
of all their decisions. The integrity and experience of
the Counselor is more in demand today than was the
expertise of the founders in 1953.

What of the future? A new administration has
just taken offrce in Washington, D.C., with high
hopes of correcting many of the ills of our society.
There will be many changes as the programs to re-
build the infrastructure, address the health care
crisis and balance the budget are configured in the
Congress and the Whit€ House. The Counselor, with
a broad-based, multi-disciplinary approach, is the
ideal real estate expert to assist in the great
changes which will take place between now and the
turn of the century.

The Richard Day Research Study clearly re-
vealed that Counselors are usually retained because
of their personal reputation rather than because of
their CRE Designation. The vision of the founders
still is true. As Counselors, all of us have the task to
creata awareness of the desigrration and the need for
counseling services, with continued emphasis on the
integrity which has been the hallmark of the Coun-
selor for 40 years.

?--"e.*A
Jean C. Felts, CRE
Presi.dent
Counselars of Real Estate
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EUGENE G.
BOWES, CRE,
NAMED
RECIPIENT
of t993
LUM A1TIABD

lF ugene G. Bowes, CRE. president of Bowes and

!. Company. Denver, has been named the 1993
tI recipient ofthe Louise L. and YT. Lum Award.
This honor recognizes Bowes' distinguished contri-
bution to the advancement of knowledge and educa-
tion in the real estate counseling profession.

The award was established by the late Y.T. Lum,
CRE, to encourage the continuing professional edu-
cation of those engaged in real estate counseling
through an understanding of its principles, theories,
techniques and practices. Bowes' distinguished ca-
reer exemplifies the standards set forth by this
award.

A member of The Counselors since 1964, Bowes
served as president in 1976 and continues to serve
on numerous committees. As a CRE (Counselor of
Real Estate-member of the Counselors of Real Es-
tate), Bowes specializes in counseling, custom bro-
kerage and appraisals regarding retail, commercial,
industrial and other investment real estate.

Bowes entered the real estate business in 193?.
Shortly after World War II, he founded Bowes and
Company-Real Estate Appraisers and Counselors
and Brokers. In addition to his association with The
Counselors, Bowes was a director of the Denver and
Colorado Boards of Realtors and the National Asso-
ciation of Realtors.

Bowes was founding chairman of the Denver
Partnership (Downtown Denver, Inc., and Denver
Civic Ventures), a founder of Spalding Rehabilita-
tion Center, and a member of the Board of Directors
of Cherry Hills School District. He has been a mem-
ber, director, and offrcer of The Denver Club, the
Denver Country CIub, and The Rotary Club of De-
nver.

Previous recipients of the Louise L. and YT.
Lum Award include CREs John McMahan (1992)
Wayne D. Hagood (1991), Charles W Bradshaw, Jr.
(1990), Jared Shlaes (1989), John R. White (1988)
and Thurston H. Ross (1987).

have not appeared, and specialized
training is not available.

The Russian real estate mar-
ket has made great strides in a
brief period. In many respects, it
remains chaotic and immature as
it evolves in an environment of
continuing restrictions, lack of
market experience, and an absence
of financing.

NO'TES
1. Encyclopedia of Law. Moscow, Soviet

EEc,'clopedia, 1987.
2. Eoperty l,aw of the RSFSR tRussian

FederatioD). Supreme Soviet of the
RSFSR. Approved 24 Deccmber 1990.

3. Law of the RSFSR on pri\rati2stion of
housing. Supreme Soviet ofthe RSFSR.
ApFo'ved 4 July 1991.

4. Property Law, op cit.
5. Lsnd Code ofthe R.SFSR. Approved 25

April 1991.
6. Decree on land sales to citiz€ns and ju-

ridical peraoae in the process of prita-
tization of state and municipal enter-
prises. President o{ the Ruesian Fed.,
Declee No. 213, 2 March 1992.

7. Decree on proceduree for Iand sales to
citizens and juridical persons in the
process ofpriratization ofstat€ and mu-
nicipal enteaplises. President of the
Russian Fed., Decree No. 631, 14 June
1992.

8. l,aw of the Rusgian Federation on mort-
gages. Approved 5 June 1992.

9. Law of the RSFSR on tsres on property
of Eatuial persons. Supreme Soviet of
the RSFSR. Approved 9 December
1991.

10. l,aw of the R.SFSR oE taxes on property
of juridicsl pe.sous. Supreme Soviet of
the RSFSR. Approved 13 December
1991.

11. t aw of the RSFSR on payment for land.
Supreme Soviet of the RSFSR. Ap-
proved 11 October 1991.

12. lra S. Lowry, gssisted by Olga Z.
Kaganova. R€al Estate Tenure and
Thration io the Ru8sian Federation.
Prepared fo! the U.ban lrrstitute,
WashinSto!, D.C.; UI Project 6127-
XI49, June 1992.

13. Jitl Khadduri, assi8ted by Aleiadder
Puzanov. Notee on the Residential Real
E8tata Market in Russia. Prepared for
the Urbsn Ilstitute, Wa6hitrgtou, D.C.;
Project No. AID/DHR- 100& C{G010&m,
September 1992.

Eug€ne G. Bowes, CRE

ll Internotionol Commentory {8

A Common
Language?
by Harold Melzack, CRE

While I am not certain who hrst
said it, "Great Britain and the
United States are two nations sep-
arated by a common languageJ' is
a frequently heard quote that to
some extent is still true. With the
growth in international travel,
however, the language diffrculties
have lessened, except in the world
of property.

In major British commercial
real estate practices, known as "es-
tate agentsl'most or all the part-
ners are members of The Royal In-
stitution of Chartered Surveyors
(RICS); individual partners are
called "Chartered Surveyors." Im-
mediately this is confusing since
the majority do not undertake sur-
veys of any t)?e. name or descrip-
tion. The last time I surveyed a
building was some 35 years ago.

However, the des i gnati on,
Chartered Surveyor, embodies a
wide range of disciplines including
valuation/appraisal, advice on ac-
quisition and disposal of proper-
ties, property management, town
planning, taxation, etc., all under
the category of General Practice.
Chartered Surveyors who spend
their time surveying are known as
Chartered Quantity Surveyors or
Chartered Building Surveyors.
Quantity Surveyors are concerned
with the quantity of materials
likely to be used in new construc-
tion or in the alteration ofan exist-
ing building. They also act as cost
consultants.

In recent years, the designa-
tion "estate agent" has been a
somewhat pejorative term in the
UK due to the media who regard
estate agents as three levels below
a second-hand car dealer Conse-
quently, most agents now describe
themselves as Chartered Sur-
veyors, Property Consultants and
Valuers, Surveyors and Valuers,
etc., any'thing to avoid the word es-
tate agent.

To be fair, this change of desig-
nation mainly applies to commer-
cial property practices, and many
residential estate agents retain

the description. Here again, there
is a difference in terminology; in
North America the word "broker"
is "estate agent" in the UK.

Overall, while leasing of com-
mercial buildings is the same in
North America and the UK, there
are differences. Most major com-
mercial buildings in the UK are
owned by leading institutional
sources such as insurance com-
panies, pension funds, etc., or by
Stock Exchange publicly quoted
property companies.

The letting of a building
The ideal situation for any major
property owner is the letting of a
building to a single tenant on a 25-
year lease with full repairing and
insuring terms. All the landlord
has to do here is collect the rent
four times a year; every other as-
pect of the building is dealt with
solely by the tenant. The landlord
is not concerned with heating, dec-
oration, repairs, maintenance, im-
provements, insurance, etc.

In addition, these leases con-
tain the landlord's right every five
years or so to call for a review of
the rental paid. At the time of re-
view, the rent can either remain at
the present level or go up; it can
never go down. The new rental
level is determined by an agree-
ment between parties, or failing
agteement, by the appointment of
a third party to determine the
market rent such as an indepen-
dent exp€rt or arbitrator. In a con-
sistent or rising property market
this is perhaps fair to both sides,
however in the present recession-
ary market, many landlords hnd
they have buildings grossly over-
rented, with tenants locked into
leases that are substantially above
the current market rental level.

With multi-let buildings, the
ideal situation is for the tenant to

Horold lrebdck, CRE, is th2 joint se-
nior partner of Smith Melzack, a
multidiscipLine real estate pra.tice
in central lAndon. Melzarh pro.ti.es
as a wluzr, arbitrator and indepen-
d2nt etpett inwlving property dis-
pLles. He is o nember of lhz Coun-
selors of Reol E\tale ond. o Fellou of
Ttu Rolal Instittltion of Chartered
Sun41ors, and he hlrs bctured and
writlen arli.les on wrtous osfcls of
the prcperty professioa.
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be responsible for a proportionate
cost of all heating repairs, decora-
tions, upkeep, maintenance, re-
newals, porters (anitors), insur-
ance, etc. Collectively these costs
are known as a service charge
which is passed on to the t€nants.
The basic rental paid for the space
dms not include any element to-
ward these costs.

In the present recessionary
market, landlords are taking a
more practical view of life, as ten-
ants are reluctant to get locked
into long-term commitments or
unlimited maintenance obliga-
tions. Tb let a building today, you
must be flexible in all the terms
you quote. It is doubtful whether
the landlord's market of the past
ever will be the same.

Yaluations/appraisals
In the UK valuations/appraisals
are known only as valuations, and
unlike U.S. appraisals, they are of-
ten shorter in content. All Char-
tered Surveyors are governed by
the rules laid down by the Assets
Valuation Standards Committee of
the RICS. The standards explain,
in considerable detail, how one
should approach a valuation in-
cluding all the various facets, i.e.,
recent legislation, etc. Compliance
by a valuer to the "Red Book" as it
is called, is virtually mandatory by
all banks, lending institutions and
the Stock Exchange.

Code of measuring practice
Regarding the measurement of
floor areas, the RICS and the In-
corporated Society of Valuers and
Auctioneers have a standard mea-
suring system. the Code of Mea-
suring Practice. It covers all types
of buildings and is used almost
without exception throughout the
UK providing consistency in valu-
ation practice. A valuer would need
an extremely good reason to de-
part from the code. For example,
all offrce buildings are measured
on net internal floor area for the
purposes of valuation or letting,
exclusive of staircases, landings,
lift shafts, service areas, toilets,
etc. The space valued is the actual
usable floor area. The code even
sets the rules for measuring
around air conditioning units
and central heating radi ators.
Obviously, when measuring for

rebuilding or replacement costs,
the overall gross external floor
area would be used in the case of
an offrce building.

When a commercial tenancy
ends, unless the lease specifically
states otherwise, the tenant is en-
titled to a new lease for a term not
to exceed 14 years, according to the
terms of the Landlord and Tbnant
Act, 1954. The landlord can resist
the grant of a new lease, but there
are very restricted reasons, such
as requirement for own occupation,
rebuilding or redevelopment, or
the tenant being of an appalling
nature! The new lease will be at
current rental and may embody
more modern lease terms, though
generally it should follow the ex-
piring lease. The requirements of
the Landlord and Tenant Act are
peculiar to the UK, and to the best
of my knowledge do not exist in
North America or virtually any
other country.

Rates
Another term used in connection
with property is "rates," or munici-
pal taxes levied by the local au-
thority. They are based on an as-
sessment of the hypothetica I
rental value of the concerned
building or premises on a given
date. and the charge applied is
known as the "Uniform Business
Rate." The rates are payable
strictly by the occupier and would
only be paid by the landlord if the
lease called for it, which is highly
unlikely.

In Summary
I could go on at considerable
length, but this article is only in-
tended to provide a bird's eye view
on real estate-related terms used
in the UK. Tb summarize, a broker
is an estate agent who may call
himself a property consultant; an
appraiser is a valuer; a Chartered
Surveyor may not necessarily un-
dertake surveys; and rates are
taxes.

DANIEL
ROSE, CRE,
BECEIVES 1992
LANDAUER
AWARD

f he Counselors of Real Estate have named
I Daniel Rose. CRE, president of Rose Associ-
tl ates, New York, as the recipient of the 1992

James D. Landauer Award. The award is given an-
nually, when appropriate, to a real estate pro-
fessional who has furthered the ideals of The
Counselors and its CRE (Counselor of Real Estate)
designation.

During his real estate career, Rose has devel-
oped such properties as the award-winning Penta-
gon City complex in Arlington, Virginia and One
Financial Center office tower in Boston. As an insti-
tutional consultant, his credits include the creation
and implementation of the "housing for the perform-
ing arts" concept for New York's Manhattan Plaza.
Rose has served as president or chairman of various
groups such as the Horace Mann-Barnard School,
the National Jewish Welfare Board and the Harlem
Educational Activities Fund; and he has served as
offrcer or director of a wide range of non-profit orga-
nizations including the Police Athletic kague, the
Jacob Javits Convention Center Development Corpo-
ration, the New York Council for the Humanities,
the Museum of the City of New York, the Institute
for Urban Desigrr, the Foreigrr Policy Association
and the Institute for East-West Studies.

Mr Rose, who is a director of the Dreyfus Money
Market Fund, Inc. and a trustee of Corporate Prop-
erty Investors, teaches, lectures and writes on a va-
riety of real estate and planning subjects. He has
also served as "Expert Advisor" to the U.S. Secre-
tary, Department of Housing and Urban Develop-
ment and as "Expert/Consultant" to the U.S.
Commissioner of Education, Department of Health,
Education and Welfare.

The Landauer award is named for the late James
D. Landauer, CRE, who played a key role in the
establishment of The Counselors and the preemi-
nence of the real estate counseling profession. Other
recipients have included CREs Roland Rodrock Ran-
dall (1986), James E. Gibbons (1987), Roy P Drach-
man i1988), John Robert White (1989), Boyd T.
Barnard (1990) and George M. Lovejoy (1991).

I)aniel Rose. CRE
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The Office Building
From Concept to Inoestment Reality

A loittt Venture of tlrc Counselors of Real Estate,
the Appraisal Institute

and the Society of lndustrinl and Office Realtors Educational Ftmd

The most comprehensive book ever published on office buildings
f ohn R. White, CRE, N4.Al, editor in chiaf and 43 contributing authors

Three years in development, The Office Building Erom Concept to lnoestment Reality
presents the nuts and bolts of office buildings from property management to financing
strategies, from space marketing to brokerage, to all aspects of building operation. Look
to this book for the answers on issues challenging today's real estate market such as
dealing with problem properties, company downsizing, overbuilt markets and lack of
financing. "The Office Buililing..." features 700 pages highlighted with 30 photos and
over 70 illustrative charts, graphs and tables.

Author list of 43 distinguished practicing professionals & academics

Thomas W. Adler, CRE, SIOR
Jerome B. Alenick
Kenneth H. Barry
James E. Bell, CRE
Susan G. Blickstein
Henry H. Brennan
Daniel P. Coffey
Glen E. Coverdale, CRE

John D. Dorchester, Jr., CRE, MAI
Anthony Downs, CRE
Thomas C. Eastman
Jeffrey D. Fisher
Brian A. Furlong
Howard C. Gelbtuch, CRE, MAI

To order contact:

James Coettsch
James R. Ciuliano
Ronald A. Harris, CRE
Richard Kateley
Hugh F. Kelly, CRE
Beth S. Krugman
Ceorge M. Lovejoy, CRE
Michael T. Lutton
Bernard H. Mendik
Harry S. Moskowitz
Peter E. Pattison, CRE
Alan J. Pomerantz
R. Thomas Powers, CRE

Judith S. Reynolds, CRE, MAI

THE OFFICE BUILDING
From Concept to Investment Reality
5530 West 25th Street
Cicero, IL 60650
708.656.3190 far: 708.656.3273

Ted Rhoades
Richard J. Roddewig, CRE, MAI
Stan Ross

John K. Rutledge, CRE
Lynne B. Sagalyn, CRE

lack A. Shaffer
Jared Shlaes, CRE, MAI
Arthur I. Sonnenblick
Robert A. Steele, CRE, MAI
Janice E. Talley
Phillip C. Vitali
Marc A. Weiss

John R. White, CRE, MAI
Christopher J. Whyman , CRE
Susan Hudson-Wilson

COT|mIBUTON INTORMf,TIOTI TOR NEf,t ESTTITE ISSUES

The journal is published twice a year (Spring/Summer
and FalVWinter), and reaches a lucrative segment of the
real estate industry as well as an impressive cross section
of professionals in relat€d industries.

Subscribers ta Redl Estote fssues are primarily the own-
ers, chairmen, presidents and vice presidents of real estate
companies, financial corporations, property companies,
banks, management companies, libraries and Realtorc
boards throughout the country; professors and university
prsonnel; and professionals in S&Ls, insurance companies
and law firms.

Real Estate Isszes is published for the benefit of the
CREs (Counselor of Real Estst€) and other real estate
professionals including planners, architects, developers,
economists, politicians, scientists and sociologists. It fo-
cuses on approaches, both theoretical and empirical, to
timely problems and topics in the field of real estate.
Manuscripts are invited and should be addressed to:

Rocky Thrantello, Editor in chief
Real Estale Issuts
Counselors of R-eal Estate
430 N. Michigan Avenue
Chicago, IL 60611

Review Process
All manuscripts are reviewed by three members of the
editDrial board with the author's name(s) kept anonymous.
When accept€d, the manuscript with the recommended
changes are returned to the author for revision. If the
manuscript is not accepted, the author is notified by letter.

Every effort will be made to notify the author of the ac-
ceptance or rejection of the manuscript at the earliest
possible date. Upon publication, copyright is held by the
Counselors of Real Estate (American Society of Real Es-
tat€ Counselors). The publieher will not refuse arty reason-
able request by the author for p€rmission to reproduce any
of his contributions to the journal.

Deadlines
All manuscripte t! b€ considered for the Spring/Summer
edition must be submitt€d by February 1; for the FalV
Winter edition by Augu8t 1.

Manuscript/I llustrationE Pneparation
1. Manuscripts need to be submitted on disk (along with
hard copy) in ASCII hle format, Work Perfect preferred.

All submitted materials, including abstract, text and
notes, are to be double-spaced on one side of the sheet
only, with wide margins. Recommended number of pages
for a manuscript is not to exceed 25-30. Submit five copies
of the manuscript, accompanied by a 50- to 100-word ab-
stract and a brief biographical stat€ment.

2. All notes, both citations and explanatory, are to be
numbered consecutively in the text and placed at the end
of the manuscript.

3. Illustrations are to be considered as figures, numbered
consecutively and submitted in a form suitable for repro-
duction. TWe figure legends double-spaced on a separate
page.

4. Number all tables consecutively and type double.
spaced on separate pageB. All tables are to have titles.

5. Include glossy photographs that enhance the manu-
script, whenever possible.

6. Title of article should contain six words or less with an
active verb.

7. For uniformity and accuracy that is consistent with our
editorial policy, refer to the style rules in The Chicago
Manuol of Style .

TTIE B[Ttf,ND f,Wf,ND
MflIUSCRIPT SUB!,IISSION
I}ITONMf,NON

The editorial board of Eeol Estate Is$t@s f-REIl is accept-
ing manuscripts in competition for the 1993 Ballard
Award. The competition is open to members of the Coun-
selors of Real Estat€ ard other real estat€ professionals.
The $500 cash award and plaque is presented in Novem-
ber during The Counselors' annual convention to the au-
thor(s) whose manuscript best exemplifies the high
standards of content maintained in the journal. Any arti-
cles published in EEf during the 1993 calendar year
lSpring/Summer and Falywint€r editions) are eligible for
consideration and must be submitted by August 1, 1993.

*Members of the Counselors of Real Estate (American Society of Real Estale Counselors),
Appraisal lnstitute and the Society of lndustrial and Office Realtors

*Member Price; $49.50 List Price: $55.00
(plus $3.00 shipping and lwndling; prepaid orrlers only)




